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1981 Annual Dedication

Whip Buck is a gentle, generous, gracious per-

son. He is sure of his values; he represents them in

his daily life; and he is unfailingly interested in

other people.

Though he is soft-spoken, this man of service is

a leader who carefully considers his course and
then steers straight and steady. I know of no other

person whose manners and morals are so inextrica-

bly entwined.

As Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Kieve,

he is a wonderful friend to us all.
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Watersports Sermon, 1981

What I have to say was conceived in a letter I wrote to my brother Henry
as I watched the sun rise over Camp Kieve from Bunker Hill Church— the

conception of a new day, seemingly like any other day.

Many questions arose in my mind. Like why should the sun rise, and set

again? Why should I have a healthy brother, and such a happy family, and
such a happy extended family such as Kieve? Why should we so easily take

these things for granted?

We call this, as you well know by now, a non-denominational service.

What that means is merely that none of us is qualified. But we know that

there is something to be recognized which is far greater than we, something
that makes the sun rise and set again, makes the peas grow, and something
for which we all must be thankful. Some call it Pantheism. I simply call it

Love.

Pantheism is a belief which recognizes the existence of that same basic

element, its God, as the root and fiber of all existing life— you, me, that tree,

that lake, the sunrise, home box office on your television set.

Plato called it World Soul . . .

Walt Whitman called it the Body Electric . . .

Einstein called it MC- . .

,

Shep Brown called it a Smile
I call it LOVE.

To deserve this life, the very privilege must be earned, justified, and
tested. Courage, Perseverance, Loyalty.

Pantheistically, God is Life. According to the scriptures, God is Loxe.
Here Life is Love.
The basic element, root and fiber, of this existence then, must be Lo\e. .\

Love worth being courageous for, worth perse\ ering ibr, and kn al to.
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LOVE. This brings us back to conception. In an act of utter human love,

so was each of us conceived. We owe a loyalty to this Love in that our
parents were courageous enough to dare.

It was their perseverance that entrusted us to help fulfill that Love that they

meant to be your Life when they sent you to camp.
It is our loyalty to that Love that gives us, and you, integrity—That makes

us Kieve—To strive in emulation of the Miracle, the Body Electric, the

Savior, the World Soul.

So Love is conception, and conception is the root of Life and Life is what
we must be thankful for. We owe a response to the conception in fulfillment

and dedication such that we may perpetuate that Life—Where Life is Love.

After conception there is birth. This is truly a labor of Love. Another labor

of Love is the garden. It has Life as a purpose. Its Life is fulfilled in order

that it may sustain another Life.

We have a lot to learn from a garden. Take the peas for example. Every
pea is different. Some turn yellow. Some are meagre and tasteless. Some are

eaten by the bugs. Others are healthy, fruitful, and delicious. It all depends
on the strength of the vine and how well it's kept weeded. There are many
peas. But it is how they are cared for, the loyalty to the conception, the

perseverance under the hot sun and their courage in the face of bugs that

determines their individual worth.

This sermon was conceived at Sunrise in a letter. The letter was conceived

in Love. So was the Sunrise.

So here I found the answers to all my questions. Out of Love is conceived

for us the Beauty of the Sunrise. Out of Love is conceived for us Life. Out of

Love is conceived for us, US. To this we must always be loyal.

I commend you parents on your weekend for having the courage to give up
your loves unto us.

My prayer

"A Bell is no bell until you ring it..."

That's like the carillon which makes us ugly in the morning, refreshes us with

general swim and the cocktail hour, and wills the sun to sleep.

"A Song is no song until you sing it. .

."

That's like the Kieve song each night to the Sunset.

"And Love in your heart wasn't put there to stay. Love isn 7 Love tillyou give it

away.
"

And that's like Kieve. Thank You.

NANNEY KENNEDY
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DIRECTORS

RICHARD CROFT KENNEDY, Director; Camper 1939-45; A.B. Colum-
bia University, 1956; Harvard University; M.A. Stanford University,

1973; West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555

JOHN ROGER PEDRICK, Co-Director; A.B. Bates College, 1966; M.S.
University of Pennsylvania, 1970; Assistant Headmaster, Head of Lower
School, Shore Country Day School; 379 Linebrook Road, Ipswich,

Massachusetts 01938
MARC JANES, JR., Assistant Director, Campcraft, Trip Leaders Safety

Course; B.A. Yale University, 1966; M.Ed. Antioch University, 1980;
Teacher of mathematics, Spanish, and Latin, Eaglebrook School, Deer-
field, Massachusetts 01342

CURTIS ALLAN LAUBER, Assistant Director, Annual, Council Aide
Program; A.B. Duke University, 1967; M.A. Villanova University, 1976;
Teacher of English, The Episcopal Academy; 110 School House Lane,
Ardmore, Pennsylvania 19003

COUNSELORS

HAYWARD THOMPSON ADAMS, IVaterfront Director, Headbunkhouse

Counselor 1981; B.S. Springfield College, 1981; Teacher of Mathematics,

North Shore Middle School; 56 Cutler Road, Hamilton, Massachusetts

01936
DANIEL BLISS, Riflery; Camper 1975-77, 79; Counselor, 1980-81; Bates

College, 1985; 14 Fairfield Road, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
SHEPARD BROWN, JR., Canoeing; Camper 1972-76; Council 1979-81;

George Washington University, 1983; 69 Bridge Street, Manchester,

Massachusetts 01944
DOUGLAS EDWARD FRAHER, Nature; Counselor,' 1981; Worcester Poly-

technic Institute, 1982; Storer Road, Star Route, Waldoboro, Maine
04572

BRADLEY CONANT GAMBLE, Tripping, photography, ceramics; Camper,

1973-74; Counselor, 1979-81; Skidmore College, 1984; 26 Monmouth
Street, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146

JAMES STEPHEN HEBB, IV, Landsports; Camper 1975-77; Counselor 1979-

81; Oilman School, 1982; 205 Ridgewood Road, Baltimore, Maryland
21210

ELIOT CHARLES HEHER, Campcraft; Camper 1974-1977; Counselor 1980-

81; Harvard University, 1985; 4396 Province Line Road, Princeton, New
Jersey 08540

ALAN LEWIS IRETON, Ropes, Landsports; Camper 1978-79; Council 1980-

81; Hingham High School, 1982; 17 Porters Cove Road, Hingham,
Massachusetts 02043

MARK MANUEL MENENDEZ, Printing; Camper, 1977-79; Counselor 1980-

81; St. Paul's School, 1982; 923 Rolandvue Road, Towson, Maryland
21204

MARK STEVENSON MITCHELL, Tennis; Camper, 1978; Council 1979 and

81; Pingree School, 1982; 122 Bailey Road, Andover, Massachusetts
01810

TIMOTHY CAMPBELL NAYLOR, Sailing; Counselor, 1981; The Oilman
School 1982; 4030 Stewart Road, Stevenson, Maryland 21153

GEORGE DYER PHIPPS, Sailing, Tripping; Camper, 1974-77; Counselor,

1981; Phillips Academy, Andover, 1982; Box 531, Westbury, New York
11590
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JENNIFER WRAY PULVER, Ceramics; Counselor 1981; University of

Massachusetts, 1985; Labor In Vain Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
JOHN FRITZ SCHNEIDER, Tripping; Camper, 1974-76; Counselor, 1979-

81; Franklin and Marshall College, 1985; 918 Merion Square Road,
Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035

JOHN BENSON SEAMANS, Woodworking; Camper 1970-72; Counselor,

1973-76, 1978-81; Boston University, 1982; 5 Harbor View, Marblehead,
Massachusetts 01945

TIMOTHY OWEN SHENTON, Tripping, Archery; Camper, 1974-77; Coun-

selor, 1978-81; Bates College, 1984; Todd Pond Road, Lincoln, Massachu-
setts 01773

JAMES EDWARD STEBBINS, JR., Fishing; Camper, 1975-76; Counselor,

1980-81; Hartwick College, 1985; Testcombe, Hawts, England 5020 6AZ
THOMAS CARPENTER STEWART, II, Ropes; Camper, 1975-77; Coun-

selor, 1980-81; Hamilton College, 1984; 914 Black Rock Road, Gladwyne,
Pennsylvania 19035

RANDOLPH SHAW WILGIS, Sailing, Swimming; Camper, 1975-77; Coun-

selor, 1980-81; Gilman School, 1982; 1209 Malvern Avenue, Baltimore,

Maryland 21204
JOCELYN ANNE WISE, Photography; Counselor, 1981; Massachusetts Col-

lege of Art, 1985; 22 School Street, Andover, Massachusetts 01810

COUNSELOR AIDES

FRANK BEATMAN GOLDSMITH, Ropes, Photography; Camper 1977-80;

Council Aide, 1981; The Hotchkiss School, 1984; 199 Garry Drive, New
Britain, Connecticut 06052

JAMES GORDON, Tennis, Landsports; Camper, 1977-80; Council Aide, 1981;

Lawrence Academy, 1984; 128 Primrose Way,^ Palo Alto, California

94203
ANDREW HAWKES, Camper, 1976; Council Aide, 1981; Princeton Day

School; 1983; 620 Rosedale Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

NICHOLAS SALTUS LUDINGTON, Camper, 1977-78; Council Aide, 1981;

Millbrook School; 2035 Twinbrook Road, Berwyn, Pennsylvania 19312

SERRE LIVINGSTON MURPHY, Camper, 1977-79; Council Aide, 1981;

Sahsbury School, 77 Buxton Road, Bedford Hills, New York 10507

STAFF

AMY ROGERS BLODGETT, Kiddie Camp, Laundry; Pingree School,

1982; 136 Beach Bluff Avenue, Swampscott, Massachusetts 01907
RICHARD DECOURSEY, Cook; University of New Hampshire; 9 Scott

Street, Portland, Maine 04102
BETSY DIETRICH, Infirmary Director; University of California, Berke-

ley, 1985; 4727 North Wishon, Fresno, California 93704
KRISTEN LEE FUDGE, Kitchen; Boston University, 1985; 372 Linebrook

Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
GWENDOLYN HORNBLOW, Kiddie Camp, Laundry; Miss Porter's

School, 1982; 41 Mountain Road, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
TURI B. -H.JANES, Library; Eaglebrook School, Deerfield, Massachusetts

01342
SARAH FAITH KAHRL, Kitchen; Columbus School for Girls, 1982; 209

South Columbia Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43209
NANCY KENNEDY, Choir, Dramatics; West Neck Road, Nobleboro,

Maine 04555
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NANNY KENNEDY, Garden; Bowdoin College, 1982; West Neck Road,
Nobleboro, Maine 04555

ANN HODGDON LAUBER, Mail; 110 School House Lane, Ardmore,
Pennsylvania 19003

JAYSON PAUL MURPHY, Kitchen; 112 Keswick Road, South Pordand,
Maine

PAUL PARADIS, Maintenance; 162 Edwards Street, Pordand, Maine
JENNIFER LEE PEDRICK, Kitchen, Rt. 2, Box 306, Crystal River,

Florida 32629
NANCY J. PEDRICK, Camp Store; 379 Linebrook Road, Ipswich, Massa-

chusetts 01938
REBECCA ANN REYNOLDS, Kiddie Camp, Laundry; Pingree School,

1982; 20 Jenkins Road, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
DELORES YORK, Bakery Chef; Nobleboro, Maine 04555

TRUSTEES

ALEXANDER K. BUCK, Chairman; 4535 Province Line Road, Princeton,

New Jersey 08540
GORDON BENSLEY, Audio Visual Center; Phillips Academy, Andover,

Massachusetts 01810
DOROTHY ADDAMS BROWN, Vice President; Boston Safe Deposit &

Trust; 1 Boston Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02106
ALEXANDER K. BUCK, JR., Quillen IIH, Stanford, California 94305
THOMAS HAAS, 260 Franklin Turnpike, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430
SARAH ERASER ROBBINS, Eastern Point, Gloucester, Massachusetts

01930
ELISABETH RUSSELL, 928 Summit Road, Narberth, Pennsylvania

19072

DONALD C. SEAMANS, 5 Harbor View, Marblehead, Massachusetts
01945

HARPER SIBLEY III, 188 Upland Road, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02140

BRADFORD P. STEVENS, Stevens Datsun, Inc., 199 Marlboro Street,

Keene, New Hampshire 03431
CHARLES C. TOWNSEND, JR., Moores Mill Road, Hopswell, New

Jersey 08525
WILLIAM M. WALKER II, N.D. Meyer & Co.; Suite 1600 — Two

Girard Plaza, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102
MICHAEL WESTCOTT, Attorney; Bristol Road, Damariscotta, Maine

04543
SUSAN S. WINTHROP, Topsfield Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
RICHARD NED YOUNG, JR., 326 Waterloo Avenue, Berwvn. Pennsvl-

vania 19312

CAMPERS 1981

WILLIAM AGREE — Kieve 1981; Pace Academy; 86 Adrian Place N\V,
Atlanta, Georgia 70727

WILLIAM ANNIBALI — Kieve 1981; Lake Forest Countrv Dav School;
1388 North Green Bav Road, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045

NICCOLO BALDESCH'I — Kieve 1981; Marvin School; 166 Fast 63rd
Street, New York, New York 10021

BENJAMIN BANGS — Kieve 1981; 62 Given Street, Medrield. Massachu-
setts 02052
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TIMOTHY BATCHELDER — Kieve 1980-81; Fessenden School; 66
Laurel Road, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167

MATTHEW BAXTER — Kieve 1981; Greenwich Country Day School; 9

Stanwich Road, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
NATHAN BEDFORD — Kieve 1981; Waitsfield Elementary School; Kyle

Road, Waitsfield, Vermont 05673
ANDREW BEIER — Kieve 1980-81; St. Francis School; 403 Olde House

Lane, Media, Pennsylvania 19063
GREGORY BEIER — Kieve 1978-81; St. Francis School, 403 Olde House

Lane, Media, Pennsylvania 19063

ZACHARIAH BENSLEY — Kieve 1980-81; The Pike School; 45 Salem
Street, Andover, Massachusetts 01810

RICHARD BENTON — Kieve 1981; Shore Country Day School; 15

Thissell Street, Prides Crossing, Massachusetts 01965
CARLOS BERGES — Kieve 1981; Loyola School; Calle B #13, Rep.

Serralles, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
HENRY BLAGDEN — Kieve 1981; Pingree School; 5 Warner Road,

Maplewood, New Jersey 07040
PETER BLAGDEN — Kieve 1981; Jefferson School; 5 Warner Road,

Maplewood, New Jersey 07040
JOSHUA BOYt)EN — Kieve 1980-81; Lincoln School; Box 218,

Vinalhaven, Maine 04863
SEAN BOYNTON — Kieve 1980-81; Nobleboro Central School; Box 17,

Nobleboro, Maine 04555
IVAN BREWSTER — Kieve 1981; Fenn School; Middlesex School, Con-

cord, Massachusetts 01742
FRANCIS BROWN — Kieve 1980-81; Shore Country Day School; 120 Hill

Street, Topsfield, Massachusetts 01983
ROBERT BURGESS — Kieve 1979-81; Renbrook School; 44 Dorset Lane,

Farmington, Connecticut 06032
WILLIAM BURKS — Kieve 1981; Princeton Country Day School; Win-

drush Farm, The Great Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
ROBERT J. CALDWELL — Kieve 1981; William G. Vinsle School; 869

Main Street, Norwell, Massachusetts 02061

PATRICK CARROLL — Kieve 1981; Lake Forest Country Day School;

1333 West Deerpath, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045
PHILIP R. CHANDLER — Kieve 1981; Chockselt School; 206 Chace Hill

Road, Sterling Junction, Massachusetts 01565
NICHOLAS CHERMAYEFF — Kieve 1981; Buckingham, Brown and

Nichols School; 5 Brewster Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
MORRIS CHESTON — Kieve 1981; Chestnut Hill Academy; Lewis Lane,

Ambler, Pennsylvania 19002

CAMERON CLARK — Kieve 1980-81; Landmark School; 308 Sagamore
Street, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982

JAMES COOPER — Kieve 1981; Tokeneke School; 33 Searles Road,
Darien, Connecticut 06820

JOSEPH COOPER — Kieve 1978-81; King School; 33 Searles Road,
Darien, Connecticut 06820

RONALD COWIE — Kieve 1981; Maumee Valley Country Day School;

2521 Underbill Road, Toledo, Ohio 43615
CHARLES CRISSMAN — Kieve 1981; Shady Hill School; 3 Brigham

Street, Watertown, Massachusetts 02172
GORDON CROMWELL — Kieve 1978-81; Gilman School; 1710 Circle

Ruad, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
ERIK CULLEN — Kieve 1981; Chapin School; 980 Stuart Road, Prince-

ton, New Jersey 08450
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SEAN CULLEN — Kieve 1979-81; Princeton Country Day School; 980

Stuart Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

PETER CULMAN — Kieve 1979-81; Oilman School; 2 Merryman Court,

Baltimore, Maryland, 21210
CHARLES CURRAN — Kieve 1981; Montgomery Country Day School;

1632 Old Gulph Road, Villanova, Pennsylvania 19085

MAURICE CURRAN — Kieve 1980-81; Dexter School; 242 Woodland
Road, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167

BARTON DAVIS — Kieve 1981; South Orange Junior High School; 34

Roosevelt Road, Maplewood, New Jersey 07040

JOSEPH DECOURCEY — Kieve 1981; St. Patrick's School; 9 Scott Street,

Portland, Maine 04102

JOHN DEWING — Kieve 1980-81; Palm Beach Day School; 306 Pendleton

Lane, Palm Beach, Florida

SAMUEL DOLE — Kieve 1981; 27 Irving Street, Brookline, Massachusetts

02146
CHRISTOPHER DOUGHERTY — Kieve 1980-81; Green Hills School;

1503 Brooklyn, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

F. CLEAVELAND DUREY — Kieve 1979-81; Shore Country Day School;

38 Candlewood Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

JACOB ELKINS — Kieve 1981; Shipley School; 733 Harrison Road,
Villanova, Pennsylvania 19085

ALLESSANDRO FACCIOLI — Kieve 1981; Liceo Los Arcos; Av. Princi-

V pal Ed. Curumo, Cumbres de Curumo, Caracas, Venezuela
LEONARDO FACCIOLI — Kieve 1981; Liceo Los Arcos; Av. Principal

Ed. Curumo, Cumbres de Curumo, Caracas, Venezuela
CHRISTOPHER FEAREY — Kievfe 1980-81; Buckley School; 170 East

79th Street, New York, New York 10021

PETER FEAREY — Kieve 1978-81; Buckley School; 170 East 79th Street,

New York, New York 10021

NICHOLAS A. FETCHKO — Kieve 1981; Shore Country Day School; 42

Charter St., Salem, Massachusetts 01970
HUNT FISHER — Kieve 1981; Princeton Country Day School; 33 Stuart

Close, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
ADAM FOULKE — Kieve 1979-81; Greenwich Country Day School; 279

Old Church Road, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
STEPHAN FOWLKES — Kieve 1980-81; Buckley School; 765 Park

Avenue, New York, New York 10021

RICHARD FRANKEN — Kieve 1980-81; Loma Alta School; 10640 SW
53rd Avenue, Miami, Florida 33156

IAN FRANCIS — Kieve 1981; Buckley School; 66 East 91st Street, New
York, New York 10028

A. WARD FRANCIS — Kieve 1981; Shipley School; 1170 Pugh Road,
Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087

SCOTT FULMER — Kieve 1978-81; Princeton Country Day School; 674
The Great Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

AUGUSTUS GARDNER — Kieve 1981; Dexter School; 265 Goddard
Avenue, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146

JONATHON GARDNER — Kieve 1981; American School of London; 12

Cadogan Place, London SWl, England
RALPll GEER — Kieve 1980-81; Haverford School; RED #1, Box 123,

Chester Springs, Pennsylvania 19425
TOBY GEORGI — Kieve 1981; Deerpath School; 580 North Washington

Road, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045
DAVID GLENDINNING — Kieve 1980-81; Germantown Academy; 7128

Sheaff Lane, Fort Washington, Pennsylvania 19034
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PATRICK GLENN — Kieve 1979-81; Boston Latin High School; 1

Robeson Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02130
ALEXANDER GLOVSKY — Kieve 1981; Shore Country Day School;

Indian Hill, Prides Crossing, Massachusetts 01965
SEAN GOTTLIEB — Kieve 1981; Miller Grade School; 201 Friendship

Road, Waldoboro, Maine 04572

JOSE GONZALEZ — Kieve 1981; Calle de Damas No. 136, Mexico, D.F.
DAVID GORDON — Kieve 1981; Sedgwick Junior High School; 7 Oxford

Drive, West Hartford, Connecticut 06107
THOMAS GORDON — Kieve 1979-81; Rumsey Hall School; 7 Oxford

Drive, West Hartford, Connecticut 06107
ALEXANDER GRANT — Kieve 1981; Allen Stevenson School; 353 East

83rd Street, New York, New York 10028
CHARLES GREENOUGH — Kieve 1981; Shore Country Day School;

Paine Avenue, Prides Crossing, Massachusetts 01965
WHITNEY GRUMHAUS — Kieve 1980-81; Lake Forest Country Day

School; 197 North Green Bay Road, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045
JOSHUA GUNDLING — Kieve 1980-81; Riley School; East Fork Road,
RD 1, Box 4892A, Camden Maine 04843

STEPHEN HARRINGTON — Kieve 1981; Wellesley Junior High School;

41 Chestnut Street, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts 02181
NATHANIEL HARRISON — Kieve 1981; Whitemarsh Junior High

School; 6310 Sunnybrook Avenue, Flourtown, Pennsylvania 19031

TIMOTHY HAWKES — Kieve 1981; Princeton Day School; 620 Rosedale
Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

HARRY HEHER — Kieve 1978-81; 4396 Province Line Road, Princeton,

New Jersey 08540
TRIP HERBRUCK — Kieve 1981; Hawkin' School; Hillcreek Lane, Gates

Mills, Ohio 44040
CLIFFORD HILPERT — Kieve 1981; Princeton Day School; 15 Hemford

Circle, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
SIMON ISDELL-CARPENTER — Kieve 1980-81; Harrow School; 32

Parsons Green, London SW6 England
DAVID HOLMES — Kieve 1980-81; Lincoln School; 12 Maple Street,

Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
S. WAQAAR HUSSAIN — Kieve 1981; Maumee Valley Country Day

School; 2836 Manley Road, Maumee, Ohio 43537
TODD HYAM — Kieve 1981; The Tower School; Bradlee Road, Marble-

head, Massachusetts 01945
WILLIAM JAMES — Kieve 1980-81; Chestnut Hill Academy; 26 East

Benezet Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
WALKER JONES — Kieve 1980-81; Gilman School; 6 Charlotte Place,

Baltimore, Maryland, 21218
CHRISTOPHER KELLEY — Kieve 1979-81; West Millbrook School,

8821 Woody Hill Road, Raleigh, North Carolina 27612
PETER KELLNER — Kieve 1980-81; Allen Stevenson School; 117 East

78th Street, New York, New York 10021

CHRISTOPHER KEMPER — Kieve 1980-81; Eastwood School;

Southdaun Road, Huntington, New York 11743
CHRISTOPHER KILROY — Kieve 1980-81; Pilgrim Road, Marshfield,

Massachusetts 02050
ANDY KINGMAN, JR. — Kieve 1980-81; The Episcopal Academy; 2253

Buttonwood Road, Berwyn, Pennsylvania 19312
WILLIAM KLEBENOV — Kieve 1981; Dedham Country Day School; 25

Village Avenue, Dedham, Massachusetts 02026
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RICHARD KOELLE — Kieve 1978-81; Nether Providence Middle School,

210 Engle Drive, Wallingford, Pennsylvania 19086

JOSEPH LAVOIE — Kieve 1981; Horace Mann School; 41 Turner Street,

Salem, Massachusetts 01970
NICHOLAS LAWRENCE — Kieve 1981; Shore Country Day School;

Winthrop Street, Box 85, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
GEORGE LEBOUTILLIER — Kieve 1981; Maumee Valley Country Day

School; 6861 North River Road, Waterville, Ohio 43566

JAMES LEDYARD — Kieve 1980-81; Crosse Point Academy; 121

Meadow Lane, Crosse Point Farms, Michigan 48326

JONATHON LEE — Kieve 1981; Riverwood School; 4730 Harris Trail

NW, Atlanta, Georgia 30327
FLAVIO LIBERATORE — Kieve 1980-81; La Salle Coliva; Calle Colon -

Qta. Elettra, Prados del Este, Caracas, Venezuela
PAOLO LIBRA — Kieve 1981; Liceo Los Arcos; Avenida Caurimare, Qta.

Antonela, Colinas de Bello Monte, Caracas, Venezuela
ERIC LINKER — Kieve 1977, 80-81; The Episcopal Academy; 306

Grayling Avenue, Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072

KEITH LINKER — Kieve 1980-81; The Episcopal Academy, 306 Grayhng
Avenue, Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072

ALAN LIVESAY — Kieve 1981; Spofford School; Box 281, West Boxford,

Massachusetts 01885
CAMERON LONERGAN — Kieve 1981; Montgomery Junior High

School; Box 18, Bedens Brook Road, Blawenburg, New Jersey 08504
CHRISTOPHER LORENZ — Kieve 1981; Shore Country Day School;

225 Franklin Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02101
CHARLES LOXTON — Kieve 1981; Buckley School; 935 Park Avenue,
New York, New York 10028

WILL LOXTON — Kieve 1981; Buckley School; 935 Park Avenue, New
York, New York 10028

MICHAEL LYNCH — Kieve 1981; Indian Mountain School; East Street,

Sharon, Connecticut 06069
MATTHEW MACAVOY — Kieve 1977-81; Hopkins School; 15 Loomis

Place, New Haven, Connecticut 06511
CHARLES MARQUART — Kieve 1981; Lake Forest Country Day

School; 1141 North Green Bay Road, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045
PHILIP MAISTRELLIS — Kieve 1981; Shore Country Day School; 48

Argilla Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
TIMOTHY MASON — Kieve 1981; Brunswick Junior High School; 88

Hennessey Avenue, Brunswick, Maine 04011
CHRISTOPHER MCARDLE — Kieve 1979-81; Maumee Valley Country

Day School; 27149 West River Road, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
RALPH MCELVENNY — Kieve 1981; St. David's School; 7 Gracie

Square, New York, New York 10028
JOHN MCGOVERN — Kieve 1981; Lake Forest Country Day School; 79

Mayflower Road, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045
HUGH MCPHEETERS — Kieve 1981; St. Louis Country Day School; 615

East Monroe Avenue, Kirkwood, Missouri 63122
R. BENTON METCALF — Kieve 1981; Lewis School; 23 Toth Lane,

Rocky Hill, New Jersey 08553
MARSHALL MILLER — Kieve 1981; St. Bernard's School; 1170 Fifth

Avenue, New York, New York 10029
ANDREW MILLHON — Kieve 1978-81; Maumee Valley Country Day

School; 420 West Front Street, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
CLAY MITCHELL — Kieve 1981; Buckley School; 760 Park Avenue, New

York, New York 10021
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ROBERT MOORE — Kieve 1981; Shore Country Day School; 81 Herrick
Road, Boxford, Massachusetts 01921

CY MOORE — Kieve 1981; Shore Country Day School; 81 Herrick Road,
Boxford, Massachusetts 01921

JOHN MORRISON — Kieve 1981; Friends Academy, 10 Knolls Lane,
Manhasset, New York 11030

WEBSTER MUDGE — Kieve 1981; Lincolnville Central School, RED #2,

Lincolnville, Maine, 04849
JOSEPH NASTASI — Kieve 1979-81; The Episcopal Academy; 427

Church Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
DAVID NETTO — Kieve 1980-81; Buckley School; 850 Park Avenue; New

York, New York 10021

TUCKER NICHOLS — Kieve 1981; Chestnut Hill Academy; 730 Andorra
Road, Lafayette Hills, Pennsylvania 19444

BUD NICOLL — Kieve 1980-81; Great Sah Bay School; Mills Road,
Newcastle, Maine 04553

MICHAEL OTT — Kieve 1981; Lake Forest Country Day School; 470
Michigamme, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045

GRAY OTTLEY — Kieve 1981; Ernest Hemingway Elementary School;

P.O. Box 1444, Sun Valley, Idaho 83353
ALEXANDER PACKARD — Kieve 1981; Welsh Valley Junior High

School; 45 Rosemont Avenue, Rosemont, Pennsylvania 19010
GRAHAM PAINE — Kieve 1981; ABQAI; Aramco, Badge 96294, AB-

QAIQ, Saudi Arabia
CHARLES PARSONS — Kieve 1978-81; Eastwoods School; P.O. Box 263,

Cold Spring Harbor, New York 11724
WILLIAM PARSONS — Kieve 1978, 81; Philips Academy Andover; P.O.

263, Cold Spring Harbor, New York 11724
AUBREY PETERSON — Kieve 1981; Buckey School; 116 East 63rd

Street, New York, New York 10021

ERIK PETERSON — Kieve 1981; Buckley School; 116 East 63rd Street,

New York, New York 10021

GLENN PEW — Kieve 1981; Pingree School; 744 Watchung Avenue, Apt.

102, Plainfield, New Jersey 07060
ISAAC PHILLIPS — Kieve 1981; A.D. Gray Junior High School; Friend-

ship Street, Waldoboro, Maine 04572
SAMUEL POTTER — Kieve 1979-81; Park School; 85 East India Row,

Boston, Massachusetts 02110
TIMOTHY PURINGTON — Kieve 1981; Brookwood School; 36 Main

Street, Byfield, Massachusetts 01922
WILLIAM ROBB — Kieve 1980-81; Park School; 19 Oakland Road,

Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
RADCLYFFE ROBERTS — Kieve 1978-81; Princeton Day School; 85

Linwood Circle, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
JAMES RONEY — Kieve 1980-81; Brookwood School; 10 Payson Street,

Newburyport, Massachusetts 01950
THOMAS ROSSMASSLER — Kieve 1979-81; 149 Mountain Road, RD

5, Box 311, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
HARDY ROYAL — Kieve 1980-81; Community Park School; Mansgrove;

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
TOMS ROYAL — Kieve 1979-81; Chapin School; Mansgrove; Princeton,

New Jersey 08540
JOHN RUSSELL — Kieve 1981; Benchmark School; 928 Summit Road,

Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072
ENRIQUE SAMANIEGO — Kieve 1981; Sagraolo Carazan; Edificio

Cervantes, 4-D Calle Augusto, Pontevedra, Spain
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OMAR SAMANIEGO — Kieve 1981
;
Jefferson Academy; Apartado 2828,

Caracas, Venezuela 1010 A
JAVIER SAMANIEGO — Kieve 1981

;
Jefferson Academy; Apartado 2828,

Caracas, Venezuela 1010 A
JOSE SAN ROMAN — Kieve 1979-81; San Pablo C.E.U.; Sextante 12

Araraca, Madrid, Spain

LEE SCHMIDT — Kieve 1980-81; Ottawa Hills High School; 4630

Brookside, Toledo, Ohio 43615
DAVID SCHRODER — Kieve 1981; Shore Country Day School; 30

Chestnut Street, Salem, Massachusetts 01970

JASON SAVAGE — Kieve 1981; Devon Elementary School; 317 South

Fairfield Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333

JOHN SCHUSTER — Kieve 1981; Rembrook School; Pratding Pond
Road, Farmington, Connecticut 06032

REED SEARLE — Kieve 1981; Weston High School; 55 Wellesley Street,

Weston, Massachusetts 02193

JOHN SEARLE — Kieve 1980-81; North River School; P.O. Box 942,

Steeple Lane, Amherst, New Hampshire 03031

THOMAS SIBLEY — Kieve 1978-81; Shore Country Day School; 163

Argilla Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
PETER SIENKIEWICZ — Kieve 1981; Princeton Day School, 55 Winfield

Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
REID SLAYTON — Kieve 1980-81; Union School; 6 Crosswood Road,

Farmington, Connecticut 06032
ALEX SPARKMAN — Kieve 1981; Shipley School; 351 Church Road,

Devon, Pennsylvania 19333

THEODORE STEBBINS — Kieve 1981; Belmont Hills School; 18 Whiting
Road, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts 02181

WILLIAM STEVENSON — Kieve 1981; Sanborn Middle School; 537
Barrett's Mill Road, Concord, Massachusetts 01742

BENJAMIN STEWART — Kieve 1979-81; Polytechnic Preparatory Day
School; 264 Berkeley Place, Brooklyn, New York 11217

DANIEL STRANAHAN — Kieve 1980-81; Maumee Valley Country Day
School; 28589 East River Road, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551

NICOLAS SWATON — Kieve 1981; Institution Mehzan; 12 rue du
Commandant Rolland, Marseille 13008, France

CHIP TALBOT — Kieve 1978-81; John Reed Middle School; 48 Drummer
Lane; West Redding, Connecticut 06896

WILLIAM TALBOT III — Kieve 1976-81; Joel Barlow High School; 48

Drummer Lane, West Redding, Connecticut 06896
JED TOBIN — Kieve 1980-81; Hillside School; 41 Clark Circle, Needham,

Massachusetts 02192
JOHN TOTARO — Kieve 1981; Princeton Day School; 64 Winfield Road,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
TIMOTHY TOWELL — Kieve 1981; Kingsbury Laboratory School; 3410

Reservoir Road NW, Washington, D.C. 20007
ANDREW UFFELMAN — Kieve 1980-81; Haverford School; 731 Great

Springs Road, Box 928, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
ALEXANDER VAN ALEN — Kieve 1981; Shipley School; 950 Plumsock

Road, Newton Square, Pennsylvania 19073
ERNEST VANPANHUYS — Kieve 1980-81; Mather Junior High School;

16 Whaling Road, Darien, Connecticut 06820
PAUL VANPANHUYS — Kieve 1981; Colegio Guadalete; Calle Murillo

18, Puerto de Santa Maria, Cadiz, Spain
PHILIP VANPANHUYS — Kieve 1981; Colegio Guadalete; Calle Murillo

18, Puerto de Santa Maria, Cadiz, Spain
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VINCENT VANPANHUYS — Kieve 1981; Tokeneke School; 16 Whaling
Road, Darien, Connecticut 06820

ERIC VOGEL — Kieve 1981; Chandler School; 255 Hillside Road, South
Pasadena, California 91030

WILLIAM WALKER III — Kieve 1980-81; Devon Elementary School;

332 Exeter Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333 ,

STEVEN WALL — Kieve 1979-81; Southern High School; Rt. 1, Box 682,

Graham, North Carolina 27253
BLAIR WARDROP — Kieve 1981; Edgeworth School; Quaker Hollow

Road, Sewickley, Pennsylvania 15143

CHARLES WEINGARTEN — Kieve 1981; 1026 Ridgedale, Beverly Hills,

California 90210
NICHOLAS WEST — Kieve 1981; Mendham Township Elementary

School; 25 Brockden Drive, Mendham, New Jersey 07945
ALEXANDER WHEELER — Kieve 1981; Shore Country Day School; 18

High Street, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
PETER WHITMAN — Kieve 1981; Brookwood School; 292 Bridge Street,

South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
STEPHEN WICKENDEN — Kieve 1981; Camden-Rockport High School;

Russell Avenue, Rockport, Maine 04856

JAMES WILLIAMS — Kieve 1979-81; Mary Taylor Middle School; 9

Arey Avenue, P.O. Box 771, Camden, Maine 04843
PETER WILLIS — Kieve 1981; Maumee Valley Country Day School;

4720 Turnbridge Road, Toledo, Ohio 43623
MICHAEL WOLF — Kieve 1980-81; Heath School; 161 Reservoir,

Brookline, Massachusetts 02167
SCOTT WOODRUFF — Kieve '1979-81; West Junior High School; 6

Dorset Circle, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
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Campers 1981
FIRST SESSION

South Glenayr
Bottom Row: Mark Mitchell, Richard Franken, Ian Francis, Charlie

Loxton, Marshall Miller, Clay Mitchell, Tom Adams
Top Row: Alan Ireton, John Shuster, Erik Peterson, Gus Gardner,

Robby Moore, Al Livesay, David Schroder

North Glenayr
1st Row: Hardy Royal, Mawry Curran
2nd Row: Doug Fraher, Mark Menendez, Stephen Fowlkes,

Tucker Nichols, Jamey Hebb
3rd Row: Toby Georgi, Omar Samaniego, Ralph Geer
4th Row: Mo Cheston, Webster Mudge, Zander Packard
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South Bunkerhill

1st Row: Aubrey Peterson, Tim Hawkes, John Searle, Chris

Fearey, John Seamans
2nd Row: Glenn Pew, Javier Samaniego, Jack Elkins, Bobby

Burgess

3rd Row: Frank Goldsmith, Gammy Glark, Alex Sparkman, Andy
Uffleman, Nicholas Chermayeff, Will Loxton, Tim Nay-

lor

North Bunkerhill

Bottom Row: Pat Carroll, Chris Kemper, Quique Samaniego, Mike
Wolf, Ben Stewart, Charlie Marquart, Cy Moore,
Davey Holmes

2nd Row: Qarrie Hussain
3rd Row: John Russell, Chris McArdle, Johnny McGovern, Nick

Lawrence
Top Row: Tom Stewart, Randy Wilgis, Andy Hawkes
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South Harris

Bottom Row: Andy Kingman, Eddie Stebbins, Drew Millhon, Dave
Glendinning, Gray Ottley, Steve Harrington, Peter

Kellner, Chip Talbot, James Gordon
Top Row: David Netto, Tim Mason, Will Klebenov, Ted Stebbins,

Bill Stevenson, Chaz Parsons, Dan Bliss

North Harris

Bottom Row: Trip Herbruck, Jose Gonzalez, Toms Royal, Willie

James, Ozzie LeBoutillier, Jim Roney
2nd Row: Chris Dougherty, Hunt Fisher, Whitney Grumbaus,

Liam Culman, Mike Ott, Tim Batchelder, John Totaro,
Ralph McElvenny

Top Row: John Schneider, Eliot Heher
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West Old Bunkerhill

Front Row: George Phipps, Sam Potter, Tom Rossmassler, Charlie

Crissman, Tim Shenton
2nd Row: Al VanAlen, Charlie Weingarten, Philip Van Panhuys,

Hugh McPheeters
3rd Row: Peter Fearey, Todd Hyam, Chris Kilroy, Whip Burks
Top Row: Willie Robb, Jonathon Lee, Nicholas Swaton

East Old Bunkerhill

1st Row: Brad Gamble, Shep Brown
2nd Row: Harry Heher, John Morrison, Reed Searle

3rd Row: Paul Van Panhuys, Bill Parsons, Gordon Cromwell
Top Row: Rick Talbot, Walker Jones, Will Acrec, Lee Schmidt
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SECOND SESSION

South Glenayr
1st Row: Tom Adams, Graham Pain^, Josh Gundling, Richard

Franken, Ivan Brewster, Njte Bedford, Peter Blagden
2nd Row: Alan Ireton, David Schroder, Erik Cullen, Jim Cooper,

Alexander Grant, Nicky Balleani, Wren Chandler,
Mark Mitchell, Seree Murphy

North Glenayr
1st Row: Doug Fraher, Blair Wardrop, Chris Lorenz, Reid

Slayton, Nicky West, Alex Wheeler
2nd Row: Vincent Van Panhuys, Charley Curran, Mark Menen-

dez, Jamey Hebb
3rd Row: Peter Willis, Sean Gotdieb, RJ. Caldwell

4th Row: Will Walker, Josh Boyden, Jason Savage
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South Bunkerhill

North Bunkerhill

1st Row: Philip Maistrellis, Keith Linker, Ernest Van Panhuys,
Javier Samaniego, Zach Bensley, Daniel Stranahan

2nd Row: Ben Metcalf, Ron Cowie, Jamie Williams, Matthew
Baxter, Andy Uffleman, Peter Sienkiewicz, John
Russell, Terry Blagden

3rd Row: Tom Stewart, Randy Wilgis, Andy Hawkes
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David Gordon, Cameron Lonergan, Zippy Cooper, Jay
Dewing, Richie Benton, Eddie Stebbins

Pat Glenn, Nicholas Fetchko, Greg Beier, Adam Foulke,

Tom Sibley, Eric Vogel, Alex Glovsky, Dan Bliss

James Gordon

North Harris

1st Row: Willie James, Leonardo Faccioli, Sam Dole, Jose Gon-
zalez, Scott Woodruff, Joe Lavoie, Ricky Koclle, Joe
DeCourcey

2nd Row: Frankie Brown, Scott Fulmer, Cleave Durey, Nick
Ludington, John Schneider, Eliot Heher, Benji Bangs,
Eric Linker, James Ledyard

South Harris

1st Row:

2nd Row:

Doorway:
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West Old Bunkerhill

1st Row: Brad Gamble, Chris Kelley, Sean Boynton, Shep Brown
2nd Row: Rad Roberts, Sean Cullen, Sam Potter

3rd Row: Simon Isdell-Carpenter, Jose San Roman, Nat Harrison
4th Row: Jim Morrison, Bud Nicoll, Paul Van Panhuys

East Old Bunkerhill

1st Row: George Phipps, Philip Van Panhuys, Steve Wall.

Tommy Gordon, Tim Shenton
Steve Wickenden, Paslo Selmi
Carlos Berges, Matt MacAvoy
Nicholas Swaton, Joe Nastasi, Alessandro Faccioli

2nd Row:
3rd Row:
4th Row:
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Archery
"Bows and Arrows" was the layman's term for archery at Kieve this

summer. Archery's popularity has increased drastically over the last few

years. The reason for this is not known to the archery director, but it is

believed to be due to the new targets and a few new arrows. A few of the

notable archers were Alex Sparkman, Tim Purington, Willie James and Cy
Moore.
The main objective of Bows and Arrows was to attain the highest possible

score with the given five arrows. Archery encompasses the twin skills of a

steady hand and a keen eye. Many of the boys showed a good aptitude for the

activity, which is shown by the number of qualifications given out. In

conclusion, my chair and I would like to thank all those who helped to make
the program a success.

TIM SHENTON
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Ceramics
This summer certainly was a productive one. Stephan Fowlkes led the

way, making all qualifications in one session. He and Pat Glenn were the two
Kieve Potters this year. Grey Ottley, with his intricate ships, and his creative

friend, David Netto, who made an office telephone, were inspirations for

everyone. I'll never forget my recognition of Davey Holmes' dad from the

bust which Davey made. The resemblance was amazing.
Although we never had a major clay fight, we did have many Mr. Bill

skits. Sam Potter made some Hobbit rooms, which were quickly emulated by
other young artists. Pat Glenn made a super swimming pool equipped with

diving board and splashing bodies. David Schroeder and Richard Franken
were very fruitful as well. Many monster and make-believe characters were
made when the kids let their imaginations go wild, such as alligators and
dragons. Overall, it was a fantastic summer for creativity.

JENNY PULVER



Chapel
"Let the words of my mouth and the meditation of our hearts together, be

always acceptable in your sight, dear Lord."
Our community gathered together for about thirty minutes each Sunday to

participate in a non-denominational worship service. Each of us brought his

own thoughts and traditions to the service, and there was always room for

anybody's own personal point of view.

Nancy played the organ with both reverence and humor, and seven

different people shared their thoughts from the pulpit in our lovely, simple

outdoor chapel: John Pedrick, Curt Lauber, Marc Janes, Tom Adams, John
Seamans, Nanney Kennedy and Dick Kennedy.
Most of all, what I remember is an expression of interest and concern on

many faces, a rather solemn expression enhanced by involvement in a

community which worshipped together. John Pedrick's prayer at our final

evening flag says a lot about Kieve's values: "We thank thee Heavenly
Father, in this time of high energy and excitement, for the blessing of Kieve.

May the learning which we have done here become a happy, cherished, and
forceful part of our lives. May the care and concern which we have had for

each other become our way of life.

Watch over our travels, and may our reunions be joyful."

DICK KENNEDY
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Fishing
1981 proved to be a year of contrasts in fishing. There were few days when

the fish were really biting, yet when they were, the fishing was certainly

exciting. The weather this summer was somewhat unsettled. Nice, clear

breathless days were few and far between, generally not too cordial for

fishing.

Strangely enough, the largest fish of the summer was also its first, and Tim
Mason's first cast. After that there were few leviathans, the first session being
more productive than the second. This does not mean that there was a lack of

enthusiasm. On the contrary, the "hard core" seemed to take the sparse

rather personally and with gritted teeth set out on the lake. Their determina-

tion was usually rewarded.

This summer marked an increased interest in fly fishing. Many exciting

moments were spent down at Perch Cove, flyfishing for bass with popping
bugs. I hope that this interest will continue. There certainly appeared to be a

number of skilled fly fishermen.

Every activity has its most enthusiastic supporters. I would like to thank

Webster Mudge, David Schroeder, Maury Curran, Stephan Fowlkes, Steve

Harrington, Tim Mason, Ted Stebbins, Chip Talbot, Trip Herbruck, Erik

Cullen, Richard Franken, Alex Wheeler, Jay Dewing, Quique Samaniego
and Tom Sibley for their perseverance and enthusiasm even in the face of

defeat, an asset valuable to any activity.

ED STEBBINS
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Infirmary
"When in doubt, check the infirmary."

— Curt Lauber
"Can I take apart your Rubic's Cube?"

— Peter Fearey

"How many ya got down there, Bets?"
— Dick Kennedy

"Oh, Liam, did you have spaghetti tonight?"
— Betsy Dietrich

Happy Birthday, dear Michael!

Eddie and the Eight Ostracized Oozing Impetigo-Inflicted Invahds.

Tomatoes and stomach cramps by Johnny McGovern
"AUUUUUURRRGGH ! '

'

— Ben Stewart

Rainy day? Back rubs and fire at the infirmary!

Thanks for the wonderful memories.

BETSY DIETRICH
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Landsports
This summer the landsports program was a very popular activity, and an

all-weather activity. The boys participated in lacrosse, soccer, ultimate

frisbee, touch football and softball. The second facet of the landsports

program, box sports, included basketball, hockey and bombardment.
Though the emphasis on competitiveness is undeniable in any sport, Kieve

landsports tries to lace the most weight on having fun. This is why virtually

every game results in the infamous, often-scorned, "Kieve tie." This allows

every boy to participate without fear of causing his team to lose.

The success of any activity depends on the enthusiasm of the campers and
the gung-ho attitude of this summer explains the incredible overall success of

landsports this summer. Thanks to Shep Brown, Randy Wilgis, and particu-

larly, John Schneider for their invaluable assistance.

JAMEY HEBB
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Nature
In nature this summer we tried to emphasize the interdependence of all

living and non-living parts of the environment. Through field trips and work
inside the Nature Center we built an appreciation of the "Earth Household"
(Ecology comes from the Greek word "Ekos", meaning household.)

Through discussions, the campers focused on details of their surroundings

and came to realize its intracacy.

Most of our field trips took place right around camp, but a couple of times

we took a van down to Pemaquid Point, or to the nature trail at the Audubon
camp, or similar spots. A lot of the trips were interrupted for berry picking —
the blueberry crop was particularly fantastic this year.

The qualifications this year were the John James Audubon, The Henry
Beston, the Aldo Leopold, and the Kieve Naturalist. Through learning about

these naturalists campers came to understand why men and women have
devoted themselves to the conservation of America's remaining wilderness

lands.

DOUG FRAHER



Photography
"Today in photography. . .

" Although I made that announcement several

times this summer, the thrill of watching a child's face brighten with their

accomplishment never ceased to amaze me. Hugh McPheeters mastered the

art of photography quickly and beautifully, with many of his prints getting

first and second places in the photo contest. Other memorable Joe-pro-
photoers were Willie Robb, Harry Heher, Al Livesay and Webster Mudge.
And I shall never forget my heart swelling when I told Mike Wolf that, yes,

he did get his Duane Michals. He started jumping all over the photo lab

clapping wildly.

Session number two went just as well. Willie James, Ricky Koelle and
Steve Wall all worked incredibly hard to master their Lotte Jacobi's, which
they did with class. While listening to the Beatles, John Morrison finally

(whew!) got his Duane Michals, and also won himself a first place in the

photo contest, as did Simon Isdell-Carpenter, Rad Roberts, Ricky Koelle

and Chris Kelley. Great thanks go to Tim Purington, Jed Tobin and John
Morrison, whose blond hair and terrific smiles somehow kept me sane in the

darkroom.

P.S. We did it, Gwennie JOCELYN WISE



Printing
When I found out at the start of the summer that I would head one of the

more popular activities around camp, I greeted the news with some appre-

hension. However, a three hour prep talk from Mr. Howard Bliss and his

daughter Sarah, the former activity head, made all my apprehension disap-

pear. The addition of a new 6x10 press ended the camper overload problem,

and once I found that there were two other Guttenburgs on the staff in Nick

Ludington and Serre Murphy, the only way to go was up.

The first session got off to a bang when Liam Culman earned his Kieve

Printer by reviving the Kieve Prayer early on in the session. Other regulars

around the print shop were Andy Uffleman, Chris Dougherty, Rick Talbot

and Sam Potter. The Glenayrs led all other cabins in printing qualifications

by getting nine a piece, and all in all, first session campers earned fifty-one

qualifications.

Second session saw more older campers achieving qualifications. Sean
Cullen and Sam Potter led the way buy earning their Kieve Printers. Other
boys whose faces were seen in the print shop often were Rad Roberts and
James Ledyard. South Bunkerhill led the second session in qualifications with

seven in all, and the grand total for all second session campers with thirty-six.

Again I would like to thank CITs Serre Murphy and Nick Ludington for

their great help, and also thanks to last year's Kieve Printers for helping out,

Peter Fearey and Scott Fulmer.

MARK MENENDEZ
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Riflery
Once again this summer riflery was one of the most popular and produc-

tive activities in camp. Despite the lack of working guns we managed to keep
enough of them firing and on target to keep the young marksmen busy and
happy. The first session definiitely had its fill of expert riflemen, with Buck
Morrison leading the way in getting all the way to his Bar III. Mo Cheston
led everyone with his high score of the summer, forty-eight. Other outstand-

ing shooters were Nicholas Chermayeff, Dave Glendinning and Al VanAlen.
Al stood out especially by getting three pinwheel buUseyes.

The second session was just as productive as the first with Matthew Baxter

receiving the high score of forty-five. Again, there were many boys who got

their promarksman and a few who made it all the way to marksman 1st class.

Some of the best marksmen were Nicky West, Cliff Hilpert, David Gordon
and Nat Harrison.

I would like to thank Eliot Heher, Alan Ireton, Mark Mitchell and Randy
Wilgis for their expertise and help in keeping the range open and firing all

summer.

DANIEL BLISS



Ropes
The ropes course is a designed set of obstacles on which boys test their

physical strength, agility and perseverence and build their self-confidence.

They also learn how to cooperate by being placed in a situation in which only

group work can accomplish a designated task.

The course is divided into nine parts, one leading to the next. The campers
are timed on these various parts, with higher qualifications requiring comple-
tion in less time. The campers must not only conquer the physical aspect of

getting over, around, through and up the obstacles, they must also develop

trust, cooperation and the ability to overcome fear of failure or injury. The
ropes course is a place where boys learn to accept their limits and feel

accomplishment in attempting to extend these limits.

TOM STEWART
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Sailing
This summer proved to be a very successful one on the lake as there was a

much stronger camper turnout than at first expected. Between dodging rocks

and handling gusts, almost everyone who endeavored succeeded in gaining

their Crew, Skipper or Commodore qualifications. For the most part,

campers succeeded in their games of "chicken" with the wind. In fact, there

was only one capsizing, skippered by Jose San Roman. Rescue attempts

were, however, quick and successful under the auspices of Jacques Ives

Brown Cousteau.

Each session saw at least two regattas. All it took was a few "Starboard!"
cries and the Ted Turner blood in all of us took charge. Congratulations to

all who caught sea fever, especially Rick Talbot, Scott Woodruff and Joe
Nastasi. We hope to see all again in '82 so that we might once again grace

the lake with our sailing prowess.

TIM NAYLOR
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Tennis
Sunny, hot days, competitive tennis, and the smell of Coppertone were the

basic features of the Kieve tennis program this summer.
With the departure of the metal nets and the arrival of new, nylon ones,

first session got off to a swing. Maury Curran and Jake Elkins led the way for

the juniors, with Jake gaining his Gold Racket and the junior tournament.

Billy Parsons and Gordon Cromwell played the "Match of the Century,"
with Gordon winning in five sets, a match which lasted three long and
rigorous hours.

Second session tennis was dominated mainly by the seniors, with the Van
Panhuys brothers, Nicholas Swaton, Carlos Berges, Willie James and Tom
"Inchman" Gordon showing excellent sportsmanship and talent. Peter

Whitman and Peter Willis did impressively well in the junior tournament,

with Peter Whitman winning, thus receiving his Gold Racket.

All in all, this summer has been a very enjoyable one for me, and I would
like to thank Jamey "Wildman" Hebb and Curt Lauber for their invaluable

help and encouragement.

MARK MITCHELL



Waterfront
"Campers, buddy up. Double line down the ramp above the steps.

Remember your assigned number. Please swim at the designated raft."

"What a great pain dive. Excellent cannonball. Can you eat those clams?

They're enormous!"
"Be careful to swim in a group. The fisher is great at swimming. That

dangerous beast. Are there any more left or did we kill the last?"

Thanks for a nice, "wet" summer at the waterfront. Keep swimming.

TOM ADAMS
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Woodworking
The shop, as in past years, was in a constant state of motion. Its popularity

seems to have grown during the past four years, which is fantastic. Wood is

so easy to manipulate that each boy was able to do almost anything he

wanted, within limits. Creativity and imagination have always been my
points of stress, and as a result many unique projects were constructed.

Thanks to Dick and me, two badly needed tools were acquired for this

summer. With the addition of a lathe many beautiful new lamp stems were
turned, the most ornate of which was created by none other than Web
Pedrick. Another addition was in the form of two small scroll saws with disc

Sanders on the side. For the first time the boys were able to do their own
creating. Fine boat hulls were created from blocks of wood and there was a

daily waiting line at both machines.

The outstanding projects of the summer were John Searle's octagonal

table, Zippy's coffm, Mr. Chris' tool box and Nat's record box. Each of

these boys made the sacrifice of spending many patient hours in the shop
learning the skills required to master the wood. There is a lesson which comes
with time and ultimately rewards those who Persevere.

JOHN SEAMANS
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Trip Notes
FIRST SESSION

June 26-29

North Harris to White Mountains
with John Schneider, Ehot Heher

and Nick Ludington

O.K. you guys, take your packs up to

the picnic tables. Thanks for breakfast;

into the vans, fellas. Let's go. Bye, bye,

Kieve; we'll be back Monday. There's

the road to the dump on the left. Eliot,

you packed the cooler, right? I thought

you did! U-turn. Everybody duck and
be quiet. After sneaking back into camp
we started our trip. Saw? Never mind!
Brunswick, Lewiston: Shenty goes to

college here with Cathy Dana, and Dan
Bliss is going there next year. A quick

stop at E.M.S. for a look around. Me-
chanics Falls, Naples, Fryeburg, end-

point: Hastings Campground in White
Mountains National Forest, spots 30

and 31.

Liam, those four are too old for you;

besides, those four guys. . . No fellas,

we climb without packs. Yes, Hunt,
there could be bears. No, Ralph, black

bears won't rip through the tent and eat

seven campers. Turn down the Dead,
Mike. Tomorrow we climb, so get a

good night's sleep. No, Trip, I won't
give you a cookie for sleeping — it's for

your own good.

Up and at 'em fellas — a beautiful

day — yes, John, it is 6 A.M. Bacon,
Cream of Wheat, Tang. Look at this

view up ahead, fellas. This is our baby,
Mt. Washington. Tuckerman's Ra-
vine, Lion's Head, Hand over Hand —
summit lunch — snow flurries — we
see a wipe out — don't be like him
fellas — 89 have died on Washington.
Auto Road to Nelson's Crag to Old
Jackson. Tom flies down mountain
while Whitney brushes up on bird calls.

You like the train, huh, Willie? The
boiler is made of lead! Eliot and I are

really in the Polar Bear Club guys.

Spaghetti dinner, ghost stories, rowdy
neighbors, Tim tries the quiet approach
and ends up stealing wood and attract-

ing old friend Arthur Lizzot and chain

saw, no girls, too bad. Early to bed. Up
when the sun is warm — 10:30 — great

cakes for breakfast and Beetlebum
comes around the turn, or so we heard
from Jim and his patented Newbury-
port accent. Rattlesnake Pool, Oggie?
OK — with Eliot — crystal clear, ice

cold, but cleansing. Chris turns red.

Back to a liquid diet of mung and stew

topped off by a fine display of gross

peach eating by Oggie and Toms.
Up early for Cream of Wheat, ba-

con. Tang, and we're off — to McD's,
and then, hello Kieve. We did it!

Thanks Eliot.

SCHROEDS

June 26-30

South Bunkerhill on Moose River
with John Seamans, Tim Naylor,

Frank Goldsmith and Nick Ludington

At 6 A.M. the husky brutes of South
Bunkerhill hit the floor raring to go.

Despite the rumors of level five rapids,

the chant was, "Moose or bust." After

Cheerios, English muffins, and a slight

delay, we were northbound and down
under the overcast skies. For some un-
known reason we were blessed (?) with
the presence of a natural clown named
Aubrey, who kept us all laughing. Jack-
man, 87 miles, oh no! Nap time. Black
flies don't just bite they suck! Loading
the canoes quickly, we escaped the riv-

erbank swarms and embarked on our
arduous paddle. A heavy mist and driz-

zle accompanied us on the eight mile

paddle to Holeb Falls. During the por-

tage the mist became rain and by the

time the gear was across it was a down-
pour. We put the tarp up in a minute
and all dived under with packs in tow.

The tents went up not quite as fast.

With stomachs growling the "super
brutes" went on a mission for wood.
They took the ridge, reached their ob-
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jective and returned with the captured

material.

Brute burgers for supper and cocoa to

warm our stomachs. You would think

after paddling and a rainy portage all

would fall asleep quickly. Not on this

night. Tim, Will, John and Bob's tent

happened to be next to the council's,

unfortunately for them.

The weather god decided that he had
showered us enough and the sun shone

for the duration of our adventures. The
river was high and the rapids were
perfect. A wide-brimmed Panama and a

lazy clown lead the way, with Alex,

Jake, and the rest behind. Pulling and
cross-pulling were new words to the

vocabulary of all, but with practice their

technique was well on the way to perfec-

tion. It quickly became the custom to

name the canoes we were in. The high-

speed "Miss Budweiser," Caesar Ciga-

rette, The Green Avenger, Dr. Pepper,
Barking Spider, Man-O-War, and the

River Hawk.
As the roar of the Attean Rips grew

louder we expected to find the Falls

campsite occupied, but this was not the

case. Seeing canoes on the bank above
the first set . . . Geronimo! The experi-

enced Kieve brutes built up steam and
shot the rips fearlessly. Glenn and Chris
were the last canoe through and we
reached the campsite first.

Sleeping bags out to dry and tents

up. After tuna, all practiced shooting
the lower falls empty. Supper of spa-

ghetti and afterwards. Truth or Dare —
good shooting Seamans. Alex was the

late night dishwasher and all to bed.

Late morning with cakes and bacon
and a short windy paddle across the lake

to our campsite. A vote for leisure over
climbing made time for fishing, swim-
ming, and canoe wars. Will, Bobby,
where are you? Which way is the camp-
site? What's bush hash? Jake, where

are your shoes? Nick, where is your
fishing rod now? Aubrey, Andy is not a

fish. Fishing at sunset and ten fish in

the pool.

Somebody likes us — third day of

glorious sun. We departed Attean early

to beat the wind on Wood Pond. Allow-

ance spent at the bridge and leisurely

float down the rest of Moose to Lory
Pond. The "Fupped Duck," a raft of

canoes with a galley slave in the lead.

Swimming, sunning, and fishing occu-

pied our time. An accidental detach-

ment of the first three canoes led to a

short awkward race with Frank swim-
ming the last five canoes. With the

Green Avenger on' the prowl, splashing

and cannonballing cooled those unlucky
victirris. Frank Strasburger met us in

his boat and after a hasty unloading we
piled into four canoes and paddled
across for sauna and tasty chicken. John
Searle, aren't five pieces enough?
Canoe basketball in Frank's driveway

occupied our time while waiting for

North Bunkerhill. Nick, what a hot

streak. The NBA scouts should call you
in the morning.
On the Moose the Scenery remains

the same, but each cabin makes the trip

a success. I don't believe I have ever

had a better time on this trip, and I

have taken it quite a few times. Cheers
to the Brutes.

JOHN SEAMANS

June 29-July 2

West Old Bunkerhill to Mt. Katahdin
with Tim Shenton and George Phipps

Day 1 — "Hurry up, you guys" was
the sound which rang over the hill as

men of West Old Bunker prepared to

leave for Mt. Katahdin. After a quick,

uneventful trip through Millinocket

(no, Charlie, you can't buy Hershey
Bars) we arrived at Baxter State Park.

Everyone is awed at the sight of the

mountain. After camp is set up, Fearey,

Crissman and Lee go to get wood.
Burgers for dinner — where are the

rolls? After dinner we visited Sandy
Pond Stream and saw many Moose.
Nicholas has no clue.
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Day 2 — Rise and Shine. It's five

o'clock. Time to climb a mountain.
Mush for breakfast. Sign in at Roaring
Brook. Fearey and Hyam lead the race

to Chimney Pond. Bar break. No, Kil-

roy, the water is only for drinking.

From Chimeny Pond we head towards
Baxter's Peak, elevation, 5,267 feet.

Plan to take the easy Saddle Back Trail,

but Shenty messes up. "OK, guys, I

think this is Cathedral." Cathedral is

the steep one. Van Alen doesn't like it.

Swaton asks if we are at the top yet.

Look up, Nicholas! Finally at the top;

the first one there was Charlie Criss-

man. Kilroy likes oranges. Todd's knee
problems bother him. Oh no, Mr. Pot-

hole has to be carried down, but how is

Shenty going to get him down with the

pack also? Thank goodness for the ole

fireman's carry. George does the rest

while the tired old trip leader recovers

and that moose, Willy Robb, carries

the pack down the mountain. We fi-

nally reach the van and head back to

Avalanche Field for a swim and dinner.

Full of awesome spaghetti dinner, ev-

eryone hits the sack early. Chris Kilroy

wants to know if he can start a forest

fire.

Day 3 — Rest Day! Up late, quite

leisurely. Jon Lee notices that there is

something wrong with the pancakes.

Pack up a lunch and drive to Katahdin
Falls. Magically appearing Hershey
Bars dumbfound everyone. After a tuna
lunch we go to Abol Slide. Rossy is a

speed demon down the slide. Whip gets

stuck in the middle, Philip just stares;

Hugh is the preppy with his topsiders.

Fearey exposes himself along with

Whip. Todd Hyam finds the ditch. Re-
turn to the campsite for sleeping, cards,

and other assorted activities. Awesome
beef stew and then many arm wrestling

matches with counselor Phipps and
camper Fearey winning. Late bed.

Day 4 — Up early, quick mush
breakfast. Pack up the van. Macs at

Waterville. Hit Kieve by 7:00 with the

final words: "Where is the top to the

K?"
TIM SHENTON

June 29-July 1

South Glenayr to Windy Island

and Westcott Point

with Tom Adams, Mark Mitchell,

Alan Ireton and Serre Murphy

Our destination — Windy Island —
anticipating the trip we all wanted to

begin. We packed the canoes quickly,

praying not to leave anything behind,

and pushed off from the sandy Kieve
beach. Until Kistler Point the paddling

was easy. Once our bows crossed that

point the southeast winds put up a bat-

tle. To maintain forward progress we
tried to keep our bows windward; a few

canoeists chose to follow a zig-zag pat-

tern. "Robby, turn left, come on, left!"

shouted Marshall from the bow. "I'm
trying . . . I'm trying," emphasized

Robby between each hard stroke.

Once reaching Blueberry Island the

wind resistance abated. After paddling

for forty minutes we pulled into an

unexpected cove and began unpacking
our canoes. Carrying the gear up the

steeply inclined ramp was a challenge.

Fortunately, there was a support rope

for stability.

Before raising the tents Gus discov-

ered a fallen tree over the grass marsh.

Catching his balance he reached for a

growing limb and swung to a dirt ledge.

Then Al, John, Richard, Chaz and
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Robby followed close behind. Robby
fell once, but he was ok . . . right Rob?

Post dinner we gathered around the

water's edge talking with the Janes and
discovered Dave had water leaking out

of his portholes in his sneakers. I won-

der how that happened, Dave.

At 5:30 Charlie was outside the front

tent flap. His tentmates had rolled

downhill and there was only one way to

go — out. Gus was the leader of the

rolling team. Now they were awake and

the sun hadn't broken through the mist

yet so the time was right for fishing.

"Ok, guys, I'll watch you. .
." while

Mitch and Serre sleep the early hours

away. While fishing, Gus hooked a cat-

fish; but lost the lure. Catfish of both

sexes were at the shores with a multi-

tude of guppies. Rather than disturb

the natural growing process, we
watched, hoping the catfish would even-

tually release the daredevil.

Spending the day paddling the lake's

edge, opposite Kieve, we explored

marshes, spotting a great blue heron, a

hawk and a turtle. Hey, Eric, was there

a clearing beyond that muddy gap?

Could you stand? Was the mud and
"goop" too wet? Mitchell the magnifi-

cent struck again! He may not have

been magical, but he sure was magnifi-

cent.

On to Westcott Point, where Al, Ri-

chard and I rebuilt the stone fireplace.

What a piece of reconstruction. Nice

job, guys. Dave, the firetender, took the

liberty to light the log cabin figuration

by placing the flame next to the bark

bricks Richard had collected.

Nighttime fell and the flashlights

were on. "Nazi tag" was to commence.
One, two, three, scatter . . . Ian, the

instigator, and professional hider was
unseen until the crucial moments. After

a half hour, people were well hidden.

Eric continually heard flying objects

land around his feet, but was uncertain

as to where they were launched from, so

we concluded the game.
At morning we broke camp and

headed home . . . Thanks for a great

trip, guys.

TOM ADAMS

June 30-July 4

North Bunkerhill on Moose River

With Tom Stewart, Randy Wilgis,

Alan Ireton and Andy Hawkes

Day 1 — Oh, by the way, John, do

you have our axe, saw, and grill? Oops!

Thanks for almost losing one of our

canoes. No problem.

On the river — Holeb Falls. Wait a

minute, guys, we're going the wrong
way! Our campsite is occupied the first

night. No flies or mosquitoes? Nick and
Cy carry three. Pat is burger flipper

first night. Where's Alan's sleeping

bag. No problem, it's only in the river.

Good Night.

Day 2 — Breakfast, and we're off

Race with Gramps and the Maine fam-

ily. Wolfman's canoe balancing acts.

Canoe shifting with John R. and Qarrie

Hussain. Stew and Randy paddle hard

for half an hour to get ahead and make
a floating lunch. But everyone keeps up
SURPRISE! That's a moose. Dinner
finished before sunset . . . amazing. No
Raid but plenty of mosquitoes. Sweet

dreams.
Day 3—1:30 P.M. breakfast. Guys,

I think we will have a rest day. Council

tests the Attean Falls. Sorry, guys, it's

not very safe ... or fun. To get a

Hershey Bar you have to do something.

Good Tasbasco Sauce, guys? 5:00 din-

ner: hot cocoa, fluffernutters and ghost

stories. The insane asylum? Oh, it's

just up the river. Hey, where are all the

counselors? Let's light a bonfire and

maybe we can see them.

Day 4 — Ok, boys we're out of here.

Thanks to the rolling stones without the

brown sugar. Tom leads the pack over

the Falls and then decides to take some
pictures of the rest as they test their

skills. How old were those shades,

Tom? Hey, Al and John M., you're

supposed to miss those rocks! Hey,
Tom, how much longer? Hey, Tom,
how much money do we get at the

general store. Lots of sun pours down
on us, but with a couple of scary look-

ing clouds. Hey, Tom, which way to

the store? Aahh! There it is! Hey, Chris

and Nick, we only have a half an hour

to spend here. I know it's a big decision

what to spend your money on! Hey,
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guys, I think we can take the outboard

motors of those canoes 'cause I see our
campsite. It's good to see Frank. Hey,
boys, scrape out the bottom of the K
and let's start dinner. What's that,

Frank? You just happen to have some
leftover chicken and an unoccupied
sauna? Guys, we're through with these

campfire dinners. Frank, you did it

again, thanks.

Day 5 — Hey, Cy, come back. The
Boston Marathon is a long ways away.
Hey, there's Jamey and George. Pack it

up and tear it down. We're out of here.

Hey, what's that stuff falling from the

sky? Haven't seen that stuff since we
left Kieve. Bye, Frank, and thanks

again. Hey, where are Tom and
Randy? Taking an ocean detour! Hey,
no problem.

TOM STEWART
and ALAN IRETON

June 30-July 2

North Glenayr to Loud's Island

with Doug Fraher, Jamey Hebb *and

Mark Menendez

Tuesday, June 30 — We leave camp
after breakfast and the Pedses drive us

to Round Pond on Muscongus Bay.

Whoa! Wait aminute. Where's
Stephan? Kieve? Turi Janes quickly

showed up with our missing ninth, and
we were off on the Snow Goose for

Loud's with Peds piloting. After multi-

ple skiff trips the gear and campers were
all ashore. Bye peds, now comes the fun

We assemble the tents and discover

that the tripping department has stuck

us with the infamous, the notorious tent

thirteen. No problem, boys, just fmd
some stout sticks. We quickly overcome
the no double-enders problem with

some whittled poles and some lobster

warp that had washed ashore. The end
result look's like a collision between
"Star Wars" and one of Rube
Goldberg's drawings. Now it's time for

PB and J's and some Rand R. Council
ray-catching and clamming by the boys
are cut short, however . . . "Doug, are

those the cirrus clouds that predict bad
weather?" "Jamey, I think our parade
is going to be rained on."

Everything quickly goes under the

tarp as the sky clouds up. Elys are put

on the tents and a Gonzo wood search

takes place. Yahoo! But fog comes in

and the rain holds off, so it's time for

some animal burgers a la Zander, Toby
and Ralph. We play on the beach in the

fmal hour of daylight and watch the fog

come in from both sides. As darkness

closes in, we can only hope for clearer

weather and listen as Jamey relates the

tale of Freddie Knowles.

Wednesday, July 1 — Happy July!

We awaken to pea-soup fog and virtu-

ally no dreams of sunshine. How easily

we are fooled. This is one of those days

which really starts off looking miserable

but ends up being really awesome. Mo,
Maury and Stephan cook some hot

Maypo and bacon, and by meal's end
our engines are racing for . , . SUN-
SHINE! We cruise over to Hog Island

with John Pedrick, his niece Jenny and

James Gordon on the Snow Goose and

visit a few of Doug's friends at Audu-
bon camp, then back to our campsite on
Loud's for PB and J's a la Toby, Zan-

der and Ralph, and lots of good times to

come. We spend our afternoon making
sand castles (and sand Stonehenges,

baseball diamonds and ziggurats) and
just relaxing in the beautiful sun. The
sand castle tournament ended in a

Kieve tie with Hershey bars for all.

The combined efforts of Hardy,
Tucker and Webster resulted in spa-

ghetti that rivaled Shenty's macaroni
and cheese. Afterwards Jam continued

the ghost tales with a story of a Balti-

more maniac and the wolf-people of

Loud's Island. Campers were escorted

by flashlight to their tents, but they

weren't allowed to take the axe and
Doug's bucknife.

Thursday, July 2 — Rise and shine
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at 7:30! We quickly take the tents down
and roll them up. Flys, tarps, tents,

backpacks and everything except for the

wannigans are promptly brought down
the beach to the debarking point. We
fry up the rest of the bacon and serve it

along with bread and jelly. Plenty of

time for Dick Kennedy's 10:00 arrival.

Oops, make that 9:30. We quickly pack
and cleap everything up and move dou-

ble time down the beach. We make
many more trips in the skiff out to Snow
Goose before heading to Round Pond.
There we stop at the general store so

that everyone can spend part of their

allowance on candy. "I'll have three of

those, and seven of those, no, five, no,

make that ..." We leave a tired sales-

woman and are back at old Kieve in

twenty minutes.

DOUG FRAHER

July 3-6

South Harris on Damariscotta River
with Eddie Stebbins, Dan Bliss

and James Gordon

Day 1 — The day started warm and
humid as the eager campers of South
Harris set out from the waterfront in

their canoes. After a two hour paddle in

head winds we made it to our first real

obstacle: the portage. Boy! It is hot. So
after a humid carry-over the boys re-

freshed themselves (especially Chaz
Parsons) in the stream below the Mills.

Then we set out across the salt bay and
made it to a patch of land that re-

sembled a campsite. After a required
lunch, frisbee set the tone for the sunny
afternoon. The menu for the evening
was chicken a la king. Thanks to Andy
Kingman, we all retired with a full

stomach.

Day 2 — Awake guys! It's the fourth

of July. Today we are going to Fort

Island (if the tide will ever change).

After a leisurely breakfast of pancakes,
we all broke camp — Damariscotta-
bound — by about 11 A.M. Once in

Damariscotta, we all decided that since

we were in the neighborhood we would
drop in on the festival in town. It was
great! Now the only problem was
whether the tide would change. The
rapids underneath the bridge resembled

Niagara Falls, and they weren't flowing

toward Fort Island! So, due to David
Netto's brilliant suggestion, we all

headed back towards Nelson's (or Cali-

fornia) Point. After a dinner of David
(Awesome) Glenndinning's burgers, we
were all set to watch Dave's display of

fireworks! The sky was ablaze! Finally

the mosquitos forced us to run to our
tents!

Day 3 — Today was one of those

days that makes one stop and count all

the previous sins, and weigh them
against the consequences. The counsel

tent was three inches under water. A
fire was an improbability. Dan and I

spent the day under the tarps, and it

rained for over eight hours! Steve added
a little excitement by offering to receive

a tetanus shot, but besides that, it

looked like a damp night ahead.

Day 4 — The damp crew broke camp
early and anticipated a wet paddle back

to camp, and were proved right. How-
ever our efforts were proved worthwhile

and we were rewarded by sunshine and
a hot lunch when we final^ reached

camp at midday. There endeth the river

trip.

ED STEBBINS

July 8-10

South Glenayr to Loud's Island

with Tom Adams and Serre Murphy

After a fifteen minute gentle ride on
Snowgoose with Dave Schroder at the

helm, we idled fifteen yards off Loud's
shore. A modest rower taxied the gear

and kids to the gravely beach. Once all

the necessary supplies were ashore, we
waved good-bye to Paul, Nancy and
Dick. Thanks for the ride.

The obsessed kids were not concern-
ing themselves with the campsite but
wanted to explore the beautiful shore-

line. Richard Franken, Serre and I de-

cided upon an enclosed area with a

"toilet." The campsite was twenty
yards away, so we had a short hike
ahead. The secure tents went up
quickly and we settled in right away.
Eric, Charlie, Marshall, and Clay ex-

plored "Simon's site," while Ian and
Dave dug clams, and John, Al, Gus,
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Richard and Robby (the champion tree

chmber) investigated a separate trail.

Once we all reconvened we began
our separate duties for dinner, and to

our surprise the fire warden appeared:

"I'm sorry, sir, you can't build a fire

here with a Northeast wind." "Where
can we go?" "Oh, around the point

several hundred yards, there's a camp-
site." We had three alternatives: 1. to

have a cold supper. 2. hike the mileage

to cook and return to sleep. 3. pack' up
and hike the distance with all our gear.

As a group (majority ruled) we decided

the last; Serre was so happy — he loves

carrying wannigans. After one Hershey
Bar and some grunting and groaning,

we arrived at our new site. 8:30 rolled

around; dinner was just being served

. . . Yummm. Dusk hit quickly and due
to a lack of flashlight we left the pots for

morning . . and Eric and Charlie.

The following started at 5:30 A.M.
with the warm sun. Shortly after break-

fast the surf slipped away from the

rocky edge to reveal a sandy bottom:
excellent conditions for sand castles! Let

the building commence. Two hours

later Dick arrived with "Snowgoose"
or esoogwons" . . the sandcastle judg-

ing had to be postponed.

Dick toured those of us not asleep in

the hot sun around the bay, showing us

Harbor Island, Hog Island, Wreck Is-

land, and a cluster of others. Oh, before

I forget, congratulations to Charlie —
for a cold, exciting adventure at the

beginning of the anchor line.

Several hours into the afternoon we
stood again on familiar sand — in front

of the sandcastles. The judges, Serre

and I, had clipboard in hand with se-

rious faces and began admiring each
masterpiece, placing checks in appro-
priate columns. Robby and Gus started

with creative cannons (muscle shells)

and scored high on using the most sand.

Al and John scored high on originality

with boats (V2 muscle shells), periscope

(drift wood), alligators (seaweed tips),

and cobblestone walkway (periwinkles).

Next came the daring trio: Eric, Clay
and Charlie, who told a comical story

involving Excalibur and Merlin.

Marshall, Ian and Richard scored high

on their originality with a jail design

(stick bars), a symmetrical bush garden
(hemlock limb tips). Dave concluded
the competition with a great showing of

creativity. Dave had a long wall with

small lookout towers branching off. Al
and John won the contest.

We wrapped up the evening with a

scavenger hunt and a delicious noodle

dinner.

Dick and Curt brought us to shore

the following morning after a peaceful

night. Unfortunately, there was no sign

of Simon — maybe next time. Take
care.

TOM ADAMS

July 10-14

West Old Bunkerhill

on the St. Croix River
with Tim Shenton, George Phipps

and Nick Ludington

Day 1 — Good morning men of

West Old Bunkerhill. It's five o'clock

and time to rise and shine. Councilors
fix an awesome breakfast and at 6:10

we're off to lovely Vanceboro, Maine.
After a long drive we meet Schroder
and North Harris, take their canoes,

drive an hour farther, and put in.

We're on the river for ten minutes
when . . . RAPIDS! Everyone does

them fine and the next set, and the

next, and the . . . well not so great.

Trip leader extraordinaire finds a rock

and goes swimming with his bowman
and the "K" top. We meet another

group who tell us the campsite we want
is full, so we camp at another one up-

stream. We find a deer skeleton, tell

stories, eat burgers and go to bed early

so we can beat the other groups.

Day 2 — Rise and shine, it is another

beautiful day — and it is five o'clock.

Mush for breakfast and at 6:50 we're

off down the river. More rapids. Peter
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Fearey loves them and so does ex-

sternman Chris Kilroy. Portage

through campsite. More rapids. Bar
break, Rapids. Wood cutting. Scout-

ing. Finally arrive at Loon Bay at noon.
Tents up, lunch, sleep, then swimming.
Hey, Nicholas, where are your clothes?

Soon the clouds come in and also thun-

der showers. The ranger stops by, but

all she wants to do is show her mother
the campsite. More rain, spaghetti din-

ner and duties, then off to bed.

Day 3 — Rest day, Shenty is up at

5:30 playing with the dog. At 9:30

campers offer to make breakfast for

councilors. Why are the guys being so

nice to the councilors. Nick finds some-
thing in his pancakes. After a late

breakfast we go swimming. Sleep and
boredom prevail until dinner. Beef
stew, then council versus camper wres-

tling match starring Al Van Alan and
Peter Pearey. Finally, to bed in antici-

pation of the next day.

Day 4 — Up at six to sunny skies.

Out of the campsite by seven-thirty. Hit

the much talked about Cahoose Rips by
eight. Shenty goes first and does it

along with everybody else. Dog falls

and then the stroke which put fear into

the hearts of the bowmen. The Allagash

Stroke. Soon we lose our sun, so back to

regular paddling. Council tea break
fails, but Bar break does not. Shoot
Spendic Falls; Rossmassler and Burks
try to flip but miss. No head wind on
Grand Falls Flowage.

"Is this a river or a lake?"

"You tell me, Hugh."
Get to dam and get permission by

noon. Sleep until dinner: chicken and
rice. In tents at seven because of rain.

Day 5 — Last day, rain, maypo,
both wet. Take down tents. Sit under
tarp and tell stories. RCK and Schroder
arrive at ten, ending a "happy" trip.

UNCLE SHENTY
or

TIM SHENTON
"whichever tickles your fancy"

July 9-12

South Harris to Mt. Katahdin
with Eddie Stebbins, Dan Bliss

and James Gordon

Day 1 — We all rose early, packed
up and set out on the road, Baxter State

Park-bound. Once we all arrived, we
quickly set up camp. A dinner of Chaz
and Andy burgers helped to fill the

empty stomachs. We all went to bed
anticipating an arduous climb tomor-
row.

Day 2 — All awoke at 6:00 A.M. to

the most beautiful day of the summer.
Dark blue skies and no clouds. All were
excited after a breakfast of bacon, mung
and pancakes. As we left our campsite
and headed for the start of the climb,

everyone sat in quiet anticipation. The
climb from Roaring Brook to Chimeny
Pond is relatively uneventful except for

a few spectacular glimpses of the huge
mountain which we would like to con-

quer. Bill "Monk" Stevenson led the

charge, along with Grey Ottley.
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Everyone was quite tired when we
got to Chimeny Pond, but the sight of

the awesome Knife's Edge revived us.

Because of the good weather we decided

to chmb Dudley Trail to Pamola Peak,

where we ate lunch. Then we were off

to the infamous Knife's Edge, where we
discovered who were men and who were
boys. It was not as bad as everyone

expected and before we knew it we were
on the top of Mt. Katahdin, the highest

peak in Maine. All the campers were
awed by the view which was afforded by
the beautiful day. We rested at the top

for about half an hour, and then it was
down again. The only mishap was Peter

Kellner's twisted ankle. Before we knew
it we were down the Saddle Trail and
back to Chimney Pond. Soon we were

back to Roaring Brook. But where was
Will Klebenov? Finally we were all to-

gether and back at Avalanche Field.

We cooked up a meal of chicken a la

king. Then off to bed — ending a great

day.

Day 3 — We all arose a littfe stiff

from our successful climb. After a lei-

surely breakfast of pancakes we all set

off to Abol Slide, in which Billy Steven-

son and Peter Kellner won the award as

the fastest (or most slippery) on the

slides. We all agreed that the slides

made for a great day off.

The afternoon brought buckets of

rain, so we all decided that McDonalds
would be much drier than the campsite.

Off we went. Grey Ottley proved him-
self to be a gourmet by ordering Danish
pastry. We all went to bed early, dry,

and content in a day well spent.

Day 4 — We're going home, guys!

After breakfast we quickly broke camp,
packed the van and hit the road. Hun-
ger was sated along the way by (yech!)

cheese and marshmallows. We finally

made it back to camp just in time for

afternoon activities. A good trip, guys!

EDDIE STEBBINS/DAN BLISS

July 6-10

North Harris on the St. Croix

with John Schneider and Eliot Heher

Day 1 — Up at 6:00. 6:30 breakfast.

Gone by 7:00. We take the road to

Vanceboro, Maine, along the border of

New Brunswick, Canada and Maine.
Driving north we encounter rain, but
not to worry — Darryl Martini, the

Cosmic Muffin, give today a high eight.

We arrive in Vanceboro in the rain and
bid Paul and Tim farewell as we set off

in the rain on an exceptionally high

river. After a floating lunch of great

(but a little soggy) ham and cheese

sandwiches, we encounter our first

rapids. Schroeder jumps out and gives

us our first lesson about white water,

i.e. eddies, v's, ferrying, etc. Then on
the Little Falls, making a stop for fire-

wood. A beautiful cedar forest sets us

up for the rest of the trip. Yes, Jose, this

is Canada . . . es Ca-na-da! We arrive

at Little Falls only to find that there is

another group there. They were taking

a rest day. This means two things —
competition for Loon Bay and a 200
yard portage. We had to settle for the

second best campsite at the end of an
access road. That night we encountered

two dirt motorcycles. Heads up, Mike!
We had a great burger feast and off to

bed in preparation for a 5 A.M. rising.

Day 2 — Up at 5 A.M. Breakfast of

Cream of Wheat and bacon. A fast

strike of the campsite and we are on the

river at 6:30, in excellent time. The
front canoes saw a she-moose getting a

drink from the river. It is a very fast

day on the river. Lots of white water

made easy due to the water level. No
problems . . . except that Liam went
down Meetinghouse Rips by himself.

We arrive at Loon Bay at 10:10 —
record time. We get a good campsite as

another group is leaving. The rest of the

day is spent lounging and Trip brings

in a 23 inch pickerel. Hunt gets blown
down the lake. Hunt, are you awake?

Another great dinner is prepared: spa-

ghetti with pantloads of meat in the

sauce. Poor Jim didn't get enough, but

then he never does. The night is spent

with stories and jokes while we were

serenaded by Supertramp from the

neighboring campsite.

Day 3 — A rest day on Loon Bay

which meant a pancake breakfast begin-

ning at about 11:00. Most of the day

was spent in the sun and water. More
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fish were caught. Some other groups

passed by and some people made
friends with a nice white dog. A good
dinner of beef stew and mashed pota-

toes was made after threatening clouds

and a rain storm. Strong winds kept the

mosquitos away and everyone slept

well.

Day 4 — A leisurely breakfast at 7:30

prepared for Schroder and Eliot in the

tent by Whitney and John. On the river

at 10:00 again. Jose and Schroder see

two deer. Canoose Rips is shot with no
trouble — a feat not often accom-
plished. The rest of the day is mostly

dead water. The remaining time is filled

with splash fights and river aquattack,

with Schroder and Eliot of course being

the winners due to Ralph's streak of

aggressiveness and Tom's and Willie's

gullibility. We paddle onwards as some
wind kicks up on the river and some
people grab a tow from a Maine guide.

Lunch at Spednick Falls before the pad-

dle across Grand Falls Flowage. A
strong wind requires a lot of effort to

paddle across the lake. Add to this some
rain and we are faced with a challenge.

But North Harris was equal to the task.

We arrive at the dam in the rain and
quickly set up camp. By 6:30 the

weather had cleared and Tim and Julius

were across the dam into Canada in

minutes. Another great Dinner of

chicken chow mein with cocoa and
Nabs, and as some went to the dam to

fish, the rest went to bed.

Day 5 — We are awakened by two
attendants from the hydroelectric com-
pany and by the wind. Tents are taken
down, only after they are blown over

many times. A bacon and Tang break-

fast highlighted by an "answer me these

questions three" raffle filled the time as

we waited for Uncle Shenty. We head
home at about 2:30, stopping at the

Calais McD's and arrive late for dinner
and a tub. In all, a great trip.

JOHN SCHNEIDER

July 9-11

North Glenayr to Windy Island

and Westcott Point

with Doug Fraiher, Jamey Hebb,
and Mark Menendez

Thursday, July 9 — We start out

missing a couple of people — Jamey
Hebb and Hardy Royal — because of

some sort of stomach bug, but the

campers do a super job of moving the

gear down to the waterfront and clean-

ing up the cabin. The paddle out to

Windy Island on Lake Damarscotta, in

five canoes with a mojo in one of the

counselor canoes, goes really smoothly

and takes under forty-five minutes. The
gear is unpacked rapidly, tents and flys

go up quickly, and an ample supply of

dry wood is gathered as there is a possi-

bility of thunderstorms in the evening.

The cooks. Zander, Ralph and Maury
soon make some superb burgers. This

time we remembered to bring tabasco

sauce along. The campers experiment

with it, and some find that seven drops

is too much.
During cleanup Peds arrives in the

camp motorboat with Paul at the wheel.

While Peds explains that our tents are

needed for tomorrow's Vinalhaven trip

Paul shows us his lunatic side. So it's to

bed at 8:00 so we can have the tents

packed up and ready to go at 7:00 the

next morning.
Friday, July 10 — It was windy but

the thunderstorms never hit, so it's a

dry and early morning. 5:30 — "Rise
and shine. Greet the new dawn. Up and
at 'em. Quite the bleary-eyed group.

Maury says he's never been up at this

hour. We get the tents down and then

Mo, Tobi and Omar make a quick

breakfast of bacon and Maypo. After

that Paul arrives and takes the tents

back to Kieve. This morning is spent

fishing, swimming and exploring the

island. PB and J's for lunch are made
by Tucker, Webster and Stephan.
Then we load all our gear back into the

canoes and start paddling to Westcott
Point. We stay fairly close to shore as

the wind has really picked up. After

arriving, Doug and Ralph paddle back
to camp and pick up another set of

tents. Hardy, who's feeling a lot better,
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comes back as well. A lot of time is

spent swimming, using the swing rope
and picking blueberries for tomorrow's
breakfast. That evening Zander, Maury
and Ralph again cook a fantastic supper
— this time spaghetti with meat sauce

and mushrooms on the side. More
swimming after cleaning up, and then

into the tents.

Saturday, July 11 — We get up fairly

early and the council cooks a simple

breakfast of Maypo and blueberries,

raisins and brown sugar. A portage

back to camp is considered, but we
paddle back to camp and arrive late in

the morning. Another successful trip

completed.

DOUG FRAHER

July 13-15

North Bunkerhill to Vinalhaven
with Tom Stewart, Randy Wilgis

and Andy Hawkes

Day 1 — No problem. Marc'. We
were planning to walk anyway. Phew!
Made the ferry. A short tour of the

island. Awesome hamburgers by John
R. and Johnny McG. Hey! Finished

before dark. I guess there is a first for

everything. A bit of rain (if it's sunny
tomorrow I'll . . .).

Day 2 — A watched pot never boils

(especially when you be usin' propane
stoves, man). 12:00 breakfast. Sun, and
on to Lawson's Quarry. Good swim-
ming and cliff diving. Back to campsite

for a lunch of tunafish sandwiches made
by Quique and Nick. Then on to the

Boom Quarry for the swimming and
the views. Tsk, tsk. It looks like rain.

Hurry back to the campsite to fix din-

ners. Our fears are unfounded and the

skies clear to reveal an almost full

moon. After dinner a game of flashlight

tag, and then to bed.

Day 3 — Breakfast is a little slow

again. After the meal we break camp
and pack up the truck. A lot of sun, so

we spend the rest of the day at the

Boom Quarry. Unfortunately, nothing
interesting revealed itself so we just

swam, sun bathed and log rolled. Then
on to the ferry, where the HBC played
some hide 'n' seek with some other

passengers. On the way back to camp
we missed McDonalds and Moodys was
too crowded. So it is dinner at Kieve
and Round Top ice cream tomorrow.
Campers' contemplations:

Charlie: Lawson's Quarry was
groovy because we got to wear our
clothes.

Pat: Even though it rained we had a

fun time. Especially jumping off the

cliffs.

David: It started off the worst it could
possibly be, but it ended up the best.

Nick: I'm glad we had Kaopectate.

Johnny: Though it rained, it was a

lot of fun, even though I smashed my
leg. Maybe Stew should learn to drive.

John: The quarries were wicked.

Cy: I was psyched for the rip and
found the quarries were the best part.

Kemps: We had a good time, espe-

cially at the Boom Quarry, where we
learned to log roll.

Qarrie: Why me?
Chris M.: Jumping off the cliffs was

great.

Quique: Please . . . no . . .

Mike: It was fun, I guess.

Ben: The swimming and cliffs were
great, especially at the Boom Quarry.

TOM STEWART

July 1-13

East Old Bunker on the Allagash

with Shep Brown and Brad Gamble

Day 1 — Up at 6:00. Quick, cold

breakfast. Long drive up to Greenville

for fire permit, then put in at Lobster

Stream. Easy paddle to campsite. Site

taken so we paddle to another one up-

stream. "Fortunately there are no
bogs," says Shep. No one believes him.

Rick gives tent setting lessons. Dinner
of burgs; early bedtime after seeing first

moose.
Day 2 — Up early to Maypo break-

fast. In canoes and on way by 7:30.

Float down rapids of West Branch.

Two more moose. Are we at the lake

yet? Gero Island best campsite so far.

Sleep and swim help to pass the after-

noon. A spaghetti dinner that can't be

beat. Skipping rocks becomes a fad for
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after dinner activity. Early bedtime in

anticipation of the portage.

Day 3 — No one looks forward to the

portage as we wake up. A short paddle

and quick drag upstream takes us to the

trail. Mud and bugs highlight the trail.

After lunch we carry canoes across.

Will Acree does a good job, along with

everyone else. Mung wets our whistle

after the carry. A rabbit visits us. Buck

says, "Be vewy, vewy quiet. We're

hunting wabbit!" Council spots a deer.

Bush hash a la Shep. Early bed to the

pitter patter of rain.

Day 4 — Early rising, quick break-

fast. Brad and Paul cross portage first

and try to secure a campsite. The rest of

us carry gear and wannigans through

the rain. Portage is muddy, but only

one tough spot. Rick, Walker and Reed
are standouts. Mud sand swamp gas.

Shoot rapids down one foot wide Mud
Brook (well, drag rapids). We arrive at

the campsite to find that Brad has gone

to another one. Two miles later, we find

him. We set tents and finally eat lunch.

Will and Walker had already eaten ap-

ples and (ahem) chicken. Relaxing af-

ternoon drying clothes. Dinner is a

very, very yummy marcaroni and
cheese. "Shep, since when is cheese

made 'from glue?" A stone skipping

contest ends in Kieve tie. Time for bed.

Day 5 — Rest day! Lazy breakfast of

pancakes a la Brad. Walker, Reed, Lee

and Rick paddle Shep on the resupply

and meeting Shenty. The others relax.

Ranger Everett Crimm greets us un-

happily and tells Morrison to be quiet.

Morrison gets back by throwing Shep's

boots in the water. We munch on burgs

and pretend we're full. All are dis-

traught at lack of mail. Bedtime. Ready
to paddle again.

Day 6 — Up early to a fantastic

Cream of Wheat breakfast. Paddle to

Lock Dam. Quick portage and short

stream paddle to Eagle Lake. A young
bull moose allows us to examine him.

Rick thinks it's a kangaroo. Will's cam-
era breaks at the wrong moment. Harry
recites TV ads. We canoe to Priestly

Point. Walker and Will arrive a half

hour late. PB and J lunch. Shep and
Harry make Priestly Point resort area.

Buck and Bill bomb it. Baseball bats are

in. Dinner is too much spaghetti. A
wicked thunderstorm lulls us to sleep.

Day 7 — We wake up too late.

Cromwell is very wet. A quick breakfast

then we paddle. Too windy on the lake

so we stop at Pumphandle campsite for

second rest day. Buck becomes Master

of Pump. We swim in the big waves;

Harry is water rat. We meet our New
York friends with Canadian flag. We
climb on nature trail while Brad makes
awesome bread. Bush hash dinner is

great, but where's Harry. He passes out

in the woods. We finally get to bed late.

Day 8 — Up early and quick break-

fast to beat headwinds. We didn't beat

them, so we joined them and sailed . . .

and sailed . . . and sailed . . . for fifteen

miles. Lots of fun and no used energy.

Get to James campsite. The wind plays

havoc with our tents. Buck comments
on another outhouse. Rick Talbot still

wins at hearts. A little rain does not

dampen our spirits. Chicken a la king is

delicious.
.
Early bed in anticipation of

Chase's Rapids.

Day 9 — Weather looks good for the

rapids. Breakfast is short and we start

the short paddle to Churchill Dam and
the start of Chase's Rips. We pay our

visit to the ranger, then we shoot. All

goes well until Gordon and Bill rock,

then roll, then swamp. Brad and foreign

buddy Paul decide to swim also. Some
heavy duty rock dodging. Everyone
does amazingly. The bridge comes and
again we talk to the ranger. More float-

ing down the river, onto Long Lake,

but Ledges is taken. Lunch is eaten at

probably the worst campsite on the wa-
terway. We sailed in the rain and fi-

nally stopped at Sam's campsite. Wc
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cooked a bushhash dinner while playing

hearts. Talbot wins again and Shep
loses again. Paul has somehow gotten

himself a fishing rod. Morrison enjoys

the chub. The no-see-ums come out, so

we retire.

Day 10 — Not a cloud in the sky as

we arise. Once again Maypo, sausages

and Tang fill our tummies. We paddle

down Long Lake to the dam. A short

portage gets us once again on the river.

Allagash stroke gives the steermen sleep

time. The rapids do most of the work
moving us. After a while we switch to

the Penobscot stroke and bowmen
sleep. We make it to Michaud farm and
check out of the waterway. A short

paddle to Round Pond and Inlet camp-
site. Games of hearts and swimming
control the afternoon. A little rain

comes unexpectedly. Brad concocts an

amazing tuna casserole. Buck and Paul

catch and torture more chub. Again an
early bedtime. This time no Raid.

Day 11 — Up early to, you guessed

it, Maypo, sausage and Tang. Tood is

very scarce. Paddle to Allagash Falls is

easy and relaxing. We arrive there and
start the portage. All shoot the top of

the Falls except Rick and Lee. We get

the campsite on the end of the portage.

Some awesome swimming below the

Falls. Pictures and water are great.

Dinner is Brad's unbeatable pancakes.

Buck and Shep wash a lot of pots. Bill

babbles on about his dime store philoso-

phy. We finally go to bed anticipating

our last paddling day.

Day 12 — Reed wakes up first and
makes breakfast of applesauce and
Tang. Finish the portage and take a

group picture at Allagash Falls. Con-
tinue our paddle to St. John. Finally get

to Pelletier's campsite. "That wasn't
twenty-five miles." Five dollars buys
everyone junk food and the celebration

lasts well into the night. Alan and
Mitch finally arrive at 10:30.

Day 13 — Up at 8:00 A.M. Pack up
and leave. The canoe trailer does not
stay on . . . and again it falls off . . .

and again . . . and again. Stop in

Mac's, then home to Kieve. Thanks for

just a super trip. I enjoyed it im-
mensely.

SHEP BROWN

July 11-13

South Bunkerhill to Vinalhaven
with John Seamans, Tim Naylor

and Frank Goldsmith

Nails, how does an alarm clock work?
Thanks Paul. All eyes opened an hour
late and the Vinalhaven ferry was not

one to wait. Out of bed and packs up to

the truck in a hurry. After a very light

breakfast South Bunkerhill was off to

the wilds of Vinalhaven. A pit stop for

Andy the booter and we arrived at the

ferry with time to spare and we watched
the ferry dock. The Penobscott glistened

in the sun as Rockland fell far astern.

On such a nice day our hearts were on
the sloop which passed running before

the wind. What a beautiful day!

Ramp down and all piled ashore. We
met at the Boydens, down by the corral,

and set up camp. First on the docket

was a swim at Lawson's Quarrie. All

practiced their cliff jumping techniques

with Jake, Will and Glenn testing their

drill style. Bobby and Nick discovered

the highest spot and exhibited their aer-

ial talents. The water was very refresh-

ing and' it was difficult to persuade the

jumping team to leave.

The afternoon activity, initiated by
Nails, was the First Annual Vinalhaven
Architectural Design Contest. Require-

ments included a bathroom and a fully

plumbed kitchen. The standards were

tough and concessions were made with

swimming pools, helicopter pads and
bomb shelters. After a three hour work
period the judges visited the establish-

ments with H-bars in hand. After

lengthy deliberation the judges awarded
first prize to the Beverly Hills estate

designed by Alex, Jake and Tim. Sec-

ond prize was given to Andy and Nick

for their beautiful moss-covered front

lawn and paved driveway. Special men-
tions were given to Javier's mountain
chalet, Aubrey's looney house and chip-

munk corral, complete with manure,

and Bobby's bomb shelter compound.
Propane burgers and Swiss Miss ended
the day and all hit the pine needles.

Late breakfast of scrammies, bacon

and fruit cocktail. Afterwards the real

estate fad took an even stronger hold.

Claims were filed with Andy the land
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agent and lots were purchased for moss
and choice lumber. A bank was started

by Chris in which deposits were placed

and recorded. Oh, the trials and tribu-

lations of Big Business and High Fi-

nance.

Lunch of tuna and Nabs and off to

the famous Boom Quarry. Cammy and
John received the bug eyes award and
with the anatomy lesson over we re-

turned to the campsite with burned
buns for fishing and additional con-

struction. Spaghetti and an awesome
shroom sauce tickled our taste buds.

Touch football to work off the meal and
as the sun fell and mosquitos arose all

hit the sack for Z's.

Another late rising as the morning
was occupied by the preparation of pro-

pane pancakes — not to be confused

with campfire cakes, which take half the

time. At noon, of this third day, the

inevitable holocaust hit our small town-

ship of Sticksville. All that remained
were bits of moss, small twigs and
stones. After the fallout dissipated and
the dishes were washed, all piled into

the truck, bound for a starboard rock.

All expected a mountain but settled for

a molehill. From its summit the view
was to the northeast, encompassing Isle

a Haut and the far off hills of Mount
Desert Island.

After lunch we attempted to swim at

Booth's Quarry, which ended up being
too crowded. We altered our plans and
on our way back stopped for allowance.

Then up to Lawson's for another dip.

Who is going to do the Gunga Din
imitation tonight? Thanks, Jake.

Frank, can I use your hammock
now? Mac and cheese for supper, only

enjoyed by those with gourmet taste

buds. Who's up for stud. How many
ghost numbers are there? Mosquitoes
come out and we go in. Good Night all.

Cereal water on at 8:00 and as it boils

our last propane tank dies. Sorry fellas,

no bacon this morning. With rain on
the way the trunk is loaded, leaving the

tents and K for North Bunkerhill. The
mystery camper — may he rest in

peace. We leave early for the ferry

landing as the rain falls. Hot chocolate

for all and we all meet Cammy'

s

girlfriends from school. All aboard,

homeward bound. Gee Alex, you look a

little green. The fog was thicker than

soup, but our skipper knew the direc-

tion and the ferry steamed on. Land ho!

There is the van. A quick hello and
good-bye to Tom and North Bunkerhill

as we switched transports. Back to camp
for lunch after a fantastic, relaxing and
restful trip.

JOHN SEAMANS

SECOND SESSION

July 29-31

North Glenayr to Camden Hills

with Doug Fraher, Jamey Hebb .

and Mark Menendez

Day 1 — Due to the dark, wet, and
cold weather plaguing Maine, we de-

cided to postpone our departure until

3:00 P.M. The weather remains grim,

but with two certified trip leaders and
thirteen fired up wildmen we have no
choice but to get really psyched for a

great trip. After bidding Dan Bliss a sad

so long, we moved into the campsite

already* prepared by South Glenayr.

Gonzo wood hunting produced piles of

birch, but it's all soaked. Mark, Doug
and gallons of boyscout juice yielded

enough of a fire for Will and Wheels to

cook up some animal cheeseburgers —
good job, fellas. Nabs and Hershey bars

are dessert, and as the fire died down,
Jamey told the gruesome tale of

Katahdin's Freddie Knowles. Time for

bed, boys, tomorrow we climb!

Day 2 — The boys decided 6:30

A.M. was a good wake-up time, but the

counsel had different ideas. We figured

8:00 A.M. sounded better, so a practice

being quiet session ensued. Chris fixed

our discipline breakfast of Maypo and
ice water — you can't wake up tired

counselors and expect omelets, guys.

We hit the base of Mt. Megunticook at

10:30 and R.J. and Jamey (last up)
reached the summit at 12:25. After
chomping down some Hershey bars and
enjoying a neat view of Camden Har-
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bor, we began our descent. We decided

to take the Tablelands Trail to the Na-
ture Trail back to the campsite. Holy
Moly, Mark, where are all the other

campers and Doug? I dunno, Jamey,
are you sure we're on the right trail?

Will, Reid and I, being experienced

Camden Hillers, are positive this is the

right trail.

Experience proves useless, however,
as we wind up on Rte. 52, miles from
our destination. Quickest way back? To
the top of Mt. Battle and cut across the

ridge to the road that traverses the park.

No problem, we love climbing moun-
tains. R.J. leads the way and we hoist

ourselves to the summit and then a few

short miles later over to Mt. Battle Rd.
Wouldn't it be great if this road was a

waterslide? Sure, Will. Dream on. Fi-

nally, back to the campsite. What a

hike! Hi there, Doug, good to see you
guys again.

We then had a scream feed, PB and J
lunch and set off on a two mile walk to

Camden. Allowance time. The wildmen
quickly spent their dollars and satisfied

their collective sweet tooth. A quick trot

back to camp for dinner. Pete and Ja-
son cook the noodles; Jamey cooks his

famous firemouth sauce, and the result

is some super 'ghetti. By this time it's

9:30 P.M., so a long cleanup meant
bedtime. Off to the land of nod, boys.

Day 3 — Up early, we break camp
and rush our cold fruit breakfast for the

10:00 A.M. pickup. Hi Nancy and

John Pedrick! Back to Dick's food,

warm beds, our mail . . . Kieve.

This report would be far from com-
plete without thanking the following for

their special contributions: Vincent's

humor, Chris's round-the-clock-

happiness, Jason's serious side, Sean's

quiet support. Josh's experience in the

woods, Nick's enthusiasm, R.J.'s ma-
turity and Army surplus, Blair's tall

tales, Charlie's munchies, Pete's good-

natured willingness. Wheels' incredible

cheeseburgers and cheerfulness, Reid's

ear to ear smile that always made every-

thing seem fine, and Will, for being a

motivator and leader through his su-

perb example. You guys were great.

Thanks and credit, also, to Mark and
Doug for helping me in more ways than

I can list. Super trip, fellas.

JAMEY HEBB

July 23-26

North Bunkerhill to White Mts.
with Tom Stewart, Randy Wilgis

and Andy Hawkes

Day 1 — Good morning Uncle Ste-

wie. Early breakfast. Off at 8:00. Easy
drive — got lost only once. Excuse us,

could we have $10.00 in change for the

Coke machine. Arrive at 1:00 P.M.
and set up camp. Awesome lunch,

thanks to Cook Dicky. F-stop, Strips,

Red and Boxer haul logs. Hey, we
don't mind if they fell into the stream.

Splash fight. Kids lose. Tool nailed in

the head. Good job Stew, we don't

really need an axe handle anyway. For-

eign buddy and Tool crank out burgers.

Who takes Mung on trips anyway; we
only drink water. Yoda, for the tenth

time, you don't step over sterilized pan-

nikans. Counsel patron. Strips, if the

ranger comes, you run for the woods
and hide. I didn't forget my sleeping

bag. I'm the trip-leader. I'm tough; I

don't use one. Hey, Stewie, can you fix

the spring in the alarm clock that's

going to wake us up at 5:00 A.M.?
Day 2 — Stew gets us up at 5:00

A.M. Real cold. Space and Penthouse
cook eggs and bacon. THE CLIMB.
Space decided he hates mountain climb-

ing in the first 100 yards. "What would
happen if I jump off this cliff?" We
reach Imp Face exhausted, but are

greeted by H-Bars and a fantastic view.

The kids aren't the only ones who are

tired! Hike another 1,000 ft. to North
Carter, then along to Carter Ridge.

Lunch. Head for South Carter. "We
still have to climb that?" I promise you

that this is the last bit of uphill climb-

ing. Everyone, including Space, feels

great atop South Carter. It's a long way
down, guys. Tool twists his ankle on the

way down to Zeta Pass. Enjoyable trip

down next to a neat mountain brook.

"There's still 1.9 miles to go?" Ah, the

bottom at last. Stewie and Cheesehead

hitch back to the van. Picked up by two

girls in a blue Camaro. Lucky we were
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close to the van. Pick up kids. Back in

camp for awesome bush-hash done up

by Links and Bags. Asleep before the

sun sets. What a neat day!

Day 3 — Late morning — 7:00 A.M.
— another good sleep, Stew? Maypo
and bacon by Yoda and S-head. Rest

day. Let's go swimming. "But I

thought the swimming hole was here. I

think it's here. Maybe it's down that

way. We'll swim here. So what if it's

only two and half feet deep." Back to

the campsite. Dinner is different. Boxer

and Strips create macaroni with cheese

soup over chow mein noodles. Stories

courtesy of Stew, Space and Yoda, with

background music composed of motor-

cycles, propane stoves, trailers and the

highway. Ah, wilderness.

Day 4 — Randy, something's wrong
with the van. What? It doesn't start.

Trip-leader Stewie isn't even fazed.

Thank you for jumping our van Mr.
Ranger, Sir. Blueberry pancakes made
by Bush, Radar and Andy. Ok, Andy,
we're going to take a littlfe nap. Wake
us up so we can get out of here by
12:00. Huh, hey what time is it?

12:30?! Let's get out of here. World
record. From cooking pancakes to pull-

ing out of campsite in twenty-two min-
utes. McD's and back to camp. An
interesting and fun trip.

TOM STEWART

July 27-29

South Glenayr to Camden Hills

with Tom Adams, Alan Ireton

and Mark Mitchell

Departure time was 10:00 A.M., in

the blue van. On our way to Camden
we came across some automobile diffi-

culty: the muffler fell off. With one mile

to go we ventured into the repair sta-

tion. Unfortunately, the muffler hit a

bump, causing the metal pipe to col-

lapse and rupture the gas tank. We
pulled into Moody's Diner for repairs.

Nancy and Mitch took control, call-

ing home base. Al and I supervised the

twelve kids in the shade below a poten-

tial mud slide. Well, this slide became a

reality, while kids scampered to the top

waiting to start their "engines." The
gates (my arms) opened and they shot

out one by one. Starting crouched over

their wheels, they moved down the race

track anticipating a possible wipe-out.

Eric, Nate, Richard and David were

careless drivers so they flipped down the

mud slide, but made beautiful recov-

eries. We waited patiently for forty-five

minutes, and to our surprise spotted

two new vans with Paul and Tim be-

hind the wheel.

Transferring all the gear took no time

at all and we cruised onward to Cam-
den Hills. We were assigned a beautiful

campsite just walking distance from the

ocean and mountains. For an afternoon

activity we hiked two miles to Camden
proper. There we distributed one dollar

for various cheap trinkets or junk food

the kids wanted. After exploring the

town we bought two frisbees and tossed

them about on the grassy hillside. Jim,
Ivan, Alex, Ren, Nicko, Dave, Gra-
ham, and Nate demonstrated great

wrist control, while Eric, Richard, Josh
and Peter discovered a new mud slide.

After a long afternoon — Oh, I almost

forgot. Mitch and Al came across some
new friends with corresponding phone
numbers — we hiked back home to a

late supper.

Tuesday we climbed Mt. Megunti-
cook in a roundabout way. After a full

day hiking we played frisbee on the

campground field. Well, most did.

Nate slept peacefully on the grassy

edge, allowing his short legs to recover.

Tuesday night we strolled down to the

ocean shore and explored rocky ledges

along with hidden crevices. Spotting

starfish, crabs and a multitude of other

living sea creatures.

Fortunately, Ren's female friends

were at their campsite and needed some
coffee which he happily delivered. Nice

job, Ren. In addition, in the social

circle, Mitch and Al were attracted to

separate female groups from a separate

nearby campsite. What a popular

group of guys.

Wednesday we rose to the rain and
unfortunately breakfast wasn't too ap-

pealing — PB and J's, Tang and
cookies. The rain subsided at 6:30
A.M. after breakfast, and we prepared
for our departure back to Kieve.

TOM ADAMS
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July 26-30

North Harris on Moose River
with John Schneider and Ehot Heher

Day 1 — After an early breakfast of

great Schroder eggs we headed toward
well-known Jackman, Maine, a resort

paradise. After much argument over

which dirt road to drive on, the decision

was made and we plunged into the bush
country of North Maine. Finally reach-

ing our destination, we loaded our ca-

noes in the water of the Moose River
and headed downstream with the basi-

cally non-existent current. We reached
the portage and were forced to paddle

another 100 yards to another campsite

because the other was being used by a

couple of brothers. A great burger
scream feed was enjoyed by all in the

dark.

Day 2 — A short paddle day began
with the sighting of a moose, followed

by a leisurely striking of camp at about

8:30. Although breakfast began in the

rain the weather was blue skies and
great tanning prospects as we embarked
for Attean Falls.

Along the way Eliot and Schrods
played depth charge at a great swim-
ming rock and we played games along

the river, stopping occasionally to

splash or push off one another. Many
good rips were encountered and the

groups stopped and looked them over.

Finally reaching Attean Falls we found
out again the good campsite was filled

by the " " brothers. Again we pad-
dled 100 yards to a great campsite. We
found enough fuel to keep us firing up
for the rest of the trip. Another dark
dinner and to bed with a short paddle
across Attean Lake. Luckily the wind
was with us.

Day 3 — Never count on the wind.
As we awoke and began Maypo, the

wind hit us right in the face. We de-

cided to hold off breakfast until we
reached our campsite, two miles away.
Hershey Bars and Nabs sufficed for

breakfast. We finally reached the camp-
site just as a group was leaving. The
duration of the afternoon was fun in the

sun. Flipping canoes, submarine wars
and just plain sunning. Again another
great meal rounded off the night —
chicken stew! Into bed with Long Pond
on our ponds.

Day 4 — We awoke in the rain with

a long paddle ahead of us. We shoved
off and hit Jackman in an hour. After

purchasing some candy and hats we
pushed on further in the cold rain,

heading for the warmth of Frank
Strasburger's house on Long Pond. To
pass the time Eliot and Schrods showed
the group how to do a lake rescue for a

swamped canoe, i.e. the armada flipped

in the middle of the still water. After

many versions of "YiYiYiYi" and "I
Wish All the Ladies," we arrived in

Long Pond (not far away from a nudist

camp). After setting up camp we
headed across the river to be treated to

a fried chicken dinner by Frank Stras-

burger, a fine friend of Kieve. After

being thoroughly filled up and agreea-

bly drunk and very warm and clean

(from a sauna and a warm fire) we
paddled back in the dark and hit the

sack.

Day 5 — We awoke at a reasonable

hour, 7:30, and made breakfast, which
included a bacon feast and broke camp
to paddle over to be picked up. South
Harris was waiting at Frank's for nearly

two hours = Our carriage returned and
after many goodbyes and gracious

thanks we hit the road back to Kieve.

We stopped at McD's in Skowhegan —
no, sorry boys, in Waterville, and fed,

then arrived at camp post-dinner. A
great trip by all and a big Kieve cheer

for Frank Strasburger.

JOHN SCHNEIDER
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July 31 -August 3

South Bunkerhill to White Mountains
with John Seamans, Tim Naylor and

Frank Goldsmith

Up and out at the carillons and packs

up to the van. Breakfast at 8:00. Little

did they know they were eating their

last DeCourcey breakfast for three days.

However, the specialities of the new
chefs were soon to be enjoyed. To New
Hampshire we were bound. The drive

was minus flats and hooters, which ex-

emplified the luck we were going to

have during the whole trip. However,
Drew's pack accidentally jettisoned his

sleeping bag and the eagle eye of Jed
Tobin saw it hit the road. Hit the

brakes! Omar jogged back and comple-

ted the recovery. Lunch by a pond and
cruised into Hastings by 1:00. Ideal

sites on the field allowed for having
games of slugger at the plate. The com-
petitors and spectators enjoyed the

stadium's specialty, burgers, after the

game. The score was forgotten and all

filled their stomachs after the game.
Marshmallows by the fire and early to

bed to rest up for the Imp and Carter

Ridges.

Up and out by 8:00 after two boxes of

Maypo, bacon and Tang. What is that,

boys? You want to carry your packs up
the mountain? We had better leave

them here. All we need is Nails to carry

the lunch. The trail up to the Imp face

was no Sunday walk. Frank trudged
ahead and John, Ward and Charlie

climbed at the rear to pick up the strag-

glers. With the difficult climb three

quarters over, we stopped and munched
on crackers and cheese under the eyes

of Washington, Clay, Adams, Madison
and Jefferson. The views were luckily

not out of sight. Lunch finished, we
were off to the North Carter peak.

From there the views were patchy but
still beautiful. Our target was the Zeta
Pass as the line spread out along the

Middle and South Carter Ridges. Oh!
hello Nails. Taking a break? Football

season is really close. Don't worry, you
can jog around Vinalhaven. We caught

up to the leaders at the pass and after a

good rest started down the Nineteen-
mile Brook Trail, Omar joined the

ranks of the slower folk and we
stumbled on down along the river. We
passed a number of upward bound
hikers and an old J.D.
Jed claimed first up and down at the

lot and John jogged (sure!) up the road

to pick up the van. A tired crew rode

back to Hastings for a swim and spa-

ghetti extravaganza. A return to the

tree tops diamond after cleaning our
dishes showed that the consistent hitters

were Isaac, Jonathon, and Tim P. As
the stadium had no lights the game
ended when the ball disappeared. Co-
coa and a rest for weary bones.

STRAWBERRY PANCAKES.
"Some kind of good." "Flip 'em in the

air, John." With spatula flying, break-
fast was over and cleaned by noon. All

aboard. Next stop, the Emerald Pool. A
short walk up the Bald Peak Trail

brought us to our cool and refreshing

lunch spot. t2, Michael, Ward, where
are you? A search above the turnoff
produced the trio, who happened to

have half of our lunch. Swimming and
high dives into the crystal green water,
followed by PB and J's. Bart and Whit
were the last to dry off after Bart had
done some depth sounding. Over
twenty feet deep!

Cliff, how about showing us the way
back to the van. You can keep your eye

on the ball at the field, so those arrows

must just be too small. #1-17 at the van
and back to Hastings. There had been a

threat of a players strike, but the sta-

dium was filled to capacity. The accu-

rate bat of Tim P. strategically placed

the ball in the branches of second base.

This required the cook and
groundskeeper to climb second and re-

trieve the sphere.

This night Nails was the stand-in

cook who concocted the best mac and
cheese I have tasted (sharp cheddar and
American mixture). All toasted the cook
as the dishwashers prepared the water.

Oops, Drew, try again. This time watch
where you. put the soap. Sprinters sped
between the sites as the light faded. The
K was packed and the night crew hit the

tarp.

Up at 7:00 for chocolate scrammies.
Tents down and tarp spread over the

diamond. The grounds crew policed the
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sites and the team van loaded up and
headed out to McD's in Norway and
arrived back at camp at rest period.

Next outing, some R&R on
Vinalhaven.

JOHN SEAMANS

August 8-11

South Harris to Mt. Katahdin
with Eddie Stebbins, Dan Bliss

and James Gordon

We pack up the van after breakfast

and then we are off to town to pick up
some much needed supplies. After we
leave Damariscotta we are on the road
to Mt. Katahdin. A long drive ahead,

but all is going well. After a few stops

along the way to fix the tarp we arrive

in good time at Baxter State Park. After

registering and setting up camp we are

on to a delicious hamburger dinner a la

California. After dinner and cleanup we
are off to bed with dreams of the moun-
tain and clear skies.

Day 2 — Today we awoke to an
overcast morning. Certainly not a

climbing day, so we all slept late, ate a

leisurely breakfast and slowly made our

way to Abol Slides. The water at the

slide was really high, and we all enjoyed
ourselves fooling around. After an hour
of merriment we returned to camp and
ate lunch for an afternoon activity as

the weather had deteriorated. Then we
went in to Millinocket and hit the

penny arcade. Adam, Jay and Tom can

boast a very good time!

We made it back to camp, ate dinner
and were soon in bed, crossing our
fingers that tomorrow would be a nice

day.

Day 3 — Again the day dawned
misty and overcast so we all slept until 7

a.m. By the end of breakfast the clouds

had lifted a bit, so we decided that a

hike to Chimney Pond might be possi-

ble. On the way up it was still quite

overcast, however, by the time we made
it up to the Pond the clouds had some-
what cleared and we managed to get a

glimpse of the mountain. The crew got

back to camp by 3 p.m. We had an
appetizing meal of bush hash and re-

tired.

Day 4 — We were up late in prepa-

ration for a leisurely pancake breakfast,

but the fire won't start so the decision is

made to pack and head for Millinocket

for a brunch at Mac's. Centimeterman
wins for having the most nutritious

breakfast of three hot fudge sundaes —
and nothing else. As we leave, Joe Cool
from Millinocket enters with his

girlfriend and we all wish that we could

change places with him, but we are off

to camp, the end to a great trip with

great guys — despite the weather.

EDDIE STEBBINS
And DAN BLISS

July 28-31

West Old Bunkerhill on Mt. Katahdin
with Shep Brown and Brad Gamble

Thanks to the patience of the boys in

the cabin for keeping things cool, we
finally got off to a late start while wait-

ing for the lousy van to get fixed. We
pulled into Avalanche Field around din-

ner time. It seems like it's always rain-

ing when we get to Baxter State Park.

Anyway, we cooked a quick meal, ate

and hit the sack early, hoping to climb

the next day.

Well, we woke up early, poked our

heads out of the tents and saw rain.

Bummer deal! We slept late and
amused ourselves with books and a

game of stickball which ended in rain.

Buck took an unexpected hike and saw

two young fox pups playing in the

woods. We then cooked dinner early

again and dearest poor Pothole was
taken to the hospital by good ole Shep

becuase he had stomach cramps all day.

We then hit the sack early, hoping to

climb again the next day.

We awoke a little late to a cold over-

cast morning, but we decided to hike up
to Chimney Pond and decide where to

go from there. We left Shep and Pot-

hole behind at Roaring Brook around

9:00 A.M. and trucked up to the pond
in an hour and a half. The weather was

fantastic so we checked in at the ranger

station and trucked up the Saddle Ridge

trail to Baxter Peak and made it by

12:30. We all enjoyed the view and said

hi to Shenty and the men of the Alla-
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gash going across Mud Pond portage.

Then we settled down to a lunch of

raisins, Nabs, fruit and water.

We got down to Roaring Brook to

meet Shep and Pothole by 4:30 p.m.

That was a quick hike — the whole
mountain in seven and a half hours.

Then we hit Abol Slide for a nice cool

swim. A big hefty dinner was eaten

heartily by all and everybody hit the

sack and slept soundly.

The next morning was beautiful. We
had a delicious pancake breakfast

cooked by the wonderful chef. Then we
packed our bags and drove off in the

blue Kieve van back to camp.
BRAD GAMBLE

July 30-August 3

South Harris on the Moose River
with Eddie Stebbins, Dan Bliss

and James Gordon

Day 1 — The boys arrived at the put-

in, well ... we almost arrived. About
500 yards before the put-in, the van
broke down. Adam Foulke painted the

van a fluorescent orange and we backed
into a tree! All within two minutes. So,

we eventually made it to the put-in, a

little shook up but psyched to paddle.

That's what we did. We paddled under
very threatening clouds for about an
hour. So by the time we made it to

Swim Rock, we decided to call it a day.

That afternoon the weather cleared and
we had a clear blue sky. Zippy and
Centimeterman decided to go for a

swim. The whole cabin followed suit

and soon we were all in the water. We
all worked up an appetite, and what
better food than hamburgers for din-

ner? Prepared by the chef de cuisine,

Jay Dewing. As the night drew on, the

dreary-eyed cabin decided to visit slum-
berland as the day had been quite a

long one.

Day 2 — Rise and shine! The second
day of our trip dawned clear and sunny
— the perfect paddling day. And paddle
we did. Our paddle down to Holeb Falls

was a very leisurely one. In fact, there

was competition to see who could bag
the most rays, won, of course, by Eric

"California" Vogel. We reached the

portage trail by midday and the car-

ryover went like a breeze. "And when
are we going to eat?" cried Alex
"Glove Compartment" Glovsky.

Well, the hard part of the day was
over! Now the South Harris gang de-

cided that it was time to go swimming
up by the falls. While we were all up
there, Dan and I decided to show off a

little, so we shot the rapids at Holeb
Falls.

As the sun began to ebb it was time

for spaghetti. Dan "Milano" Bliss

without a doubt prepared the best spa-

ghetti sauce we had ever tasted. Boy it

was good! Soon after we had eaten we
all decided to end the day by fishing

until sunset. Well, all except for Pat

Glenn, who watched in amazement the

moose grazing. By the time the sun had
set the fish had gone to bed so we
decided to follow suit.

Day 3 — At 5 a.m. our automatic

alarm clock, "Codfish" Benton woke
us all up. We ate our breakfast quickly

and were soon on the water. Today,
boys, is going to be a day of serious

paddling. Mosquito Rips, our first set

of rapids was shot quite expertly, by all.

Then, after an hour's paddle, we ap-

proached Camel Rips. The rapids here

were a little more challenging, however,

all of us managed to shoot them without

much trouble. We eventually reached

Attean Rips by 2 p.m. Boy, were we
glad to stop paddling and spend a cou-

ple of hours in the sun! Then we had an
annual "Moose River Lifesaver Rapids
Race," won admirably by "Centime-
terman" Gordon.
Then, after dinner, as tomorrow was

going to be another early one, we all

went to bed early.

Day 4 — Again, our faithful alarm

clock. Codfish, woke us all at 5 a.m.

After a cold breakfast we set out. Desti-

nation: Jackman, Maine. We skimmed
across Attean Lake and Wood Pond
without even a hint of headwinds. We
reached our destination by 9 A.M. Af-

ter spending an hour in Jackman, wc
set off to Long Pond, where our final

campsite lay. Within an hour and a

half, thanks to good headwinds, we
were there, greeted by Frank Stras-

burger, who invited us all over for din-
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ner. Dinner at Frank's was awesome.
We all thoroughly enjoyed ourselves.

Thanks again, Frank!

Day 5 — Unfortunately our alarm
clock didn't turn off. Today Codfish as

usual was up and lively by 5 A.M. We
managed to quiet him down for an
hour, but that was all. So after an early

breakfast of pancakes, we set off for

Frank's house to be picked up. A great

trip guys.

EDDIE STEBBINS

August 3-5

South Glenayr to Loud's Island

with Tom Adams, Alan Ireton,

Mark Mitchell and Serre Murphy

Awakening to a slightly overcast day,

the young men in South Glenayr
eagerly jumped from their bunks, pack-

ing odds and ends for their trip to

Loud's Island.

After finishing up a delicious break-

fast of scrambled eggs and bacon, we
packed the green truck which would
take us to Round Pond and Dick's

lobster boat. While cruising through
the sound, the ocean air was crisp with

sunrays penetrating the deep blue wa-

ter. Lobster buoys bobbed abundantly
in the water, creating a field we had to

pick our way through.

We jumped for the beach but missed

and got wet. We transported the gear

and bid farewell until the Snowgoose was
out of sight. Then the fun began. Ren
Chandler and Richard Franken began
making a flag with a straight stick and
Richard's shirt. Putting his mind to it,

Ren created an impressive structure en-

abling the shirt to flap in the wind.

Others practiced their castle building

skills and made many complicated and
amusing structures. Tanning began and
rays were caught for two more hours.

The sun was still out while we skipped

rocks and swam.
Come five o'clock dinner was in

preparation. Hamburger patties were
prepared a la Nicki Balleani and Alex-

ander Grant. All ate heartily and stom-

achs were sufficiently full. Yawns began
to capture the young men of South
Glenayr towards the end of the day and
they were off to bed. The still-burning

fire created silhouettes of the four coun-

selors against the sunset.

Day 2 — Brilliant sunshine woke the

counsel at approximately 10 A.M.
Maypo, bacon and Tang were in charge

of filling our tummies and handled the

task rather easily.

The boys spent all morning con-

structing their masterpiece in the sand.

All of the castles looked great, but the

team of David, Alex and Jim had the

best, and they were each rewarded with

a Hershey bar.

After catching many morning rays,

we decided to break out the PB and J's.

A short rest period, then Tom led most
of the group on a tour around the

island. Jim Erik, Mitch, Al and Serre

stayed behind so they could work on
their Coppertone tans. Four hours and
many rays later Tom got back with his

tired and hungry group.

After a beautifully prepared and fill-

ing tuna casserole, some local chaps

decided to come and join our party.

However, since we weren't much com-

pany, they didn't stay long. Flag and
then off to bed.

Day 3 — As we awoke, a dense fog

shrouded the island creating bad visibil-

ity for the arrival of the North Glenayr

boys. They were to arrive at approxi-

mately 10:30 A.M. with Doug, Jamie
and Mark as trip leaders.

After a hearty feast including sweet

Tang and tasty pancakes, cleaning out

the tents, and a quick game of Kieve

sword fighting with Nate Bedford re-

ceiving his white, black, blue and red

Kieve swords, the North Glenayr boys

finally arrived. Under threatening

skies, we unloaded North Glenayr's
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gear, loaded up ours, and were on our

way home. After a short cruise on
Dick's boat, under Captain Fraher's

excellent guidance, we arrived at

Round Pond, and so ended a short but

sweet trip.

ALAN, MITCH AND SERRE

August 6-10

West Old Bunkerhill

on the St. Croix River
with Shep Brown, Brad Gamble,
Rob Trippe and Marc Janes

Day 1 — Early rising and breakfast

at dawn. Rad joins from infirmary.

Load 2 canoes, wannigans, cooler,

packs, and trippers. Trailer hitch acts

up. "Beaver Cleaver" game spotting

Volkswagen beetles enroute. Comics
and bubble gum. Rain. Grocery stop.

Waterville, Bangor, backwoods. Wood-
land for lunch at Lazy H, $2.50 each.

Nobody at first pickup point. Inquiries

lead us to other dam. 16 soggy campers
welcome. Load canoes. Vanceboro.
Rainy launching. Elbow Rips. Adjust
trim, tarps, and sharpen skills. Mile
Rips. Wild. Fun. Flavio and Sean B.

hang up. Laughs. Jokes. Few pass the

rapids without scrapes. Arrive Ameri-
can Cove. Tents and fly up. Storm fly

up. Fire ignited for Brad's sautee, burg
noodles. Apples. Sleep. Rain all night

long.

Day 2 — Awake to rain. Most slept

dry. Bacon and eggs restore spirits.

Bannock on a stick. Mist. Drizzle.

Broke camp. Bald eagle sighted by first

boats on the river. Hard candy tossed

around. Rips and rapids teach and test

skills. Jose and Nat, Buck and Paul take

on extra water! 5 "bass" turn out to be
chub — oops! Little Falls. Shep and
Brad scout and guide the chute. Yells.

"Pull!!" Bar break at Tyler Rips. Log-
ging trucks sighted. Partial clearing

only temporary. Loon Bay at last.

White dog wags a welcome. Grave of

Carl Longfellow leads to ghost story

next evening. Tonight jio fire: sand-

wiches and munchies, then bed. No-
see-ums arrive. Brad trumpets. Shep
entertains with "My Three
Sons!", "Voyage to the Bottom of the

Sea", and a game of "Killer" (who
winked?). Stomping toes of the shoe-

less. Mr. Chris is shaken and tickled.

Soon all are in tents for good and sleep

well.

Day 3 — Mist. Cool. Rest Day.
Patches of blue sky. Tub. Maypo by
stove. Tang. Canoeing. Stick ball.

Dunking. Resting. Trips to the rock.

Easy day of resting. Tuna dream for

lunch. Naps. Frisbee. Fishing. Bush has

for supper. "Line up . . . behind the

tree!" "Next." "Next. " Jokes for each

arriving diner. Fresh pineapple. Ghost
stories. Carl Longfellow and the house
with the tower. The "Tis" bottle. The
cave behind the altar. Rob Trippe spe-

cializes in wit. Bread in the Dutch oven.

Sleep.

Day 4 — Bread. Granola. Pears.

Overcast and fog. Quick break of camp.
Bowman races, won by Nat Harrison.

Allagash stroke. Brad leads Canoose
Rips. No upsets, but bottom bumps.
More rips. Then extended deadwater.

Marc tries to pole. Dog Falls is last

quick water. More hard candy tosses.

Campsite on a scenic point of land at

Grand Falls Flowage. Rope swing.

Brad and Rob fish. Naps. Mac and
cheese avec mushroom. Beans. Pudding
flop. Wash and sterilize at dusk. Sleep.

Day 5*— Late rising. Pancakes, end-

lessly but masterfully cool^ed by Brad.

Bacon. Tents down. Gear loaded. Pad-

dling against wind to waiting van and
truck. Ride home. More "Beaver
Cleaver." At last, "Mickey D's."
Home to Kieve at 5:30. TuId. Clean
and dry for dinner. Thanks Shep, Brad,

and Rob.
MARC JANES

July 28-August 9

East Old Bunkerhill

on the Allagash River
with Tim Shenton and George Phipps

Day 1 — Rise and shine, it's 5:30.

Loud alarm, Tim? On the road by 6:30
with an extra passenger. Are you sure
you want to come, Frank? Finally get to

Greenville where we must pick up food,

gas and fire permit. Hey, George, what
time is it? What! 9:30! Hit West
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Branch at 11:00. Oh, no, wrong cooler.

Sorry Shep. Arrive at campsite after

passing two groups. Where are the

sandwiches? Tents, tarps, wood and
dinner. Mac's awesome burgers.

Inchman's gooey banick. Nicholas

catches a fish while Shenty and George
run. Early to bed.

Day 2 — 5:00 A.M., rain. Out of

camp by 6:50 and down the very low
west branch of the Penobscot. Did any-

body not get stuck? Arrive at Gero
Island under cloudy skies* after passing

Camp Kennebec. Shenty and George
know people. Set up tents, tarp, then a

good lunch which keeps up everyone's

spirits. Sleep, get wood, then the "Gero
Island Spaghetti" for dinner. More rain

during dish cleaning and bed.

Day 3 — Up early again. What's
this? Clearing skies? Get out of the

campsite late. Oh well. Paddle to Um-
bazooskas Stream. Bar break. Oh, no,

trip leader extraordinaire left his swim-
ming shoes at the campsite. Thanks
Steve. Drag up the stream. Arrive at

the dam. We don't have to carry over

it? Where's the portage? Oh, there it is.

Lunch, then the MUD POND POR-
TAGE! Canoes over, everybody does

fine. Back at camp everyone learns how
to split wood. Hey, Inchman, how's
your arm? Beef stew for dinner. They
ate all that? Counsel coffee, banick and,

gosh, are those clouds? Black, rain,

thunder and to bed.

Day 4 — George and Carlos are up
early to get a campsite. Everyone else

finishes the portage. Rebel carries the

wannigan. Everyone finds out how
Mud Pond got its name. Down Mud
Brook to Gravel Beach, meet the

ranger, register and goof off until din-

ner. Inchman practices his drums. A
semi-scary chicken and rice dinner and
late to bed.

* i

Day 5 — Rest day. Up late, pancakes
for breakfast. Resupply. Inchman, do
you need the zip code for camp?
Shenty, Steve, Rebel and Carlos do
resupply and finally return to camp
after fierce headwind. Who are all these

people? Four other groups are at the

campsite. Oops, someone flipped.

Camp Kieve and Camp Kennebec save

the day. Burgers for dinner and early to

bed.

Day 6 — Up early. Last night's deci-

sion to bag breakfast and have a brunch
at our campsite proved to be the right

decision. Pass through lock dam and
head down Eagle Lake, meet Camp
Kennebec's other half and real motor-

ized Maine Guide. Arrive at campsite

just as winds attack. Eat Maypo, bacon
and cheese. Sleep is the order for the

rest of the day. Spaghetti dinner, then

the banick which ate the Allagash. Early

bed.

Day 7 — Up early — what else is

new? Out of the campsite by 6:30 A.M.
Is this Kieve? Finally arrive at camp-
site. Hey, George, what time is it?

Decide to do Chase's Rips. The Vene-
zuelan buddies flip first, followed by
Steve's and then Nasty and Carlos.

"How do you think we did?" Arrive at

the campsite by 1:00 and swim, sleep

and watch all the other groups go on
by. Mac and cheese dinner and sleep

finish the day.

Day 8 — Sleep late — 6 A.M. — and
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after breakfast we have a short paddle to

our campsite called Pine. Tents set up
by then and the rest of the day is spent

sleeping, reading, swimming and play-

ing frisbee. Chicken, pork chow mein
for dinner. Make the banick, sterilize

and after cocoa to bed with Mac, Steve

and Nicholas sleeping outside.

Day 9 — Rest day. 7:30 . . . "Hey,
George, who's that? It's the ranger,

Don Cote, the toughest ranger on the

waterway pays us a visit and does an

inspection tour. Back to bed and get up
at 9:30. Kids make breakfast. At noon
the rain gods decide to wet us down.
Sleep and late lunch. Shenty and Mac
take garbage to the ranger station. Din-

ner is prepared to the Werewolves of

London. Rain gets harder and sends us

to bed.

Day 10 — Wake up to the double

whammy of both a headwind and a

hard rain. Long paddle across Long
Lake but finally arrive at the dam.
Portage over the dam and head towards

Round Pond. Rain seems to be never

ending. Finally arrive at the campsite.

Hot cocoa for lunch with PB and J's,

then everybody hits the tents to stay

dry. Visited by four very cold canoers.

Invite themselves for the night. Green
wood and chopping into the night.

"Hey, George, are they still awake?"
Day 11 — Still cloudy with a heavy

drizzle. The buddies from Springfield

are sitll here. They slept under the tarp.

They leave with many thanks. We're
finally on the river down through

Round Pond Rips into Musquacook
deadwater. "Hey, Shenty, is the water

very high?" Arrive at Allagash Falls.

"Whoa!" Shenty 's Very Strange Spa-

ghetti for dinner. Cocoa and early bed.

Day 12 — Up early again. Finish the

portage. Shoot the rapids below the

falls. Nice shoot Mac. Continue down
the river, arrive at Allagash Village

early. What, it's 9 A.M.? On to St.

Francis, arrive at 10:30. The "men"
get five dollars each. Doritos, Bubble
Yum, hot dogs. Still more rain. Shenty,

Inchman and Steve walk down the road

to the pay phone. Sleep, read and
"where are those guys?". 9:30; Mitch
and Alan arrive.

Day 13 — Last day! Up early (last

time). Honeycomb and milk for break-

fast. McDonald's and home.
In closing I'd like to make a few

remarks about the trip, such as:

Inchman's drumsticks, Wickenden's
paddling and rocks, the foreign bud-

dies, MacAvoy's gloves, Rebel's Duke
shirt, and Nasty's cooking. All in all an

awesome trip. Oh . . .and Shep ... it

was no problem.
TIM "THE KING" SHENTON
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August 4-7

North Harris to the White Mountains
with John Schneider, EHot Heher

and Nick Ludington

Day 1 — After breakfast and comple-
tion of packing we headed off in a

leisurely manner for the White Moun-
tains National Park on the border of

New Hampshire and Maine. Once
again, Jim Ledyard proved himself the

King, but he missed the bucket. After a

brief stop in Auburn, we were on our
way again. Naples, Poland, Fryeburg,
and finally Hastings Campsite along the

Cold River in the valley of the Carter
Mountain Range. We arrived at Hast-

ings campsite in beautiful weather with
high hopes for our ascent of Washing-
ton. After setting up camp we piled in

the van and headed to the river for a

swim.
After swimming and games on a sus-

pension bridge we returned to camp
and had a burger feast arid then early to

bed in preparation for a 5:30 awaken-
ing.

Day 2 — As I woke up at 5:30 I

proceeded outside to be met by a slight

rain and thunderclouds on the horizon.

Unfortunately, the nature of Mt.
Washington made climbing in the rain

out of the question. After battening

down the hatches I returned to my tent

only to be shaken from slumber by a

loud thunderclap and a bolt of light-

ning, both within a mile. I had made a

good choice. After a couple of hours of

trying to ride out the thunderstorm,
nothing changed, so we got in the van
and started to drive, leaving a puddle
for a fireplace and our sponge-like

sleeping bags behind us. Following a

stop for doughnuts we drove by Mt.
Washington only to see the summit
enveloped in a thundercloud. We con-

tinued along Route 16 to see Glenn
Ellis Falls, a seventy foot waterfall

carved by glaciers. As it continued to

rain through the day we took up the

slack with D and D and many card
games. Dinner rolled along and for the

first time the rain helped us out and let

up for our ghetti feast. As expected,

immediately following dinner the rains

came again and continued through the
night.

Day 3 — Once again we awoke to the
pitter-patter of tiny raindrops on the
tent. After a restful sleep-in, we got a
lucky break in the weather and had
pancakes for breakfast. Luckily, after

lunch the weather began to clear and we
headed up Mt. Webster, a 3,047 foot

peak, located to the southwest of Mt.
Washington. Again, at the top we were
met by a rain cloud and high winds.
On the way down the mountain there

was a sprint race and the descent was
accomplished in thirty-five minutes,
about a quarter of the time it took us to

climb. Tired, excited, and feeling a
sense of accomplishment, we returned
to have Schroder's specialty. Shrimp
Chow Mein. The rain knocked on our
door immediately following dinner so

everyone hit the tents for time consum-
ing activities before faUing asleep.

Day 4 — We awoke at about eight,

broke camp and headed on in, wet,

cold, tired, and surprised that no one
killed anyone else in an attempt to vent
frustration due to rain. This seemed as

large an accomplishment as climbing
Mt. Washington.
P.S. Of course our drive home was with
clear, sunny skies overhead.

JOHN SCHNEIDER

August 9-11
South Bunkerhill to Vinalhaven Island

with John Seamans, Tim Naylor and
Frank Goldsmith

Hit the deck, mates, and grab your
sea bags; we're off to Vinalhaven. The
sun is up and the ferry is at the dock.

All aboard as we bid farewell to Nancy
Pedrick and Turi Janes and her kids.

The wind was from the west, bringing

clouds and the smell of rain. Have no
fear, Kieve trippers will endure.

With the first half of our voyage
over, we pile on top of the gear in the

truck and head for. the Boyden farm.

Tents are pitched and after PB and J's

various activities filled the afternoon.

Drew and Whit decided that netting

fish was their bag, while Omar received

no mercy from Isaac. Bees like jelly and
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the fearless foursome of Peter, Michael,

Cliff and Charlie dodged and dived

while terminating the lives of our un-

wanted guests. After such harrowing
experiences, a swim was in order, so off

to the nearby quarry.

Get your propane burgers here! All

you can eat! Oops. No rolls. Bread
works better anyway. Thirds on burgers

anyone? What's that, Jed, you have
given up giving back rubs? How are we
going to get to sleep?

We were awakened by Perry inform-

ing that the fishery would be able to

give us a tour after 10:30. Hot Maypo
and bacon for breakfast. Pancakes were

on the menu but withdrawn after a very

loud outbreak of noise at 3 a.m. the

previous morning. Pans cleaned and off

to the fishery. The cabin was divided in

half and we all got a very close look at

the unloading, fileting, icing and salting

procedures. I would hate to run into

one of those fileting women in a dark
alley. The air was extremely fishy smell-

ing and the huge refrigerator was amaz-
ing. Thank's to Isaac's father for ar-

ranging the tour.

Back to the corral for lunch and a

short walk to the infamous Boom
Quarry. Too bad, Jonathon, no nudists

today. Buns up was all we saw of Bart

as he rolled and rolled on the log. We
sat around and waited, but we were not

fortunate enough to have any company
for the swim.
During pre-dinner cleanup there

seemed to be some magnetic force at the

Boyden Quarry which claimed a num-
ber of clothed and naked campers in an
attempt to retrieve lost eating utensils.

Michael takes a dive with help and loses

his glasses. John, Isaac and Bart at-

tempt recovery but to no avail.

After a delicious dinner prepared by
Nails, the marcaroni king, we accept a

kind invitation to come up to the

Boyden' s house for the evening. Bad-
minton, soccer, tackle frisbee until it

.was pitch black and then into the house
for popcorn, cookies and juice while

playing assorted Mastermind games,
Othello and Boggle. Flamingo Road
was a big attraction and before every-

one got too comfortable and fell asleep.

John, the party pooper, coaxed sleepy

heads back to camp.
We wake to clouds and thick mist.

Bacon and cereal, tents down. Ward,
the fastest steel wool pusher in the East,

works on the bacon pan. Site cleaned

and truck loaded. Ah, come on Ward,
we're leaving. We are at the landing in

plenty of time with visibility less than

100 yards. On board our picture was
taken by a photographer doing an arti-

cle on the ferry. Peter, does cotton actu-

ally block out the fog horn? Howdy,
John, how are your fisher bites? As we
moved inland the fog changed to sun.

Back to camp by rest period and off to

activities.

JOHN SEAMANS
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Daily Log
TUESDAY, JUNE 23

The day we have all been waiting for!

The staff has all been here since Friday,

the 19th, putting the camp to rights

(save John Schneider, who was replac-

ing divots at the U.S. Open) in prepa-

ration for the start of Kieve '81. Dick

met the Philadelphia crew at 30th St.

Station at 7:30 a.m., took out his com-
pass and told the bus driver to head due
north. Elizabeth, New Jersey was not

what he had in mind, but that is where
the bus had to stop for repairs. Curt
Lauber and Nancy Kennedy went to

Logan Airport to meet the incoming
campers there. We were all so relieved

that the air traffic controllers strike had
not taken place! The pick-ups all went
well and the buses converged on the top

of the hill between 6:45 and 7:00. What
a sight as the boys were disgorged from
the buses laden with bags filled with

candy, fishing gear, cameras, and ex-

pressions of anticipation and bewilder-

ment on their faces.

Dinner followed by announcements,
a meeting in Innisfree followed that,

with announcements and an appearance
by the "Nobleboro Singers" who intro-

duced the camp song. The boys then

headed back to their bunkhouses where
they had another meeting — and an-

nouncements.
And so the stillness leaves the hill,

where for the next eight weeks youthful

energies and enthusiasm will reign.

JOHN PEDRICK

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24

Dear Mom and Dad,
I am writing during rest hour since I

didn't get to say much on that post card

this morning. Rest hour is not too rest-

ful today; we are all being divided into

two groups — ones and twos. Also, the

camp store is open for the first time and
everyone is running up to get the stuff

they forgot to pack.

The weather today is great: 75°,

clear and breezy. The O.D. (?) continu-

ally talks about traditions. One of the

big ones seems to be the swim to the

island. All new campers try it as a

swimming test, but it seems to have a

special importance to have made "the

Island." I made it! — despite swim-
ming into a head wind. During the

second morning period we got a tour of

the camp.

Lunch was a tunafish salad sandwich,

potato chips and an orange. At lunch

we drink this juice they call mung — no
one seems to know why they call it that.

The bell is ringing for "Indian Circle"
— did Indians like circles? — I guess

another tradition. I'll finish this to-

night.

Weli we just had this crazy game of

soccer — about thirty kids on a side, on

a field about half the regular size. Ear-

lier we had a scavenger hunt for infor-

mation from around camp. My cabin

came close, but we didn't know how
many women were in camp (16). Any-
way, after the soccer game, which was
more like a war, we had a prayer and
then the lowering of the flag and the

Kieve song — more traditions. I don't

think I'm going ot learn the Kieve song
in four weeks. This afternoon, by the

way, I had printing and fishing — both

lots of fun, but I didn't catch anything.

The fishing counselor says I need a Red
Devil lure in this lake. Well, after the

game and flag we had a quick skinny
dip and then bed. Hardly any talking

after lights out — everybody was ex-
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hausted. I've got to turn off my flash-

light now. Please send me some junk
food, the table food is all healthy stuff.

Love,

YOUR SON (THE CAMPER)
(O.D., CURT LAUBER)

THURSDAY, JUNE 25

The sun shines warmly on me as

mists lift from still waters. I remain here

in my place, unable to move until you
come to me. You are sleeping in your

bunks. I see your cabins from here on
my bill, and as my big brother breaks

the silence of West Neck by ringing out

the morning hymn, I hear you waking

up. Suddenly I am tumbled over and it

is my turn to speak to you, calling you
all to flag.

Then I wait while you breakfast, and
soon all around me I find you doing

your daily duties to keep Kieve in good
condition. Now one of you comes to

me, reaches up and §pins me around
again to ring out Indian Circle. Activi-

ties go on: ropes, sailing, tripping prep-

arations, woodworking, archery, fish-

ing, nature, riflery, campcraft, land-

sports, sailing, printing, photography

and ceramics. Your shouts and cheers

echo among the trees. Soon it is time to

signal picnic lunch under the pines.

Then you rest.

Rain comes as afternoon activities

move indoors. We are all soaked, and
you move out of sight, inside Innisfree,

in the ceramics studio, the print shop,

the Bishop Room for a nature film, in

the library for board games. Except for

occasional pairs of you in yellow rain-

coats walking past me, laughing your
way along between adventures, I am
alone. You are together, learning, do-

ing, catching an eighteen inch bass,

posing for cabin pictures, feet wet,

spirits strong.

After supper you come to me as the

evening activity begins. Soon I hear

you and watch you running from place

to place in a contest of skills called

"Scrambled Eggs": mo-jo relay in

canoes, one-shot derby in riflery, a

compass walk with pillow cases on your
heads, frisbee golf, and group efforts to

scale the wall.

At last I am rolled over a final time to

end the day at evening flag. You sing

the Kieve song after prayer and then

chatter past me on your way to your
cabins, speaking of the day's experi-

ences. It is quiet. The carillon sounds.

You sleep. Frogs call, wind stirs . . .

day is done.

THE BELL
(O.D., MARC JANES)

FRIDAY, JUNE 26

THE DAY NEILSON CAME TO
CAMP.
The party's over guys! This funny-

looking visitor had the audacity to casu-

ally stroll into breakfast on my O.D.
day! Oh well, Neilson or not, the day
must go on. And so it does. The
weather, being in a rather fickle mood,
cannot make up its mind whether or not

to rain or shine. However, amidst this

meteorological indecision the campers
attacked their morning activities with

enthusiasm, which ebbed considerably

during morning swim because it was
the opinion amongst the campers that

Tom Adams only wished to see them
freeze! Surprisingly enough, they

didn't.

The day rolled on with its usual com-
plement of shouts, laughter, cries, and
friendship made. The long-awaited ac-

tivity of Capture the Flag was about to

take place. The game turned out to be

racy and adventurous, with North vs.

South ending up in a Kieve tie. Flag

ensued, then after a long, hard day, the

campers returned to their bunkhouses
for a well-deserved rest.

ED STEBBINS
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Qualifications

Riflery

Pro Marksman — David Holmes
Marksman 1st Class — Willie Robb

Ropes

White Piton — Al Livesay, Gus
Gardner, Charlie Loxton, Rob
Moore, John Schuster, Eric Peter-

son, Pat Carroll, Charlie Marquart
Black Piton — Rob Moore, Reed

Searle

SATURDAY, JUNE 27

Once again the weather god smiled

on Kieve and gave us a day that

couldn't be beaten. Flag and breakfast

ran as smoothly as ever, but duties, as

usual, brought many a grumble and
complaint from various campers. On a

normal day, activities follow duties, and
this O.D. does not tamper with normal
procedures. Busy campers buzz around
camp, proving that activities do grasp

camper's attentions. A general swim
and lunch ends an active but normal
morning.

No afternoon activities today. Why?
The name of the game is aquattack.

Black vs. Orange in the battle of Lake
Damariscotta. The battle starts as

marines storm both disputed points of

land in search of the precious flag. The
sea battles are fierce, with Tom Stewart

commanding the orange to a decisive

victory. On land the fighting is hard,

but soon the tale is told.

A mellow evening activity: the

movie, "Revenge of the Pink Panther"
sends the campers to bed sleepy, leaving

the loons to complete the task.

SHEP BROWN

Qualifications

Archery

White and Black Arrows — Tucker
Nichols

SUNDAY, JUNE 28

Our first Sunday dawned bright,

clear, and full of promise. David
Schroder and Stephan Foulkes raised

the flag with dispatch and we all

trooped down for breakfast, where the

air was filled with whizzing pancakes.

Davey Holmes and Zander Packard
managed to eat ten pancakes each!

The first inspection found every

cabin ship-shape, but North Glenayr
won the extra ice cream.
Our first chapel service together was

a very pleasant one, with John Pedrick
putting the dread disease, homesick-
ness, in perspective. Davey Holmes anti

Zander Packard read well, and tlic

choir winners were Will Klebcncn and
John Shuster.

We all enjoyed a delicious chicken
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barbecue dinner, and several visitors

joined us; Reed Searle's sister and a

Kieve alumnus, Steve Kent, as well as

Paul Paradis' sister and friend.

The afternoon was hot, but a com-
plete success, with exceptional results

coming from the riflery range. Mo
Cheston, working on his pro marks-
man, shot a forty-eight on one of his

targets!

The evening was an active one with

all the jocks turning out to play lacrosse,

tennis and soccer. Good sportsmanship
reigned over the whole evening and
everyone went to bed on the winning
side.

DICK KENNEDY
and GEORGE PHIPPS

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Pat Carroll, Nick
Lawrence, Charlie Marquart, Cy
Moore

Black Arrow — Cy Moore
Riflery

Pro Marksman — Bill Stevenson, Web-
ster Mudge, Mo Cheston

Ropes

White Piton — Ted Stebbins, Steve

Harrington

Orange Piton — Reed Searle

Printing

Printer's Devil — John McGovern

MONDAY, JUNE 29

Good morning! A clear, sunny start

to a most fantastic day. Flag went well,

as did breakfast, even through I messed
up the Grace. During morning duties

Tim Shenton packed the van and
headed off to Mt. Katahdin with the

boys from West Old Bunkerhill. All

morning long everybody enjoyed the

hot, clear sun while taking part in ac-

tivities ranging from riflery to

campcraft, working hard to learn new
skills and ideas. Afterwards we all

cooled off during general swim.
After a delicious lunch and a relaxing

rest period. South Glenayr departed for

Windy Island. During activities North
Bunkerhill and North Glenayr took part

in tripping clinics to prepare for their

trips tomorrow. On the landsports field

a fantastic game of Ultimate Frisbee

took place. Many points were scored by
both sides and the game ultimately

ended in a Kieve tie.

All during dinner rumors were flying

as to what was the evening activity.

Sorry, it wasn't Casino Night, but it's

Bingo! Many prayers were offered for

winning numbers to be drawn, but
Gordon Cromwell and Andy Hawkes
became lucky just too many times.

Amidst frustrated grumbles of the sys-

tem being rigged, we all went out to flag

and then hit the sack for a good night's

sleep.

BRAD GAMBLE
Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — John Morrison, Rick
Talbot, Paul Van Panhuys

Ropes

White Piton — John Russell

Tennis

White Racket — Maury Curran

TUESDAY, JUNE 30

The O.D. awoke before dawn. He
put his boots on. He took a clipboard

from his ancient trunk and he walked

on up the hill. He went into the room
where the office was, and . . .

The last day of June 1981 dawns
beautifully sunny, the fourth such day

of blessed weather in a row. After Liam
Culman and Mike Ott raise the flag

into the truly azure skies, Dick De-

Coursey serves the four cabins in camp
a delicious French toast breakfast. Dur-

ing the meal North Bunkerhill leaves for

"Mouse" River to meet John Seamans
and South Bunkerhill and exchange
canoes and supplies. While North Glen-

ayr enjoys its last breakfast before

leaving for the "Snow Goose" and
Loud's Island. During announcements
we learn that Marc anJ Turi Janes have

been married eight years. Congratula-

tions!

After morning duties the three cabin

groups meet at Indian Circle to hear

their morning schedule. East Old
Bunkerhill is given a choice of activities

because they will leave tomorrow on the

thirteen day Allagash Wilderness Wa-
terways trip.
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During the first activity period, just

after the O.D. comments that being

O.D. is not terribly difficuk, interesting

things being to happen. Jason Murphy
most unfortunately goes to the hospital

to get a cut fmger looked at. Mean-
while, North Glenayr leaves camp for

Loud's with their cooler, lunch, saw,

etc., but without Stephan Foulkes. Tak-

ing command of the situation, by-

stander Shep Brown asks Jason, "Do
you have to go to the hospital quickly?"

Finally Turi Janes volunteers to drive

Stephan to Round Pond while Kris

Fudge drives Jason to the hospital. On
to general swim, please!

General swim runs smoothly under
the direction of Marc Janes, filling in

for Tom Adams, who is with South

Glenayr on Windy Island. Lunch is

equally successful, as Dick produces egg

salad with lettuce and tomato on hot

dog rolls. South and North Harris then

return to their cabins for an on-your-

bunk-reading-a-book rest period, while

East Old Bunkerhill makes a special trip

to town to prepare for their trip.

After rest period East Old Bunkerhill

takes a trip clinic and the O.D. foregoes

normal routine to allow the awesome
matchup of North Harris and South

Harris in soccer to take place. The
game is grueling and very well played,

but despite the sparkling passing of Tim
Mason for South Harris, North Harris

captured the victory by a score of 3-2 on
an overtime goal by Oggie "Vas" Le-

boutillier. North Harris player-coach

John Schneider summarized: "The key

was North Harris' will to win. We
really wanted it."

After a refreshing general swim
around the rafts and a long free period,

dinner is a terrific macaroni and cheese.

complemented by Delores' special choc-

olate-oatmeal cookies for dessert, and,

finally, the big announcement is made:
the evening activity will be the movie
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid.

The movie is, as always, terrific, and
it's better because Sarah Bliss, former

printing counselor, has come to visit.

Just as the movie is ending in come the

long-awaited South Bunkerhill group
back from "Mouse" River. Flag is held

in the Bishop Room and the hill is quiet

by 9:15. Good luck Shep and East Old
Bunkerhill . . . enjoy your last night.

ELIOT HEHER

Qualifications

A rchery

White Arrow — Bill Stevenson, Tim
Mason

Blue Arrow — Steve Harrington

Riflery

Pro Marksman — Dave Glendenning,
Ted Stebbins, Chaz Parsons

Marksman — Paul Van Panhaus, Lee
Schmidt

Bar 1 — John Morrison
Tennis

White Racket — Trip Herbruck

WEDNESDAY, JULY 1

What? Umph! Gurglei Oh, it's 6:00

A.M., Shep? You guys are ready to

leave? O.K., I'll be right up. I'll have
this all ready for you for the resupply.

Good luck Allagash. Looks like rain.

It's only 7:00 and the chimes don't go

until 8:00. I can catch some more shut-

eye. Only three cabins in camp — eight

table boys — tennis, photo, woodwork-
ing, fishing, ceramics and printing.

Clearing weather, blue skies and sun-

shine . . . awesome. Altitude Lou
would be pleased. Welcome back South
Glenayr.

Aaah, rest period, I'll catch some
more shuteye. What' Gus Gardner got

six stitches . . . really tough guy, coura-

geous too. He'll make my report.

Everyone outside this afternoon.

Tennis, sailing, landsports, fishing,

long general swim. Great lasagna din-

ner, Dick! Surprise everyone! Town-
ball. Due to the All-Star fielding of

Hunt Fischer at first and the weak bat
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of John Seamans (two homeruns),
North Harris and South Glenayr joined

forces to spark a come-from-behind
rally and win a 19-18, hard fought con-

test against South Harris and South
Bunkerhill.

Off to flag and bed. After my three

mile jaunt to the mile sign. Hey, Paul.

Well, goodnight camp. Sleep tight. To-
morrow is another day, different and
exciting in its own way.

SCHRODER
P.S. Thanks for the dump run. Dad.

Qualifications

Tennis

White Racket — Tim Hawkes, Jake
Elkins, Glenn Pew

Black Racket — Glenn Pew
Fishing

'Minnow — Peter Kellner, Ted Steb-

bins, Tim Mason, Steve Harrington

THURSDAY, JULY 2

The days at camp seem to fly by with

each blink of the eye. The daily routine

remains the same, but with trips com-
ing and going the mix of cabins and
campers is always changing. The sky

was overcast for a change and Bobby
Burgess was missing his laundry.

Weeding the garden was the highlight

of duties and many a green thumb was
discovered along with a Rambli' Rose
and the Mexicoli Blues.

Bustling activity in the Art Center

and on the ranges with special trip

clinics for those departing. The acro-

batic O.D. took a dive in the lake with

his clothes on (just to test the water

temp., really). North Glenayr returned

from the wilds of Loud's and West Old

Bunker Hill from the heights of Ka-
tahdin. Tents aired out on the hill and
the rain never arrived. The O.D.'s in

the shop; who keeps ringing the bell?

What's the evening activity? Does
anybody know? Spinach from the gar-

den in the supper salad and 007 re-

turned from Russia with love. Where
are all these movies coming from?
The sun drops behind Bunkerhill

church serenaded by the bullfrogs. Was
today like any other day? You be the

judge. Good night.

JOHN SEAMANS

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Robby Moore, Eric

Peterson

Blue Arrow — Tim Batchelder, Ted
Stebbins

Ropes

White Piton — Chip Talbot

Black Piton — Ted Stebbins

Tennis

White Racket — Mo Cheston
Black Racket — Maurie Curran
Blue Racket — Peter Kellner

Sailing

Crew — Jake Elkins, Alex Sparkman

FRIDAY, JULY 3

Morning — I woke to the sound of

sliding feet; Richard Franken and
Charlie Loxton needed to visit the bath-

room prior to the chimes. The chiming
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sequence began five minutes later and
South Glenayr came alive.

I climbed the hill to the main office

for my morning assignment. I picked

up my clipboard and daily sheet in

Pasquaney, and I'm ready.

Flag was raised on schedule with

Robby Moore and Gus Gardner con
trolling the ropes. Sixteen was the

magic number for table boys, and after

prayer, they were assigned.

The daily schedule was similar to the

previous day's, except for an inspection

in the morning. I trooped through each

cabin hoping to find cleanliness. South
Bunkerhill came out victorious, but

none of the bunkhouses were great.

Evening activity — the counselor

hunt. Strategies, positive and negative

points, who is hiding where? The hunt
began and none found John Seamans or

Doug Fraher — both positive points.

Unfortunately, West Old Bunker came
fifty feet short of catching the fifty point

bonus — John Seamans. Maybe next

year! South Bunkerhill won the candy
bars the following morning after the

judges decided the totals. Congratula-

tions. So ends another day.

TOM ADAMS
Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Toms Royal

SATURDAY, JULY 4

The fourth was another bodacious

day on Lake Damariscotta. The
weather stayed great from the start to

the close of the day.

Bank duty was ably handled by the

trophy man, Mark Mitchell, and Com-
modore Tim Naylor. They expressed

their profound thanks to the O.D.
many times.

A full schedule of morning activities

included woodworking, archery, ropes,

sailing, rifles, printing, photo, ce-

ramics, and even nature (although the

O.D. tried to juggle himself out of it).

South Harris was out on the Damaris-
cotta River with Eddie and Dan, while

East Old Bunkerhill was going down
the Allagash with Shep and Brad. North
Bunkerhill returned from the Moose at

dinner time.

At lunch with grace we recognized
everyone working in the kitchen:

"Lord, bless this food, and let us re-

member the people who prepared it and
our good fortune in having it."

Afternoon activities consisted of soc-

cer, tennis, printing, ceramics and
woodworking. Uncle Shenty spent his

time preparing for the Allagash resup-

ply. Stephan Foulkes and Philip Van
Panhuys distinguished themselves by
earning two qualifications — Stephan
got his journeyman and apprentice in

ceramics, while Philip received his

White and Black rackets in tennis. One
of the vanilla heads from South Glen-
ayr, Al Livesay, completed his island

swim.
The evening activity was a scavenger

hunt that featured twenty items includ-

ing: "7 hairs from Shenty 's beard." "2

live mosquitoes," "1 white tennis

ball," and an 'Tron City beer can." A
lot of ingenuity was displayed in these

items by all the teams — particularly

such items as a yellow tennis ball

painted white and North Glenavr's
Budweiser can transformed with a

handmade label into Iron City. How-
ever, no one got the hairs from Shenty's
beard as he had high-tailed it out of

camp. Overall, North Harris put the

most effort into the search.

In the prayer after Hag we gave
thanks for this nation and sought help
in ensuring that it live up to the ideals

of its founders. Next, following the

Kieve song, Mark Mitchell put on a
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fearsome pyrotechnics display. The fire-

crackers that went off about a yard
behind the O.D. were particularly ap-

preciated.

DOUG FRAHER

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Glenn Pew, Nicholas

Swaton, Chris Fearey, Tim Hawkes
Riflery

Pro Marksman — Eric Peterson, Ian

Francis

Ceramics

Apprentice — Ian Francis, Al Livesay,

Webster Mudge, Tobi Georgi,

Stephan Foulkes

Journeyman — Stephan Foulkes

Chippendale — Hardy Royal
Tennis

White Racket — Philip Van Panhuys
Black Racket — Jake Elkins, Philip

Van Panhuys
Swimming

Island Swim — Al Livesay

Advanced Beginner — Cammy Clark

Printing

Devil — Chris Kilroy, Hugh McPhee-
ters. Whip Burks, Zander Packard,

Jonathon Lee
Photography

Duane Michaels — Sam Potter

SUNDAY, JULY 5

A much-needed rain dampened our
grounds but not our spirits all morning
long on this, the 175th anniversary of

Venezuelan independence.

The pancake king for the day was
Peter Fearey, who consumed fourteen!

All turned to for a heavy duty period;

no tub, then an excellent inspection,

won jointly by South Bunkerhill and
North Harris.

Curt gave an excellent talk in chapel

on the subject of liberation. Maury
Curran and Dick Kennedy read from
the Bible and Walt Whitman's poetry,

and the choir was in fine voice. Choir
winners: Nicholas Chermayeff and
Chris Kilroy enjoyed Nancy's delicious

chocolate mint cake as their reward.

Al Livesay's mother and Charlie

Crissman's father joined us for a sand-

wich lunch (because the gas ran out

before the chicken was completely

cooked).

The rain persisted all afternoon, so

many outdoor activity counselors

helped in the arts center. Activities were
followed by a quick swim around the

raft and after lots of free time, dinner
was served: tube steaks a la counselors.

The day ended with a widely enjoyed
showing of "The Bridge on the River
Kwai" and a late, indoor flag.

DICK KENNEDY
and TIM NAYLOR

MONDAY, JULY 6

The day looks gray. North Harris

leaves early for the St. Croix. The flag

bell rings. Camp begins again. Another
good breakfast. Duties run smoothly.

Serre and Nick do a little banking in the

morning. Morning activities are a little

wet, but the weather is looking better.

By lunch the skies are clearing, and it is

becoming a nice day after all. The O.D.
becomes a little more cheerful and
happy. After a restful rest period the

kiddies go to afternoon activities and
start racking up qualifications. Then,
after a safe afternoon general swim and
free time, everyone eats a delicious din-

ner. The evening activity is a night at

the Kieve Racetrack. The horses are

members of the council, dressed in rac-

ing colors. They move along the

"track" and the kids bet on them. The
campers with winning tickets double

their bets. The winner of the first race is

Nature Boy; the second winner is Cali-

fornia Dreamboat; and the third and
final winner is Paddle Nose. The
campers then collect bets and in the end
we find that the kids with the best

gambling skills are Stephan Foulkes and
Al Van Alen, who doubled their

money; Sam Potter and Willie Robb
made nine dollars; and John Russell

made eight dollars.

Flag and sweet sleep.

TOM STEWART

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Tom Rossmassler, Al

Van Alen
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Black Arrow — Todd Hyam, Willie

Robb, Tom Rossmassler, Al Van
Alen

Ropes

Black Piton — Quique Samaniego, Ja-

vier Samaniego, Will Klebenov, Au-
brey Peterson, Charlie Loxton

Orange Piton — Ted Stebbins

Printing

Devil — Aubrey Peterson, Gus
Gardner, Webster Mudge, Ian

Francis, Tucker Nichols

Tennis

White Racket — Marshall Miller, Gus
Gardner

Black Racket — Chaz Parsons, Pat

Carroll

Blue Racket — Maury Curran

TUESDAY, JULY 7

The day dawns very warm and

sunny. To the joy of the O.D. the

forecast is for continued sun and higher

temperatures. David Schroder and Al

Livesay raise the flag to get the day

going and then we pray for the ability to

appreciate the great friendships which

we have made thus far at Camp Kieve.

Flag is followed by a breakfast of

sausage and a special treat of coffee

cake. Due to unforeseen circumstances,

the O.D. is forced to give Bank duty to

two very inexperienced people, Eddie
Stebbins and Tom Stewart. After duties

the morning just flies by, with many
qualifications had by all. We are over

halfway through the session and the

qualifications are starting to pile up.

One very special part of the morning
was the great progress that Mike Wolf

has made in swiming. Today he not

only swam many times around the

dock, but he also dunked himself twice.

After a restful rest period, the boys

are off for a very active and productive

afternoon. Because of the awesome day
the emphasis is on outdoor activities.

The most productive area was the wa-

terfront, where Tom Adams worked
nine boys through the rigors of the

Basic Water Safety Program.
Down at the ropes course we had a

very special award given by Mr. Ropes
himself, Ed Stebbins. Charlie Loxton
and Aubrey Peterson got their "Kieve
Wildman" for doing the postman's

walk with their shoelaces tied together.

Way to go all out, fellas.

All joyfully swam this afternoon as

the temperatures kept rising until they

reached the eighties. After dinner and
the announcement of the many qualifi-

cations from the busy afternoon, all

head off to get lax sticks and tennis

rackets for a wild jock night.

And the jocks were out in full force,

as Marc Janes makes a guest appear-

ance in the soccer game and aids his

team. Others bat around the green

fuzzy balls or play a modified game of

hockey up in the box. Down on the

landsports field we had a great game of

lax, which ended up in a lopsided man-
ner: 9-2, with Chaz Parsons and Tim
Mason leading all scorers with two goals

each.

At flag all are worn out and ready for

an evening dip. But before the lake can

be enjoyed we thank the Lord for the

most glorious day we could ever want.

As the sun sets behind Old Bunkerhill

the boys charge off to the waterfront

and then off to bed to close a great dav.

DAN BLISS

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — John Russell, John
McGovern

Black Arrow — Robbie Moore, Glenn
Pew

Blue Arrow — Cy Moore
Riflery

Pro Marksman — Glenn Pew, Tim
Mason
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Tennis

White Racket — Charlie Marquart
Sailing

Crew — Peter Fearey, Hugh McPhee-
ters, Chris Kilroy, Wilhe Robb,
CharUe Crissman, Whip Burks,

Todd Hyam, Al Van Men
Swimming

Basic Water Safety — Andy Uffleman,
Al Livesay, Hardy Royal, Chip
Talbot, Richard Franken, Bobby
Burgess, Chris McArdle, Qarrie

Hussain, Dave Glendinning
Fishing

Minnow — Jake Elkins, Aubrey Peter-

son

Perch — Andy Uffleman
Salmon — Cammy Clark

WEDNESDAY, JULY 8

We all awoke to a beautiful sunny
day, so bright, in fact, that Ray-Bans
were definitely needed for the entire

morning. After morning flag (oh yeh,

we raise the flag before prayer) we had
another great breakfast, courtesy of

Dick and the rest of the kitchen staff.

After breakfast South Glenayr departed

for one of the most enjoyable Kieve
trips, Loud's Island. With four cabins

more in camp, we started morning ac-

tivities.

After a successful morning of gaining

qualifications, lunch was a welcome
break. Afternoon activities were at-

tacked with the same fervor as the

morning. However, due to the weather,

waterfront activities such as sailing,

boating, fishing and swimming were
curtailed. The O.D. spent the afternoon
behind a desk making plans for the

evening activity, known to the campers
as brush duty. Finally, with the conclu-

sion of dinner, the announcement was
made: "Men, tonight the evening activ-

ity is . . . World Cup Soccer Tourna-
ment." The teams were announced,
watches synchronized, and uniforms ar-

ranged. Soon the sense of competition,

the thrill of victory and the agony of

defeat permeated the air. However,
when the dust had settled, one team
stood victorious — the Turks, led by
Nick Ludington, with an incredible rec-

ord of 4-0, and a point total of 44.

They earned Hershey bars tonight. The
day came to a close with a lot of very
tired but happy faces, and an evening
skinny dip as the carillon chimes fin-

ished off a fantastic day.

RANDY WILGIS

Qualifications

Riflery

Pro Marksman — Charlie Marquart,
Cammy Clark

Marksman — Jake Elkins

Pinwheel — Jake Elkins

Swimming
Beginner — Aubrey Peterson, Web

Pedrick, John Russell, John Searle

Intermediate — Will Loxton, Alex
Sparkman

Printing

Devil — Mo Cheston
Ceramics

Apprentice — Ted Stebbins

Journeyman — Peter Kellner

THURSDAY, JULY 9

At 7 A.M. Tim Shenton, action

O.D., wakes up to the sound of the

blimp. As he gets dressed he hears that

Wendell the Weather Duckie is going

to be blue today, which means sunny
skies and a little cooler than yesterday.

Suddenly the chimes go off and the day
begins. Next, the bell is rung and the

flag is raised and everyone goes to

breakfast for an egg and sausage meal.

Duties followed, as did morning activi-

ties. Good-bye South Harris! Have fun
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at Baxter State Park. A long general

swim, then lunch.

After a rest period there are after-

noon activities. Where are all the coun-

cil? What? They're sick? Oh well,

photo, guns, printing, tennis and ropes

are the order of the day. Another long

general swim, then a fantastic outdoor

dinner of charcoaled pork chops.

It was time for evening activity.

Cleaning toilets? No! James Bond in

"Dr. No."
Flag. Then bed. Oh, Wendell the

Weather Duckie finally turned pink.

UNCLE SHENTY

Qualifications

Riflery

Pro Marksman — Nick Lawrence,

Whip Burks, Javier Samaniego
Marksman — Tom Rossmassler

Tennis

White Racket — Nicolas Swaton
Black Racket — John McGovern
Blue Racket — Charles Marquart

Printing

Printer's Devil — Glenn Pew
Compositor — John Searle, Willie

Robb

FRIDAY, JULY 10

Holy Moly, where are all the other

campers and counselors? South
Bunkerhill took a ferry out of here des-

tined for Vinalhaven, and West Old
Bunkerhill took an early breakfast and
packed their bags for the St. Croix
River. Well, that leaves this rookie

O.D. with the pleasure of taking charge
with only one cabin in camp. Thanks,
North Bunkerhill, for not taking off.

What a great day for the beach, with

all of these rays just beaming down
upon us and not a cloud in sight, and so

many campers and staff in camp.
"Hey, Peds, What do ya think? Are

we beach bound, or what?"
"Fat chance, the only vehicle you've

got to go in is Shep's beautiful limo,

which holds four people rather comfort-

ably."

"Scratch the beach for today fellas,

'cause we ain't goin'." So, onward and
upward. The show must go on. Well,

now, let's see how productive we were

this morning. Ben Stewart and John
Russell got a blessing from Ted "Cou-
rageous" Turner and eagerly earned

their crews. Meanwhile, in photogra-

phy, Mike "Olympus" Wolf earned his

Duane Michaels. Cy Moore and Nick

Lawrence, alias Robin Hood and Little

John, sharpened their skills in Sher-

wood Forest. The rest of North
Bunkerhill found the waterfront a re-

freshing experience.

The bell rang for general swim and
those who weren't already in the water

quickly found out what they had been
missing. Some were diving off the main
dock, hoping to catch a glimpse of the

gigantic catfish.

South Glenayr's back — yahoo —
some company for North Bunkerhill

and more campers for this O.D. to

make things run a little smoother.
Grilled cheese, chips and apples were
on the menu for lunch and did the job

nicely.

Afternoon activities went just as

smoothly as the ones in the morning.
Down on the courts, Pat "Borg" Car-
roll played well enough to earn his blue

racket and Eric "Connors" Peterson
forehanded his wav to his \vhite.
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In the print shop Al Livesay inked his

way to his Printer's Devil and Mike
Wolf earned his compositor with ease.

A rather mellow general swim and
then off to Italy for pizza a la Dick and
the Chicks.

Evening games of soccer and tennis

were played in their respective areas.

Where's Nancy's cake pan?
Thanks to David Schroder and Pat

Carroll for putting Old Glory to bed. A
silent prayer and then off to slum-

berland.

Sleep well Nanney; it's a big day
tomorrow.

ALAN IRETON

SATURDAY, JULY 11

I awoke on this, the 11th of July, to

the beautiful melody of singing birds

and the warmth of the sun's rays illumi-

nating camp from clear blue skies. This
being my first O.D. day, I was a bit

apprehensive. I proceeded to the top of

the hill to begin the morning with flag.

Gus Gardner and Al Livesay hoisted

the flag without a flaw under the watch-

ful eyes of the three remaining cabins:

South Glenayr, North Bunkerhill and
North Harris.

Breakfast went well as Kieve's gour-

met cook, Dick DeCoursey, provided us

with his special, eggs and toast. I made
up for having, much to my embarrass-

ment, forgotten grace before the meal,

by courageously selecting John Pedrick

and Marc Janes for bank duty.

"What's that, John? I'm working
where next session? John, does that

mean I'm fired?"

Morning activities went well, with a

brisk breeze providing excellent sailing

conditions, as well as a relief on the

sometimes scalding hot Wimbleton-
Kieve tennis courts. Other activities in-

cluded printing, archery, and ceramics,

with few qualifications in these areas

but much work being accomplished.

Lunch followed the return of the

North Glenayr boys from their three

day Windy-Westcott canoe trip. There
were now four cabins in camp. After

lunch, a productive rest period included

letter writing, "chasing" some sleep, or

just plain relaxation.

Afternoon activities proceeded
smoothly with numerous qualifications.

This activity was followed by afternoon

swim and a hearty feast, including corn
chowder, Deloris' tasty rolls and a side

order of broccoli, the evening activity

was ready to be revealed.

"What's that, Mr. Peterson, the ac-

tivity tonight is Capture the Kitchen
girls?"

"No, I think the counselors can han-
dle that."

O.K. everyone, down to the water-

front for a water Olympics.
The events included a two-man row-

boat race, a three-man rowboat race, a

six-man canoe obstacle course, a four-

man standing canoe race, and a swim-
ming relay race with Mike Wolf as the

judge.

Amidst much boat swamping the

winners were Tim Batchelder and Liam
Culman in the two-man rowboat. Mo
Cheston, Maury Curran and John
McGovern in the three-man rowboat
race, and Dave Schroder, Jose Gon-
zalez, Marshall Miller and Whitney
Grumhaus winning the four-man canoe

race.

The night ended with a silent prayer

and the famous Kieve song, with an
orange-yellow sky and cool lake breezes

which brought a chill of reality down
my spine. My first O.D. day was over

and I had the time of my life.

Thanks to all the council for helping

me out and a special thanks to Curt for

helping me organize the evening activ-

ity.

MITCH

Qualifications

Tennis

White Racket — Mike Ott, John To-
taro

Black Racket — Liam Culman, Chris

Dougherty

A rchery

Black Arrow — Toms Royal

Blue Arrow —r Tucker Nichols

Ropes

Orange Pitons — Webster Mudge,
Robby Moore
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SUNDAY, JULY 12

The day dawned bright, clear and
breezy — a perfect one. As pancakes

whizzed through the air our visitors, the

Wilkins and Mr. Livesay, were

amazed. Three boys each chewed
through thirteen pancakes: Zander

Packard, David Schroder and John
Russell.

All the cabins were in fine shape for

inspection, but the best was South

Glenayr.

Tom Adams spoke very well in

chapel this morning about how camping
trips provide us with opportunities to

know ourselves better and to know
others as well. Charlie and David
Wilkins each read an appropriate selec-

tion from the Bible, and the choir was
in fine voice, led by Whitney
Grumhaus, Tucker Nichols and Ralph
Gear.

Another delicious chicken barbecue
dinner was enjoyed by all, including the

families of Maury Curran, Jay Murphy
and Paul Paradis.

A good quiet rest period led to a busy
set of afternoon activities. We lost

Mark "Cheech" Mitchell and Alan
"Chong" Ireton to the Allagash

pickup, but gained Stebbins and the

animals of South Harris in the process
— the latter group fresh from Ka-
tahdin.

A refreshing, somewhat longer than

usual swim cooled the boys off after a

hot, sunny afternoon. Not enough
thanks can be given to John Pedrick

and John Schneider for their invaluable

help in preparing the heads in blind-

folded soccer, and as Ralph McElven-
ney and David Netto brought down Old
Glory we realized that another day at

Kieve had drawn to a satisfying close.

Tomorrow we'll be with our old friend

Shep.

JAMEY HEBB

Qualifications

Ropes

White and Black Pitons — Nick Law-
rence

Tennis

Black and Blue Rackets — Gus
Gardner

Black Racket — Tucker Nichols, Ralph
McEivenney

MONDAY, JULY 13

The date certainly lived up to its

reputation by dumping buckets of rain

on us from noon onward. The fact that

the infirmary was packed, with Betsy

herself being stricken with strep throat,

put a damper on things also. However,
Kieve enthusiasm ran high, with quali-

fications left and right . . . then the rain

came, and cancelled morning general

swim, as well as driving lunch into

Pasquaney.
Due to the restlessness of the kids on

this rainy day. Rest Period was cut

short, and activity period began.

Despite a shortness of council members,
campers still rolled in the qualifications.

An uncut version of "Smokey and
the Bandits" followed the short activity

period, much to the joy of the campers.

The first play practice of many came
after dinner, and a fairly early flag sent

all the kids to sleep.

Thanks to many friends, this rookie

got through his first O.D. day, which
went as smooth as silk.

MARK MENENDEZ

Qualifications

Fishing

Minnow — Paul Paradis, Toms Royal,

Jim Roney, Trip Herbruck
Perch — Trip Herbruck
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Printing

Devils — Ted Stebbins, Mike Ott

Compositor — Whitney Grumhaus
Kieve Printer — Liam Culman

Nature

Audubon — Toms Royal, Al Livesay,

Robby Moore

TUESDAY, JULY 14

"No rain! No rain!" chanted the

O.D. as very unstable weather condi-

tions flooded the gill on this morning.
Duty period turned into inspection and
raincoats were the mandatory garb.

Courage, Perseverance, Loyalty are

the qualities needed by the O.D. when
it rains. Courage for the rain, persever-

ance when there is a full camp and only

five indoor activities, loyalty to keep

him from pitching his clipboard and
walking out.

A day to remember, for on this day
assorted numbers of years ago, three of

our friends were born: Jenny Pedrick,

Robby Moore and Mike Ott.

The O.D. exhibited his activity jug-

gling talents and the morning splashed

by. Around the rafts and out was the

call at swim, and the sun tried hard to

break through the clouds.

The afternoon was dry and all the

activities were in full swing. The
campers poured it on in activities and
accumulated a total of twenty-nine

qualifications, far above the average for

a single day.

All enjoyed delicious sloppy joes at

supper and the O.D. had the privilege

of sitting with Tim Mason and his fam-

ily. Earlier in the day a call was made to

Las Vegas and information came back
about games and management. After

supper Innisfree was rapidly turned into

the Kieve Casino. The dice rolled, the

darts flew, flushes, full houses, lots of

winners. Those who stole were bounced
by the Allagash crew, only to return to

their illegal ways. The betting was
quick and the energy level high as ev-

eryone tried their luck with the slick-

dealing council.

The authorities broke up our fun say-

ing it was illegal to gamble in Noble-
boro, so the Casino was shut down on
its opening night. The house came out

on top as usual, but the combined win-

nings of South Harris were more than

the other cabins.

With the party over everyone congre-

gated at the flag pole for prayers and to

bed. By the way, are there five aces in a

deck of cards?

JOHN SEAMANS

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Andy Uffleman, Javier

Samaniego
Black Arrow — Nick Chermayeff
Blue Arrow — Alex Sparkman

Fishing

Minnow and Perch — Hunt Fisher

Nature

Audubon — Trip Herbruck, Hunt
Fisher, Whitney Grumhaus, Chris

Dougherty, Tim Batchelder, Willy

James, John Tartaro, Cammy Clark
Printing

Devil — Hunt Fisher

Compositor — Gus Gardner
Riflery

Pro Marksman — Toby Georgi, John
Tot^ro

Marksman 1st Class — Bill Parsons

Expert Rifleperson — Nancy Pedrick

Ropes

White Piton — Maury Curran
Sailing

Crew — Charlie Parsons

Skipper — Bill Stevenson, Peter

Kellner, Alex Sparkman, Jake Elkins

Tennis

White Racket — Will Acree, Ian Fran-

cis

WEDNESDAY, JULY 15

To awake and find yourself facing a

morning like this is to find heaven on
earth. The sparkling lake, the light

breeze and bucketloads of the most in-

credible sunshine you can imagine.

This O.D. happens to thrive on sun-

shine, so guess who's psyched? The
brothers Royal raised- the Stars and

Stripes and sent us all towards another

good braakfast. Duties followed, with

Frank Goldsmith, California, Jenny
Pulver, and (surprise!) Peter Fearey on

bank duty.
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I
The final Wednesday of the session is

traditionally known as "Qualification

Wednesday" and today is no different.

Morning activities produced a whop-
ping forty-six qualifications alone!

Marc Janes spearheaded a refreshing

general swim, which was much needed
after such an active morning. Cold cut

sandwiches, chips, and bug juice filled

our stomachs and sent the boys, con-

tent, to a quiet rest period.

Now it was time for afternoon activi-

tes, and the O.D. had illusions of a

possible 100 qualifications in a day —
that's one gung-ho goal, but heck, it's

almost a full camp, the sun is shining,

and the council is psyched. We'll just

have to wait and see.

Tom Adams supervised a long, cool

general swim, and the ensuing free pe-

riod saw the end of the first round of the

tennis tournament, as exciting as ever.

The return of North Bunkerhill coin-

cided perfectly with the beginning of

Dick's turkey dinner. We've got a full

camp now, boys.

Nancy Kennedy helped out with a

productive play rehearsal, which was
followed by a short jock night. As Kem-

per and Franken lowered Old Glory, a

sudden chilling realization gripped ev-

eryone standing at the top of the hill

.... It was a full moon and the secrets

of the Red Farmhouse basement were
about to be revealed to us all —
HAUNTED HOUSE.
A terrifying day overall. Thanks to

everyone for helping out. We had
eighty-three qualifications today. Con-
gratulations and good night, fellas.

Welcome back, Cheesehead!

JAMEY HEBB

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Peter Kellner, Charlie

Crissman, Whip Burks
Black Arrow — Javier Samaniego
Blue Arrow — Al Van Alen, Tom

Rossmassler
Red Arrow — Willie James, Tucker

Nichols

Fishing

Minnow — John Totaro, Whip Burks,

Will Klebenov, Whitney Grumhaus,
Bill Stevenson, Tom Rossmassler,

Mike Ott
Nature

Audubon — Chris Fearey, Ian Francis,

Webster Mudge
Printing

Devil — Todd Hyam, Reid Searle,

Steve Harrington, Oggie LeBoutil-

lier, Tim Batchelder

Compositor — Tucker Nichols, Zander
Packard

Journeyman — Andy Uffleman
Master Printer — Sam Potter

Rrflery

Pro Marksman — Ralph McElvenny,
Jonathan Lee

Marksman 1st Class — Nick Chermav-
eff

Bar II — John Morrison
Ropes

White Piton — Glenn Pew. Jake
Elkins, John Totaro, Mike Ott.

Marshall Miller, Nick Chermaveff
Black Piton — Aubrey Peterson. .\lex

Sparkman, Jake Elkins, John Schus-

ter, Hunt Fisher

Orange Piton — Steve Harrington
Silver Piton — Ted Stebbins, Webster

Mudge, Robby Moore
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Wildman — Steve Harrington, Ted
Stebbins, Webster Mudge, Robby
Moore

Sailing

Crew — Dave Glendinning
Commodore — Rick Talbot

Swimming
Advanced Beginner — Omar Sama-

niego, Jose Gonzalez, Stephan
Foulkes

Tennis

White Racket — Al Van Alen, Paul
Van Panhuys, Whip Burks, Nicho-
las Swaton, Will Acree

Black Racket — Nicholas Swaton,
Whip Burks, Will Acree, Paul Van
Panhuys

Blue Racket — Whip Burks, Ernest
Van Panhuys, Paul Van Panhuys

Woodworking
Chippendale — Tim Mason, Whitney

Grumhaus, Mo Cheston, Trip
Herbruck, Jim Roney, Andy
Kingman, Ted Stebbins, Ralph
Geer ,

Heppelwhite — Al Livesay, Toms
Royal, Whitney Grumhaus

Craftsman — Grey Ottley

THURSDAY, JULY 16

The last normal day in camp is a

sunny, bright one. Chaz Parsons volun-

teers himself and Tim Mason for flag

raising. A full camp, twenty-four tables,

listens to Nick Swaton ask Grace in

French. While head bunkhouse coun-
selors attend to their own "banks,"
duties, which include cleanup of the

House of Horrors, proceed, followed by
a nominal cabin inspection. At Indian
Circle we attempt to fmd homes for

unmarked items of clothing. Free choice

Jl

of all activities is offered, and with en-

couragement to finish off requirements
for qualifications, campers evaporate in

a dusty commotion.
The lake is at its most beautiful, and

the hot sun makes it seem all the more
inviting. Egg salad sandwich and
mung, rest, and it's back to the full

range of activities. At swim two measels
(mink or weasel? We're unsure.) cavort

over rocks, under docks and boat-

houses, and off into the woods. Play

practice for North Glenayr and South
Bunkerhill in Innisfree during free

time.

Open-faced pastrami and cheese

sandwiches are the main course, and
then full rehearsal for "Wale of a

Price." How to describe the first full

rehearsal of a Camp Kieve Production?

Like trying to get a hundred squirrels in

one room to jump through hoops? Dark
comes and practice goes on. Finally the

stage is bare. Prayer and song are held

indoors. A half hour later cabins are

quiet. Tomorrow camp begins to wind
down.

CURT LAUBER

Qualifications

A rchery

White Arrow — Qarrie Hussain, Mike
Ott, Chris McArdle

Black Arrow — Gus Gardner, Andy
Uffleman, Qarrie Hussain

Blue Arrow — Willie Robb, Qarrie

Hussain

Riflery

Pro Marksman — Hardy Royal, Will

Klebenov, Whitney Grumhaus
Marksman — John Russell, Glenn

Pew, Mo Cheston, Dave Glendin-

ning, Chaz Parsons

Marksman 1st — Tim Batchelder
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Pinwheel — Al Van Alen
Ropes

Black Piton — Nicholas Chermayeff,

Mike Ott

Orange Piton — Ralph Geer
Silver Piton — Peter Fearey, Reed

Searle

Shop

Chippendale — Clay Mitchell, Eric

Peterson, Webster Mudge, 'Gus
Gardner, John Tataro, Mike Ott

Hepplewhite — Tim Batchelder, Toms
Royal, Chris Dougherty

Printing

Devil — Alex Sparkman, Charlie Mar-
quart, Jake Elkins, Trip Herbruck,
Will Loxton

Photography

Lotte Jacobi — Willie Robb, Hugh
McPheeters

Duane Michaels — Tim Hawkes,
Jonathon Lee, Stephan Foulkes,

David Netto, Toms Royal, Chris

Kemper

FRIDAY, JULY 17

Here we go! The last day of qualifica-

tions, unclaimed laundry, and camp
without parents. Weather gods are

smiling on us with a clear sky and no
real threat of rain.

The flag was run briskly up by
Stephan Foulkes and John Russell.

What is this air of excitement that per-

meates camp?
The morning was choice activities for

the campers as they scampered about
trying to finish up qualifications and
talk counselors into starting new ones.

Doug Fraher and Paul Paradis are mak-
ing preparations for their jaunt to Hog
Island with those campers who will be
staying at Kieve for two sessions. 'John
Schneider and the old Bunkerhill boys
are putting in the torches in preparation

for the procession tonight. By popular
demand Mitch and Eddie are doing
extensive "Bank" duty in an attempt to

render us presentable for the arrival of

our guests.

A great highlight of the day is a

wonderful tennis match. Gordon
Cromwell and Billy Parsons are in the

Senior finals and what a series they

play. This is Gordon's fourth year in

the finals and he and Billy go at it for

two hours and fifty minutes with scores

of 2-6, 8-6, 6-4, 6-4. Gordon won. In

one rally the ball crossed the net thirty

times. Beautiful tennis.

In the Junior finals, the play was
between Pat Carroll and a relative new-
comer to the courts, Jake Elkins. This

too was a good match, with Jake win-

ning, 6-0, 6-2. All four of the tourna-

ment finalists were awarded their Gold
Rackets.

Great doings at the waterfront. Who
is that behind the pile of fragrant

towels, shouting in a hoarse voice that

the North bath house has to be cleared

for female guests and the sailboats have

to be moved and the swimming lanes

put in, the beaqh raked . . .! It's Tom
Adams, but he is being placated by
Marc Janes, who is telling Tom that it

will be alright.

A first! The dress rehearsal begins

and ends on time. West Old Bunker
wins most improved cabin and Liam,
Aubrey, Peter Kellner and David Netto

win chocolate almond ice cream for best

dress rehearsal. Hamburger cookout at

Westcott Point followed by flag and the

reading from the 1931 Kieve handbook.
Dick's talk at Kistler Point points up

interesting areas of growth and change
that he has seen at Kieve in the forty-

two years in which he has been asso-

ciated with this peninsula. The campers
listen in rapt interest as the fire, lit by
Ricky Talbot, who has been a camper
here since 1976, begins to flicker lower.

A peaceful candlelight walk back to

the top of the hill and the Kieve song for

the last time as a full camp.
The final flag prayer: We thank you.

Heavenly Father, for the time which we
have had together. May the happy
times that we have had here be recalled

as good memories in the year ahead and
the challenging times that we have had
serve as learning and growing experi-

ences.

Keep us ever mindful of the tradition

of caring and thoughtfulness upon
which Kieve is based and help us to be
messengers of that good will in the

larger world.
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Watch over all of us and families in

our travels. May our reunions be joy-

ful. Amen.
JOHN PEDRICK

Qualifications

Archery

Black Arrow — Pat Carroll, Mike Ott

Red Arrow — Alex Sparkman
Riflery

Pro Marksman — Zander Packard,

Chris McArdle
Marksman — Webster Mudge, Ted

Stebbins, Ralph Geer
Marksman 1st — Dave Glendinning,

Chris Kemper, Lee Schmidt
Bar I — Todd Hyam

Ropes

White Piton — Cy Moore
Black Piton — Will Klebenov, Javier

Samaniego, Quique Samaniego, Pat

Carroll, Charlie Marquart
Orange Piton — Stephan Foulkes

Tennis

White Racket — Clay Mitchell, Char-
lie Loxton, Will Loxton

Black Racket — Ian Francis, Tim
Hawkes, Erik Peterson

Red Racket — Charlie Marquart,
Maury Curran, Peter Kellner

Gold Racket — Pat Carroll, Jake
Elkins, Billy Parsons, Gordon
Cromwell

Woodworking

Chippendale — David Holmes,
Stephan Foulkes, Ralph McElvenny,
Nick Chermayeff, Bobby Burgess,

Mike Wolf, Oggie LeBoutillier,

Qarrie Hussain
Heppelwliite — Chris Fearey, Zander

Packard
Craftsman — John Searle

SATURDAY, JULY 18

Watersports Day. As the full moon
rises, the carillon rings the final hour of

our last day at Kieve, 1981. How glad

we were to see our families again, to be

going home, yet how glad we have been
to be here. Tonight's slide show recalled

the adventures and activities which
we'll remember this winter. The
Watersport's play, "Wale of a Prince"
has just ended, and our parents linger

now to talk with councilors as we head

to our cabins to bid farewell to friends

'til next year.

It began as any other day: flag,

breakfast, duties and inspection. Then
families began to arrive, we toured
camp to see exhibits, and many set out

on the lake waters by sail or canoe.

After picnic lunch, watersports were
splashier and dashier than usual, follow-

ing which we all gathered at chapel for

the awards which recognized the experi-

ences of each cabin and camper. Then
came cocktails, dinner and the play.

How quickly four weeks have passed!

Thank you Dick and Nancy, staff.

Mom and Dad, cabin mates, woods,
winds and trails . . . "fond memories of

Kieve.

"

MARC JANES

TUESDAY, JULY 21

Please make the rain stop before the

campers arrive! Torrential rains

dampen the prospects of having camp
completely ready in time for the arrival

of the incoming 104! Once again, how-
ever, the work crews slowly crank up
and the residual disorder from Water-
sports and the mid-session days off is

remedied and the camp put back in

order.

The usual transportation snag phone
calls from Dick and Curt as they col-

lected the campers from Boston and
Philadelphia, respectively, gave the rest

of us cause to be grateful that we were
greeters in camp. Some twenty-seven

campers arrived by car with parents

and friends during the day, giving the

place the look it should have — activity

and noise abounding.
No sooner did Dick arrive with the

Boston bus than the heavens poured on
us, creating more confusion than the
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usual bus arrival! Curt and crew ar-

rived from Philadelphia shortly after

seven and off we go — second session!

The introductory meeting in In-

nisfree, then off to the bunkhouses for

those meetings and, hopefully, sleep in

these strange beds in this new and be-

wildering place. Doesn't anyone speak

English in this camp? This session will

certainly have to be known as the most
international one on record. Now to

watch it unfold!

JOHN PEDRICK

WEDNESDAY, JULY 22

The day's weather hangs in the bal-

ance. Low, gray-black clouds and
patches of blue sky. John Russell and
Ben Stewart raise the flag. Twenty-four
tables. Corn flakes, grape juice, eggs

and sausage. Postcards home for the

boys who came by bus yesterday. Du-
ties. Inspection. South Glenayr's bath-

room is clean -enough to . . . well . . .

anyway, it's the cleanest bathroom this

summer.

During the morning new boys get the

camp tour and try the Island. Old boys
play boxsports, landsports, and tennis.

By swim time the weather is going our
way. We have a short swim off the dock
while the final Island swims are comple-
ted. Grilled ham and cheese for lunch.

In the afternoon every activity is of-

fered for free choice. North Bunkerhill

has a trip clinic; they leave for the

White Mountains tomorrow morning.
During the activity period a Dyer
swamps and the mast gets stuck in the

lake bottom. George Phipps and Shep
Brown do the undersea excavation and

bring in the disabled boat in the middle
of Tom Adams' lecture on waterfront

safety.

A choice of all our landsports plus

boating is offered for evening activity.

Exhausted campers bring their well-

used bodies to flag. Shenty makes a run
to the landsports field for the soccer

players. The first outdoor rendition of

the Kieve Song is a little tentative, but

the cheer is rousing and, after a few
final mosquito slaps, it's off to cabins

and bed.

CURT LAUBER

THURSDAY, JULY 23

Sunlight glints from morning dew,
glitters from lake waters, and brightens

the start of North Bunkerhill' s trip to

the White Mountains just three days
into camp. Soon the bell calls others to

flag where David Schroder and Peter

Blagden hoist the colors. After duties a

brisk breeze aids Steve Wickenden and
Tommy Gordon in earning their crew
and skipper qualifications in sailing.

Cabin groups join in swimming, canoe-

ing, archery, fishing, riflery, nature,

tennis, printing, photo, ceramics,

woodworking and ropes. A few cases of

homesickness are eased by the tonic of

busy, fun activities and new friend-

ships, new adventures. Picnic lunch,

rest period, then free choice as counsel

offers a mix of their own chosen activi-

ties: soccer, sailing, lacrosse, ropes, ri-

flery, boxsports, nature, tennis, print-

ing, archery and swimming.

John Seamans cuts his thumb fixing

the red sloop and is taken away to Miles
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Hospital by Betsy Dietrich. After din-

ner "scrambled eggs" sends seven

cabin groups around a circuit of stations

to compete in horseshoes, one-shot

derby in rifles, mo-jo relay in canoes

(Allagash boys swamp once and nearly

swamp several more times), compass
walk, fri^bee golf (Benjy Bangs sets a

new camp record of five, that's three

below par!), a snazzy soccer ball dribble

course in the box, and the barrier at the

ropes course. West Old Bunker wins
with 288 points, followed by North and
South Harris. By 8:30 the boys are

ready to end an active day. Flag. Caril-

lon. Sleep, even in North Glenayr
where Doug Fraher just ended another

in a series of episodes of Alfred

Hitchcock's "The Moaning Cave."
MARC JANES

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Cleave Durey
Riftery

Pro Marksman — Ricky Koelle

Sharpshooter — Willie James
Ceramics

Apprentice — David Schroder

FRIDAY, JULY 24

Third day at Kieve and all is well. To
the new campers the hill is becoming
more familiar and the routine is becom-
ing clearer. All cabins are present ex-

cept for Uncle Stewie and North
Bunkerhill, which means leap-frog

cabin duty for Nails and me. For a

change the weather was sunny and
warm and the O.D. had almost forgot-

ten how nice that is.

Ahoy, you swabs, batten down the
hatches. Rumors of this year's first re-

gatta were in the wind. Skippers, pick

your crews and raise your sails. The
tide is right and the wind is fair.

Besides the regatta, the day held

other surprises. At swim Hunt Durey,
Cleave' s younger brother, gave us all

an exhibition of high speed maneuver-
ing with his radio controlled speedboat.

Paindivers beware of the terrific prop
wash. At the Arts Center a transforma-

tion was taking place. The old horse-

shoe pit, which has been around for as

long as the O.D. (twelve years) mysteri-

ously rejuvenated itself.

The evening brought North and
West against South and East in a wild

and woolly (socked) game of capture the

flag. Believe it or not, after the scores

were tallied the Northwesterners proved
triumphant.

At the lowering of our Stars and
Stripes everyone prayed for the strength

of courage, perseverance and loyalty.

JOHN SEAMANS

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Nicholai Fetchko

Black Arrow — Sean Cullen

Blue Arrow — Sean Cullen

Riflery

Pro Marksman — Philip Van Panhuys
Shop

Chippendale — Tommy Gordon
Sailing

Regatta Winners — Ray Class: Jose
San Roman and crew

Regatta Winners — Dyer Class: Scott

Woodruff and crew (race #1), Jose
Nastasi and crew (race #2)

SATURDAY, JULY 25

Hello and welcome to the Love
Camp. My name is Tim Shenton and
Lm your action O.D. Even though

Jungle Jim Whit said it was supposed to

rain, I awoke at 7:00 a.m. to bright,

sunny skies. At 8:00 I rang the bell for

flag. Will Talker and Chris Lorenz
raised the Stars and Stripes signifying

the beginning of the cruise.

After duties, with Eddie Stebbins

cleaning the head, the passengers

started their many activities — shuffle-

board was not one of them. A long

general swim finished off the morning.
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Roast beef for lunch prepared by the

Love Camp's chef and his highly skilled

staff. After lunch the passengers were
given a chance to rest until they had
afternoon activities. Still no shuffle-

board. Another long general swim, then

free time.

After dinner the top of the hill was
covered with passengers searching ^for

many strange things such as one-half a

tennis ball, a female, or five dead mos-
quitoes. What else but . . . The Great

Love Camp Kieve Scavenger Hunt. As
the sun fades over the Love Camp, the

laughter fades with it.

UNCLE SHENTY

Qualifications

Archery

Black Arrow — Tommy Gordon
Fishing

Minnow — Cameron Lonergan, Adam
Foulkes, Mike Lynch

Ceramics

Apprentice — Peter Willis, Will

Walker, Jason Savage

Riflery

Pro Marksman — Joe DeCourcey

SUNDAY, JULY 26

Our first Sunday dawned bright and
beautiful. Pancakes whizzed through
the air, and the champion eaters were
Ben Stewart and Jose San Roman, each

of whom consumed thirteen!

All the cabins did a fine job for in-

spection, but South Bunkerhill won the

extra ice cream.

John Seamans spoke simply and elo-

quently at chapel, giving meaningful

illustrations of the meaning of "cour-

age, perseverance, and loyalty." Ed
Stebbins, Zippy Cooper and Adam

Foulke read supportive passages form
the Bible, and the choir was led by Ben
Stewart and Vincent Van Panhuys.
We all enjoyed a delicious barbecue

chicken lunch joined by families visiting

Nancy Kennedy, Sean Gottlieb, Steve

Wall, Isaac Philips and Dick DeCour-
cey.

The predicted bad weather for the

afternoon held off and the day provided
the perfect atmosphere in which the kids

could collect qualifications. A hot dog
dinner a la counselors followed a practi-

cally counselorless general swim. Then
the word came in from O.D. control:

tonight's activity — Capture the Coun-
selor. That is, with a few variations.

The carefully placed pilons were found
by eager campers within the first twenty

minutes. John Seamans continued to

remain untouched, but even so. South
Harris won by compiling an over-

whelming 925 more points than the

next finisher. South Bunkerhill. A sur-

prisingly bug-free flag followed, and
then kids were sent to sleep in the

peaceful night.

DICK KENNEDY
and MARK MENENDEZ

Qualifications

Ceramics

Apprentice — Al Glovsky
Tennis

White Racket — Adam Foulke, John
Gardner, Isaac Phillips

Black Racket — Adam Foulke

Blue Racket — Adam Foulke

MONDAY, JULY 27

Dear Mom and Dad,
Today I awoke to the sound of pitter-

patter, pitter-patter. Boy! It was raining

cats and dogs. No point in getting up
early today, so I just turned over and
dozed until the carillon. Holy Moly!
There's this strange guy — Eddie some-
thing — and he's the O.D. What kind
of a day is this going to be?

Breakfast and duties went normally
enough, well, except that I had to do
brush duty, with this really big guy with

a funny accent. Some of the guys called

him Nails, but I would hate to have to

hammer him!
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After all thai I went through my
morning activities. Uncle Giggy and
Uncle Buns took my bunkhouse into

Innisfree and we played bombardment.
It was fun. Then, after lunch, this Ed-

die guy told us the news: air guitar

tonight! Wow! We ran to our bunk-
houses and began to get ready.

Right after dinner we all dressed up
and started the air guitar. Boy, what a

blast! Even the council gave us a show.

Shep Brown went wild. In the end,

John Morrison and the Floors won the

group award. Adam Foulke was the

best drummer. This funny camper
called Space won a special mention. It

was a wild time.

Well, I'm really tired now, and it's

about time I got to sleep.

See you later. Write back soon.

Your son
(O.D., ED STEBBINS)

TUESDAY, JULY 28

Another very hot, very beautiful July
day at Kieve. South Glenayr is in the

Camden Hills, North Harris on the

Moose River, and the AUagash boys left

before breakfast. West Old Bunker,
however, is delayed from leaving until

mid-afternoon, when repairs on the van
are completed. Since this means that

Shep Brown is still in camp and availa-

ble for duties, the O.D. singles him out

for Bank duty. Such an opportunity

could not be passed up. Randy Wilgis

is chosen as his partner since Shep is

always making announcements about
his name "Cheesehead. " Eddie Steb-

bins averted the O.D.'s desire for re-

venge by going into town for root canal

work.

Morning activities include ropes, na-

ture, woodworking, tennis, ceramics,

canoeing, printing and photography.
West Old Bunker spends their extra

time in camp on floor hockey and swim-
ming. Afternoon activities consist of

archery, bombardment, lacrosse, fish-

ing, photography and tennis. Coun-
selors switched from their usual activity,

so we had Mark Menendez on fishing

and Jenny Pulver on tennis. During the

day Andy Uffleman earned his appren-

tice in ceramics and Jason Savage got

his black racket.

As the afternoon proceeds, ominous
clouds start piling in from the south-

west. The evening activity is switched

from an outdoor activity to the movie
"Hopscotch," with Walter Matthau.
The rain holds off, but because of dark-

ness, flag is held indoors after the

movie. Rain finally arrives later in the

night.

DOUG FRAHER

Qualifications

Ceramics

Apprentice — Andy Uffleman
Tennis

Black Racket — Jason Savage

WEDNESDAY, JULY 29

If one couldn't reassuringly see the

other side of the lake he'd think that
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Kieve was on Penobscot Bay. The day

was to be composed of rain, fog and

cold. By noon all were to have felt a

scorching high of 56°F. After an indoor

flag, breakfast and duties, activities be-

gan. The Arts Center was busy with its

indoor activities while the nature fana-

tics watched a fantastic National Geo-
graphic flick on whales. Down with the

Russians and the Japanese.

All hurried up to Pasquaney at the

lunch bell and were warmly greeted by
grilled cheese, hot vegetable soup and a

well-received mug of hot chocolate. Af-

ter announcements the campers ran for

their cabins where the stoves were
started and the sleeping bags filled. Rest

period was extended to three o'clock

and then it was off to activities in an
attempt to wrap up morning projects.

An optional general swim received a

slim eight campers, who were initiated

into the Polar Bear Club: Tim
Purington, Whit Annibali, Isaac Phil-

ips, Jonathon Gardner, Jamie Wil-

liams, Ron Cowie, Keith Linker and
Ben Metcalf. What some people do for

cheap thrills!

After dinner everybody headed to the

Bishop Room to hear Cheesehead (alias

Randy Wilgis) read Charles Dickens,

but due to lack of reading material we
resorted to the standby movie, "Oh
God."

Goodnight to all, and here's hoping
for a change in the weather.

TIM NAYLOR

THURSDAY, JULY 30

The day started with a light drizzle

which dampened the morning air's

fresh scent of pine. However, my usual

creaking knee foreshadowed a day bet-

ter than what I was now facing. A late

morning bell enabled the weary camp to

prepare itself for yet another demand-
ing day. With only three cabins

present, it was apparent that much
would be accomplished.

After breakfast morning duties ran

smoothly, enabling us to start Indian

Circle in good time. After activities a

much needed morning swim freshened

the spirit lost among the dark clouds.

Free time. A hearty lunch. And then

. . . Sun! Sunny afternoon activities,

yet another cooling swim and ample
free time brought productive results.

Then, an evening feast and a relaxing

activity of clue search sent us straight to

bed for a well-earned peaceful slumber.

TOM STEWART

FRIDAY, JULY 31

A Kieve Prayer

Assembled in this hallowed wood,
Boy, youth and man in reverent mood;
We "come to worship and to pray

That thou wilt show us the True Way.

Teach us. Dear Lord, what we should

do
To be thy followers, good and true;

To share with Thee the load of care

Our fellow men are carrying here.

Teach us to be brave, kind and just.

And in thy goodness always trust;

And leaving then to Thee the rest,

Know, Lord, with Thee, that love is

best.

Amen
This passage was recited at flag and

upheld, hopefully, throughout the sum-
mer. Campers and counselors strive to

nurture each other in a positive way
during activities, trips, and in the

cabins. May all of us still find room in

our hearts to share love and affection

for our neighbors.

TOM ADAMS

SATURDAY, AUGUST 1

Woke up, got outta bed, dragged a
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comb across my head, listened to Daryl
Martini, the Cosmic Muffm, call the

day a 3 until Mars intersects with
Venus at 2:55, when the day will turn

into a 7. Ah, yes, once again, another

beautiful day at Camp Kieve. There
were five cabins in camp and the Alla-

gash had finished the Mud Pond por-

tage, and Shep was driving the resup-

ply. During breakfast we saw the arrival

of three old friends of camp: Frank'
Rutan, Jeff Wheeler and Sandy Buck.
The morning ran smoothly, as it always
does, and the afternoon activites were
geared towards the waterfront due to

the heat and humidity of the day.

The evening activity approached like

fire and the Olympics began. Trash can
throwing, a marathon, a soccer ball

carry with assistance of female staff

were some of the key events,

highlighted by the grand finale, Gross
Peach-eating. After fine efforts from
Will Walker, Zach Bensley and Josh
Boyden, the judges unanimously chose

Bud Nichol as the winner. After a

cleanup and flag the evening was ended
with a punch. So once again, another

beautiful day at Camp Kieve becomes
history — like you read about in books.

JOHN SCHNEIDER

Qualifications

Archery

Black Arrow — Ivan Brewster

Ceramics

Apprentice — Jose San Roman
Journeyman — Bud Nichol

SUNDAY AUGUST 2

Another lovely day! Hot sun and
light breezes. The St. Croix boys
shoved off in good order before flag,

and breakfast and duties went off with-

out a hitch. Chocolate pancakes made a

great hit with some, while others would

have preferred the traditional variety.

All looked neat and tidy for inspec-

tion, but the winner was North Harris.

Marc Janes spoke clearly in chapel this

morning about the opportunities that

Kieve provides for us to "get away"
from some of the winter realities and
discover what we're all about as indi-

viduals. The choir was in fine voice, led

by Jason Savage and Peter Blagden.

Everybody enjoyed Dick De-
Courcey's delicious barbecue chicken,

including the visiting families of Benjy
Bangs, Ren Chandler, Scott Woodruff,

R.J. Caldwell and Nat Harrison.

"Hey, Al, how about being after-

noon O.D.?"
"OK, Peds, no problem. Just let me

get off the throne first."

Threatening rain clouds dominated
the skies throughout the afternoon, but

to our advantage those clouds didn't

bring the wet stuff. A nice relaxing rest

period and then off to afternoon activi-

ties: tennis, boxsports, riflery, ceramics

and printing filled the agenda. The 85°

temperature made the boys bolt down
to the waterfront for a refreshing gen-

eral swim.
"Sure, Shep, you and Tom can go

out for lobsters. Personally, I think you
guys are fools for not staying in camp to

munch on our delicious tube steaks."

Thanks to J.S.H. IV, California and
Curt for helping to cook and many
thanks to those who helped clean up.

"What's that, Jamey? Don't tie up the

phone 'cause your wife is supposed to

call?"

Well . . . excuse us.

The jocks really showed off their skills

after dinner, as games of lax, ultimate

frisbee and tennis were played.

Thanks to Mr. Chris Kelley and Ivan

Brewster for putting Old Glory to bed.

Welcome back Mitch and Becky!

Catch you all in the morning.
Night one of ''The Punishment.

"

ALAN IRETON

Qualifications

Ceramics

Apprentice — Chris Lorenz, Sean
Boynton

Journeyman — Jason Savage
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 4

The day dawns cloudy and very hu-

mid, but the day promises to be super

as Daryl gives us a "High 8" and the

forecast is for clearing skies. After Will

Walker and Josh Boyden raise the flag

and we have prayer, all are off to break-

fast of bacon and toast. The camp had a

very special treat this morning, for on

bank duty we had none other than

Jamey Hebb and John Pedrick. We
also fmd that Will Walker and (Mr.)
Chris Kelley had won the capture the

camper game the previous evening and
that R.J. had been caught twenty-one

times. Way to really be sneaky, R.J^.

Following duties we embark on a

very productive morning activity pe-

riod, and the main hot spots are guns

and ceramics. Due to the hot day and
the strenuous morning activities we had
an extended and informal swim. All are

anxious to be refreshed by a swim in the

cool lake. At lunch we are joined by
Nicky West's family.

After a quiet and restful rest hour the

boys are off to challenge the afternoon

activities. Of special note was Tim
Purington, who achieved all of the qual-

ifications in archery in one morning, a

feat which no one can remember having
been done before. After the activity

period we are once again joined at the

waterfront for a much needed swim
during the day.

A great outside dinner of chicken

follows, and everyone stuffs themselves

on the special treat which Dick has

prepared for us. Chicken was followed

quickly by the news that everyone

would need pillows for the movie to-

night. John Seamans tried unsuccess-

fully to act out the name of the movie.

Hoots and hollers are his applause, but

finally we are off to the Bishop Room
for a special showing of "Superman."

After the movie and a late flag, every-

one soars down to their bunkhouses
and quickly falls asleep with dreams of

"truth, justice and the American way."
A great end to a super day.

DAN BLISS

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Tim Purington, Whit
Annibali

Black Arrow — Tim Purington, Whit
Annibali

Blue Arrow — Tim Purington
Red Arrow — Tim Purington
Gold Arrow — Tim Purington

Riflery

Pro Marksman • — Vincent Van
Panhuys, Alex Glovsky

Marksman — Nicky West
Ceramics

Journeyman — Alex Wheeler, Chris

Lorenz
Craftsman — Alex Wheeler, Chris

Lorenz
Shop

Chippendale — Charlie Greenough,
Bart Davis

Printing

Devil — Whit Annibali, Cliff Hilpert,

Sean Boyton
Journeyman — Rad Roberts

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3

After a sleepless night of fears about

my O.D. day, I trudged out of the

Little Red Farmhouse in my black

"O.D. pants" — dubbed so by Curt
Lauber.* Met Johnny Pedrick on the

way up the hill, who made a grand
attempt to calm my hysteria (not an
easy task). Jason Savage, in his very

familiar "T-E Soccer" shirt (which I

found out means Tredyferrin Easttown
Soccer) nicely offered to ring the morn-
ing flag bell, which he did with exper-

tise. John Morrison and one of our
foreign buddies, Paul Van Panhuys,
raised the flag with no snags. At a

breakfast of sausages and yummy
cheese eggs, the sun attempted to break
through the clouds, but to no avail.
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Morning duties ran wonderfully.

Gwennie Hornblow, Betsy Dietrich and

I ran into all sorts of unbelievable care

packages in South Harris while on bank
duty. Zippy Cooper kindly offered us

many a Starburst from his gigantic

package and we were off again with our

ammonia and plunger. The sky loomed
darker and darker during morning ac-

tivities, but the rain held off until after

lunch, when it poured in torrents.

Jenny "Wahoo" Pedrick and I got

stuck in the Library trying to devise an

evening activity that could take place in

Innisfree. She came up with the idea of

a carnival, and I a disco, so we com-
bined them and decided that tonight

would be the first Disco Carnival Chez
Kieve. Plans were made and the Jenny
P's went into town to buy balloons,

Hershey Kisses and squirt guns.

Meanwhile, the rain kept on and

later in the afternoon we got word that

the North Glenayr trip to Loud's

Island had to be aborted, so John
Pedrick picked up the soggy Glenayr-

ians at Round Pond. Dinner was my
very favorite, thanks to Dick DeCour-
cey — spaghetti and Delores' bread.

After dinner I rushed around hysteri-

cally pulling together the carnival. The
purple crepe paper was masterfully

hung by Andy Hawkes and Jenny and
we were ready to go. The kids played

such games as balloon pop, Hershey 's

Kiss toss, sponge throw (thank you,

Tim Naylor) and they tested their

strength and John Seamans' with his

great invention of "hammer and bell,"

all to the beat of the Jacksons, Sugarhill

and Kool and the Gang. Oh, and I

can't forget the glow-painted faces by
Gwennie, Becky, and Jenny.

JOCELYN WISE

Qualifications

Riflery

Marksman — Greg Beier

Shop

Chippendale — Mike Lynch, Ward
Francis, Sean Boynton, Simon
Isdell-Carpenter

Printing

Devil — Cameron Lonergan
Photography

Duane Michaels — Simon Isdell-

Carpenter

THURSDAY, AUGUST 6

The skies are charcoal gray. It's a

dreary downtown day. Daryl Martini,

"The Cosmic Muffin," rates today a

high "7." Let's just see if we can make
it a perfect 10.

"What's for evening activity?"

Bye bye to Marc Janes and West Old
Bunkerhill, who took an early bus outta

here destined for the St. Croix River.

Thanks to Peter Blagden and Bart

Davis for raising the Stars and Stripes

to start yet another day at Camp Kieve.

A yummy breakfast consisting of cereal,

bacon and frosted flake coffee cake,

filled our tummies rather nicely.

Thanks to Jamey and Alan, the morn-
ing coffee line is back to normal.

Fishing, printing, ropes, photo, ri-

flery, woodworking, a nature tape, and
archery kept us busy and out of trouble

until the general swim bell rang.

"No, guys, swim isn't optional.

Sorry."

"What's that, Jamey, you're cold

out on the raft and you want to come
in? Sorry, buddy, but we just extended

swim for another fifteen minutes. We'll

bring you a blanket and a wood stove in

a second."
A beautifully prepared lobster and

crab (sure!) lunch was greatly appre-

ciated, then back to the cabins for a

relaxing rest period.
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Fishing, archery, printing, riflery,

photo, indoor/outdoor hockey and a few

raindrops filled the afternoon agenda.

Another warm? general swim and
then off to an awesome roast beef din-

ner. That meal deseves a big Kieve
cheer.

If we can't go to the Kentucky
Derby, let's bring it to Kieve. Special

appearances by Ms. Apogee, Libby's

Choice, Jet Lag and much, much more.
Some guys bet all of their shells and

hoped for the best, while others con-

served and watched the excitement.

Who will ever find out the secret

behind the door in Alan Guiness'

house? Hopefully, Eddie will tell us

when he finds out.

Chris Lorenz and Will Walker put
Old Glory to bed, which officially ended
a cloudy yet productive day. Good
Night.

ALAN IRETON

Qualifications

Shop

Chippendale — Nicky West, Will

Walker, Greg Beier

Riflery

Pro Marksman — Cliff Hilpert,

Cameron Lonergan, Isaac Philips,

David Gordon, Sean Gottlieb

Printing

Devil — Al Glovsky
Archery

White Arrow — Eric Vogel

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7

I awoke to a seemingly endless array
of clouds, clouds and more clouds.

This, the seventh of August, was the

third day in a row of overcast skies. The
morning flag went . . . oops, the flag is

upside down. Hey, who's the O.D.?
Isn't the O.D. supposed to check the

flag before it goes up? Hey, nobody's
perfect.

Breakfast followed with eggs, toast

and cereal. Who has bank duty? Why,
the Kieve newlyweds, Becky and Mark;
Tim and Jenny. Morning duties and an
inspection with myself and the John
Seamans' "Rat Patrol" followed break-

fast.

With the rain holding off, a wide
range of morning activities was availa-

ble. They included shop, fishing, na-

ture, tennis, printing, archery, photo,

ropes, and with a strong northern wind,
some excellent sailing at the waterfront.

Perhaps one of the saddest moments
at Kieve this summer took place as

Jenny Pedrick departed for home to

attend a camp in Florida. We're going
to miss you, Jenny.

After a cool, refreshing general swim,
a short but sweet lunch, and a relaxing

rest period, afternoon activites were
ready to begin. Activities went well with
tennis, shop, nature, ropes, printing,

photo and guns as choices. The sun had
begun to break through the clouds but

disappeared as afternoon general swim
came to a conclusion.

North Harris, with John Schneider,

Eliot Heher and Nick Luddington re-

turned from the wet but pleasant White
Mountains trip in time for a home
cooked ham dinner. After dinner the

night activity was revealed — some-
thing we can never get enough of at

Kieve — Jock Night. After three days
of sunny skies, the boys were full of

energy to burn up, and the nice cool

night helped everyone get in the spirit

of running around. Tennis, soccer and
lacrosse were among the choices, with

Kieve ties inevitably prevailing.

Night flag ended my last O.D. day,

with the Kieve prayer and song calling

out into the night, while a cool and
moist summer breeze wet my face and
the beautiful harmony of the crickets

filled my ears.

MITCH

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8

We awoke before the chimes, Serre

and I, who took charge of the first half

of the O.D. day, enthusiastically

climbed up to the office to organize
activities and duties. Ringing the bell to

start another Kieve day, the kids assem-
bled at the flag. Doing a professional

job, David Schroder and Richard
Franken raised the flag.

A great breakfast was prepared by
Dick DeCourcey and the chicks. Mark
Mitchell and John Schneider were over-
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joyed to be able to have bank duty.

After a super job on duties, the bell

rang for Indian Circle and the activities

started.

Following activities was general

swim. It was a hot, sticky day and the

water felt cool and refreshing. Lunch
was welcomed by hungry campers and
the grilled cheese tasted great as usual.

Andy and Frank then took over for

the second half. After lunch, announce-
ments and rest period followed. The
quiet was welcomed by the counselors

because this is the only time they have

to rest. The 2:30 bell rang for afternoon

activities and they were quickly under
way. Not as many qualifications were
accomplished as usual, but everyone

had fun.

The campers shivered on the rafts as

the sun slid behind the clouds and the

wind picked up. We were considering a

movie if the weather became any worse,

but within a half an hour the storm blew

off and the sun was shining. So the

movie was cancelled and Frank and
Andy arranged a Bingo game for the

evening. Dinner went quickly, but

there was time to enjoy Delores' choco-

late chip cookies. Then we were off to

Innisfree for the evening activity.

Everyone had a great time playing

Bingo and being entertained by the B-
53 's. We then had flag and were off to

bed to end a beautiful day.

ANDY HAWKES,
FRANK GOLDSMITH,

SERRE MURPHY
and. NICK LUDINGTON

Qualifications

Printing

Devil — Tim Purington

Ropes

White Piton — Joe Lavoie

Black Piton — Matthew Baxter

Tennis

White Racket — Joe DeCourcey
Black Racket — Joe DeCourcey

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9

Another threatening dawn, but the

rains never came. Feverish preparation

for inspection paid off for all, but North
Bunkerhill was the best.

At first we set up for chapel in the

Bishop Room, but impressario Pedrick

decided at the last moment to move
outside. Dick spoke about risks and the

choir was led by Ron Cowie, Charlie

Curran and Nicky West.

We welcomed a raft of visitors at

lunch, the families of Alex Wheeler,

Ricky Koelle, Blair Wardrop, Benjy

Bangs, Nate Bedford, Amy Blodgett,

Joe and Dick DeCourcey and Zach
Bensley.

The return of the Allagash boys,

which, as always, occurred in the mid-

dle of afternoon Indian Circle, was the

major event of the day. Camp is in

recess for a good half an hour and then

a short activity period and few qualifica-

tions. However everyone had a lot of

fun. A quick general swim, a fantastic

tube steak dinner prepared by the coun-

cil and "Jaws" brought a close to a

great day. Welcome back Allagash '81.

DICK KENNEDY
and RANDY WILGIS

MONDAY, AUGUST 10

The first day of the last week of Kieve

1981 dawns misty, cold and dark with

rain threatening. After a wake-up
shower the O.D. notices that his clock,

his watch and the cabin clock all say
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6:50 a.m., not 7:50. Say it ain't so! But

it is, as the chimes have gone off one
hour early, so everyone returns to bed
until 7:30.

The first day of the last week of Kieve

1981 dawns misty, cold and dark . . .

again.

The keynote of the day from flag on
is many campers and few counselors,

because the staff is trying to get in the

last days off. There are ten duties and
eleven counselors to cover them. Tom
Adams does the Bank because he

whipped the O.D. in tennis the day
before.

Morning activities are made very

flexible because of circumstances far be-

yond the control of the O.D. Swimming
is changed to canoeing because it's too

cold to get wet, while tennis becomes
boxsports because the courts are too

wet. Archery is delayed because the

arrows have not been picked up yet,

and there is no one covering woodwork-
ing. Oh well, confusion can be interest-

ing.

General swim is made optional due to

the weather and the lack of council. Just

as the few campers who wanted to swim
are getting out of the water, the bell

rings. What for? I don't know. Why
don't you ask the O.D.? As it turns out,

the bell signals an impromptu first re-

hearsal of "Wale of a Prince," the

watersports play.

The rehearsal lasts until lunch, which
is something new and delicious: grilled

roast beef and cheese sandwiches. Dur-
ing announcements we hear that Dick
Kennedy has heard something about a

fisher, a small carnivorous animal, be-

ing spotted down by the waterfront.

Because of this, John Pedrick asks that

everyone stay off the path that leads

from the waterfront to Kistler Point.

Rest period is calm but hot, as the

weather has changed mysteriously from
damp and nippy to humid and warm.
Frank Strasburger stops by on his way
back to Jackman to pick up Hook, his

dog, who has been staying with Dick
and Nancy for a few days.

Afternoon activities run smoothly de-

spite the reduced staff. There are many
enthusiastic sailors for a change, but,

alas, the wind is not very cooperative.

Because general swim was optional

this morning and the weather is now
hot, everyone stays in the water longer

this afternoon. In an anxious moment
during swim, Alex Wheeler walks with

his fishing rod down the path where the

vicious wolverine-like fisher had been
spotted. Tom Adams spots him before

he goes too far, though, and the O.D.
accompanies him on his walk back.

Because it is still hot, everyone eats

Dick's delicious ham, macaroni and
cheese dinner outside. The ranger calls

to warn us again of the fisher, and
George Phipps races his Jeep up the hill

between South and North Glenayr with

John Schneider lying unconscious in the

back, injured by the fisher he was hunt-

ing. After they are sent to the hospital

Curt calls a quick council meeting in

Pasquaney, and everyone decides that

the animal is too dangerous to allow at

Kieve. The planned evening activity is

foregone to allow everyone to hunt the

fisher.

Armed with a dangerous assortment

of wooden sticks, baseball bats, lacrosse

sticks and tennis rackets, and dressed in

long pants and boots, the campers set

out boldly in cabin groups, banging on
panakins, to flush the fisher out of the

woods and down to the waterfront.

After about half an hour a fisher runs
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out of the woods down at the waterfront

where the O.D., Paul Paradis and the

Damarisct)tta Ranger are waiting; the

vicious creature will never harm anyone
again. In the interest of safety the

ranger takes the fisher with him to test

it for rabies.

Flag is held immediately after the

hunt ends and we learn that Schneider

is fine and will be back in camp tomor-
row. The hill is quiet late because of the

excitement of the hunt, but by 9:30 the

day has ended.

ELIOT HEHER

TUESDAY, AUGUST 11

The day dawned gray and wet, with

John Schneider returning during flag

with his fisher wounds bandaged. How-
ever, as the morning activites com-
menced the sun broke through and the

mist lifted and disappeared for the rest

of the day.

With the two remaining trips rolling

back to camp, we are all together for the

first time since July 22. A full camp also

brought with it injury in the shape of an
airborne rock and Richard Franken.

However, a butterfly bandage and some
rest were all that were needed to patch

Richard up.

After a filling dinner outside, every-

one assembled in Innisfree to run
through the songs for the watersports

play. After a run through without music
we got a few clues of the lyrics and were

pretty impressive with piano accompa-
niment. Inchman (Tommy Gordon)
showed some pretty good stickwork on
the drums and we all had aspirations of

a great play. Flag was held indoors and
we went back to the cabins for a well-

deserved rest.

GEORGE PHIPPS

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Peter Blagden
Blue Arrow — Ivan Brewster

Riflery

Pro Marksman — Peter Sienkiewicz

Sailing

Crew — Nat Harrison
Printing

Devil — Ernest Van Panhuys

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12

Dear Libby,

Today started early for me; North
Glenayr decided to wake me up at

about 7:00 a.m. Reid Slayton and Josh
Boyden hoisted the flag, and qualifica-

tion Wednesday was under way. Moz-
zarella eggs and bacon filled us up for

breakfast and then we had duties. You
would have loved my choice for Bank
duty, Tim Naylor and Jenny Pulver.

Morning activities were free choice

this morning and I was so well staffed

that we offered every single activity and
ended up with forty-four qualifications.

Tom Adams supervised as we had our

first full camp general swim in three

weeks.

The Cosmic Muffin gave today a

strong "7," but Dick's PB and J lunch

was definitely a "10," and sent us off to

rest period with sticky mouths and full

stomachs.

Afternoon activity period boasted the

same full range of choices and was very

productive as well. General swim went

very well and provided a cool and re-

freshing break from the sun and humid-
ity. A yummy dinner of haddock got

everybody psyched for play practice,

our first one on stage. As Chris Lorenz

and Peter Willis lowered the flag, a

sudden realization gripped all of us: it
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was time to see the secrets of the Red
Farmhouse basement — HAUNTED
HOUSE!
The sun sets earher now and as camp

is coming to a close I can only wish two
things, that Shep was here instead of

hospitalized and that John Pedrick and
Dick Kennedy realize how incredibly

special they have made my six summers
at Kieve. I miss you.

Love,

JAMEY (HEBB)
P.S. Eighty-nine qualifications.

Qualifications

Archery

White Arrow — Mike Lynch,
Cameron Lonergan, Tim Towell

Black Arrow — Frankie Brown, Erik

Cullen, Cameron Lonergan, Peter

Willis

Blue Arrow — Keith Linker
Red Arrow — Andy Uffleman

Fishing

Minnow — Peter Whitman, Tim
Purington, Blair Wardrop, Nicholas

Fetchko, Chris Kelley, Jed Tobin
Perch — Peter Whitman, Tom Sibley,

Nicholas Fetchko, Will Walker
Salmo Salar — Adam Foulke, Cameron

Lonergan, Tom Sibley

Photography

Duane Michaels — Nat Harrison,
Steve Wall, Ricky Koelle, Josh
Boyden, Chris Kelley

Lotte Jacobi — Steve Wall, Ricky
Koelle

Printing

Devil — Charlie Greenough, Bart

Davis, Nicky West, Jon Gardner,
Alex Wheeler

Compositor — Peter Sienkiewicz, Reid
Slayton, Sean Boynton, Sean
Gottlieb

Kieve Printer — Sean Cullen
Ceramics

Kieve Potter — Pat Glenn
Ropes

White Piton — Ron Cowie, Blair

Wardrop, Peter Blagden, Richie

Benton, Terry Blagden, Ivan Brew-
ster

Orange Piton — Matthew Baxter, John
Russell, Will Walker

Silver Piton — Daniel Stranahan

Riflery

Pro Marksman — Eric Vogel, Chris
Lorenz, Whit Annibali, Richie Ben-
ton, Tim Towell, Peter Blagden

Marksman — Sean Gottlieb, David
Gordon, Cliff Hilpert

Sailing

Crew — Sam Dole, Jed Tobin, Reid
Slayton, Vincent Van Panhuys, Ren
Chandler

Skipper — Jamie Williams, Scott

Fulmer, Terry Blagden
Swimming

Swimmer — Sean Cullen, Jamie Wil-

liams

Woodworking

Chippendale — Josh Gundling, Charlie

Curran, Chris Lorenz, Ren
Chandler, Web Pedrick, Quique
Samaniego, Terry Blagden, Nicky
West, John Russell

Heppelwhite — Will Walker, Richard
Franken, Sam Potter

Queen Anne — Chris Kelley

THURSDAY, AUGUST 13

On the morning after the haunted
house everyone seems a little tired and
sluggish. The weather agrees, though
the clouds are scheduled to lift mid
morning. In hopes of coaxing the sun

out earlier. Brad Gamble and Rob
Trippe, with their blazing red hair, are

sacrificed to Bank duty.

Morning activities proceed as usual

and, sure enough, by swim things are

looking more optimistic. By lunch the

sun is perfectly glaring off our tunafish

salad sandwiches. Due to these me-
teorological improvements, the O.D.
spends rest hour researching the legali-

ties and lure of Aquattack.
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Indian Circle brings the announce-
ment to the participants and despite

dimly understood directions, the game
begins. Water and land battles continue
all afternoon. Eliot Heher curses Dan
Bliss' "blind luck" in canoe capturing
as he comes back to jail for the third

time. Finally, the bell is rung and
canoes and complaints are brought
ashore: "He swore three times." "Tag
on backwards." "

. . .in water over his

knees." "Is he allowed . .
.?" "He

tripped me." "How many points for

. . .
?" At dinner the announcement

that the black team has won ends the

drama.
Evening activity brings the first full

play rehearsal, chaotic as ever. Only the

experienced among the campers know
the miracle that will take place in the

next few days. Long after patience and
sunlight have run out, prayer and song
are completed in Innisfree and the

campers fmd their way over now-
familiar rocks to their cabins.

CURT LAUBER
Qualifications

A rchery

Black Arrow — Cliff Hilpert

Red Arrow — Sean Cullen

Ropes

White Piton — Ren Chandler, Zippy
Cooper, Cameron Lonergan, David
Gordon, Peter Sienkiewicz, Sam
Dole

Black Piton — Joe Lavoie
Orange Piton — Zach Bensley

Woodworking

Chippendale — Omar Samaniego, Josh
Boyden, Sean Gottlieb, Zippy
Cooper, Peter Sienkiewicz

Queen Anne — Zippy Cooper

FRIDAY, AUGUST 14

A rare day! The temperature last

night dipped down to close to fifty de-

grees: the first harbinger of fall. The
morning is beautiful! The flag is raised

by Blair Wardrop and Jason Savage.
Twenty-four table boys means the camp
is loaded! Duties are geared toward the

cosmetic necessities of getting camp
ready for the 250 guests who are ex-

pected tomorrow. Will the plumbing
hold out?

The morning flew past with two
hour-long activity periods, a quick
swim and then a rehearsal for the dress

rehearsal which spilled into lunch. A
staff meeting followed lunch and then
straight into the afternoon activity pe-

riod. Then another brief swim, then the

dress rehearsal. It's going to work!
"Wale of a Prince" falls into place; due
solely to the creative genius of Nancy
Kennedy! It's getting darker earlier

now so the hamburger cookout has to

be speeded up a bit as the sun is getting

lower.

Thanks to "Bub" Schneider and his

crew for having the torches in place and
the dinner ready to go. He made things

tick!

While this group of campers has been
happy and spirited, we were also re-

lieved to find that they could be quiet

during the evening flag and subsequent
reading from the 1931 Kieve handbook.
It was also a silent walk to Kistler Point,

where Mac MacAvoy lit the fire, this

being his fifth summer at Kieve. Dick's

talk at the campfire highlighted the

growth, progress and learning that we
all do as we function together as a

community. The evening was perfect

for the campfire. The loons punctuated
Dick's talk, the sunset was florid and
the air still. Fall is certainly in the air.

Following the silent walk back to the

top of the hill and the Kieve song. Rich
Benton, Whit Annibali, Bud Nichol,

Steve Wickendon, Pat Glenn, Buck
Morrison, Tom Sibley, Simon Isdell-

Carpenter, Jamie Williams and Inch-

man Gordon joined this O.D. in the

kitchen for chocolate almond ice cream.
They had been recognized for the sig-

nificant contribution that they had
made to the play.

Long, candle-lit conversations took

place on the top of the hill well past the

carillon at nine. What a retrospective

time this evening has been for all of us!

JOHN PEDRICK
Qualifications

Nature

Audubon — Jamey Williams, Ward
Francis, Joe Lavoie

Photography

Duane Michaels — Sean Boynton, Rad
Roberts
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Printing

Devil — Vincent Van Panhuys, Zach
Bensley

Kieve Printer — Sam Potter

Archery

White Arrow — Bart Davis

Black Arrow — Mike Lynch
Blue Arrow — Cameron Lonergan
Red Arrow — Keith Linker

Riflery

Pro Marksman — Tim Purington, Bart

Davis
Marksman — Line Lavoie
Marksman 1st Class — Nat Harrison,

Paul Van Panhuys
Ropes

White Piton — Alex Wheeler, Joe De-
Courcey, Cliff Hilpert, Nicky West

Black Piton — Josh Boyden, Terry
Blagden, Peter Sienkiewicz, Ben
Metcalf

Tennis

Gold Rackets — Carlos Berges, Peter

Whitman, Willie James
Woodworking

Chippendale — Nicholas Fetchko,

Alexander Grant, Joe DeCourcey,
Alex Glovsky, Josh Gundling, Cliff

Hilpert

Heppelwhite — Nat Harrison

SATURDAY, AUGUST 15

This final, bittersweet day blends
happy expectations with fond memories

as all pack, clean-up, and bid farewell

to friends. Suddenly, all that has been
(even the distant opening days) comes
swiftly together in recollections.

Morning bell. Flag. Breakfast. Du-
ties.

Drizzle!

Parents arrive. Bunkhouse cleanup,

packing, general scurrying around still

in progress. The smell of fresh bread
from Delores' ovens, laughter from
North Harris (shrieks from the Glen-

ayrs!); jagged, flinty rocks felt under-

foot as trunks are toted up the hill one
last time; grey clouds scudding low
overhead.

Last minute decisions. Lunch tables

moved outside. Picnic lunch not totally

rained out. Watersports: swim races,

canoe races, pie eating, swamped ca-

noes, soggy heads, colorful spectators

. . . then the downpour, cancelling the

war canoe race. Alas.

Awards inside Innisfree, followed by
cocktails in the Bishop Room. Ben
Stewart finally leaves the infirmary in

the care of his parents following his bout
with a virus. Supper outside. Then
Kieve Theatre's "Wale of a Prince"
and Jocelyn's slide show. "Wahoo!"
At last, a closing prayer, carillon

bells, calls in the dark to friends, cars

leaving, flashlights, cabin parties, rain

patter, gradual quiet, and suddenly the

day has ended.

MARC JANES
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special Mentions - 1981
AGREE — Tripping, Landsports
ANNIBALI — Printing, Riflery, Tennis
BALDESCHI — Woodworking, Landsports, Swimming
BANGS — Printing, Swimming, Woodworking, Archery
BATGHELDER — Inspection, Ropes, Photo, Woodworking
BAXTER — Ropes, Printing, Landsports, Tripping
BEDFORD — Printing, Tennis, Landsports
BEIER, A. — Woodworking, Geramics, Photography, Tripping, Fishing

BEIER, G. — SaiHng, Landsports

BENSLEY — Ropes, Riflery, Landsports, Inspection

BENTON — Ropes, Riflery, Inspection

BERGES — Geramics, Landsports, Tennis, Tripping
BLAGDEN, H. — Photography, Sailing

BLAGDEN, P. — Ropes, Riflery, Photography, Tripping
BOYDEN — Tennis, Tripping, Photography
BOYNTON — Printing, Landsports, Tripping, Inspection

BREWSTER — Photography, Fishing, Archery
BROWN — Archery, Tripping, Inspection, Riflery, Printing

BURGESS — Tripping, Woodworking
BURKS — Tripping, Printing, Ropes
GALDWELL — Landsports, Riflery

GARROLL — Tennis, Archery, Landsports
GHANDLER — Landsports, Sailing

GHERMAYEFF — Ropes, Riflery, Photography
GHESTON — Tripping, Printing, Landsports, Riflery

GLARK — Tripping, Fishing

GOOPER, JA. — Woodworking, Tennis, Landsports, Archery, Fishing

GOOPER, JO. — Woodworking, Landsports

GOWIE — Saihng
GRISSMAN — Tripping, Archery
GROMWELL — Tripping, Landsports, Tennis
GULLEN, E. — Printing, Archery
GULLEN, S. — Printing, Tripping, Inspection

GULMAN — Inspection, Tripping, Printing, Tennis
GURRAN, G. — Printing, Geramics, Inspection

GURRAN, M. — Landsports, Tennis, Fishing

DAVIS — Printing, Tennis, Fishing

DEGOURGEY — Printing, Tennis, Riflery, Landsports, Tripping, Inspec-

tion

DEWING — Geramics, Tennis, Landsports, Tripping, Fishing

DOLE — Ropes, Riflery, Sailing

DOUGHERTY — Inspection, Printing, Woodworking
DUREY — Printing, Swimming, Tripping
ELKINS — Inspection, Ropes, Tennis, Sailing

FAGGIOLI, A. — Tripping, Inspection

FEAREY, G. — Tripping, Printing, Landsports, Nature
FEAREY, P. — Tripping, Printing, Landsports, Tennis, Sailing

FISHER — Fishing, Printing

FOULKE — Woodworking, Landsports, Inspection, Fishing

FOWLKES — Geramics, Inspection, Swimming, Fishing

FRANKEN — Woodworking, Geramics, Landsports, Photography, Inspec-

tion

FRANGIS, I. — Tripping, Printing, Landsports, Ropes, Sailing
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FRANCIS, W. — Woodworking, Printing

FULMER — Printing, Ceramics, Tripping, Inspection

FACCIOLI, L. — Tripping, Inspection, Landsports

GARDNER, G. — Printing, Tennis
GARDNER, J.

— Printing, Ceramics, Landsports, Tennis
GEER — Ropes, Printing, Nature, Swimming
GEORGI — Ceramics, Printing

GLENDINNING — Landsports, Ropes
GLENN — Woodworking, Ceramics, Tennis

GLOVSKY — Printing, Ceramics
GOTTLIEB — Printing, Riflery, Swimming
GONZALEZ — Landsports, Tripping

GORDON, D. — Riflery, Landsports, Tennis, Fishing

GORDON, T. — Tennis, Landsports, Tripping

GRANT — Printing, Woodworking
GREENOUGH — Printing, Woodworking, Swimming
GRUMHAUS — Inspection, Tripping, Printing, Fishing

GRUNDLING — Riflery, Landsports, Printing

HARRINGTON — Ropes, Tripping, Archery

HARRISON — Woodworking, Riflery, Landsports, Inspection

HAWKES — Tripping, Printing, Inspection, Tennis
HEHER — Ceramics, Tripping, Printing, Photography
HERBRUCK — Landsports, Riflery, Fishing

HILPERT — Printing, Riflery

ISDELL-CARPENTER — Photography, Fishing, Tripping, Inspection

HOLMES — Ceramics, Landsports, Riflery

HUSSAIN — Swimming, Archery
HYAM — Inspection, Printing, Riflery, SaiHng, Inspection

JAMES — Inspection, Tripping, Printing, Tennis, Photography, Land-
sports

JONES — Tripping, Landsports, Tennis
KELLEY — Woodworking, Tennis, Photography
KELLNER — Landsports, Tennis, SaiHng
KEMPER — Printing, Ropes
KILROY — Ceramics, Printing, Landsports
KINGMAN — Fishing, Woodworking
KLEBENOV — Printing, Ropes
KOELLE — Riflery, Photography
LAVOIE — Ropes, Fishing, Nature
LAWRENCE — Ropes, Riflery, Nature
LEBOUTILLIER — Photography, Ropes
LEDYARD — Printing, Tripping
LEE — Inspection, Printing, SaiHng
LIBERATORE — Tripping, Riflery

LIBRA — Tripping, Landsports
LINKER, E. — Photography, Tripping, Landsports, Inspection

LINKER, K. — Archery, Landsports, Woodworking, Riflery

LIVESAY — Ceramics, Inspection, Printing, Photography, Woodworking
LONERGAN — Ropes, Printing, Riflery

LORENZ — Woodworking, Ceramics, Riflery, Landsports
LOXTON, C. — Ropes, Printing

LOXTON, W. — Printing

LYNCH — Archery, Swimming
MACAVOY — Tennis, Landsports, Tripping
MARQUART — Ropes, Archery, Tennis
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JJ

MAISTRELLIS — Woodworking, Swimming
MASON — Landsports, Riflery, Fishing

MCARDLE — Swimming, Sailing

MCELVENNY — Inspection, Tripping, Tennis
MCGOVERN — Tennis, Photography
MCPHEETERS — Printing, Photography
METCALF — Landsports, Woodworking, Fishing

MILLER — Printing, Landsports, Riflery, Tennis
MILLHON — Landsports, Woodworking
MITCHELL — Printing, Riflery, Tennis
MOORE, R. — Ropes, Archery, Nature, Photography, Landsports, Trip-

ping

MOORE, C. — Archery, Ropes, Nature
MORRISON — Landsports, Photography, Tripping, Riflery

MUDGE — Ropes, Inspection, Campcraft, Riflery, Archery, Photography,
Fishing, Woodworking, Nature

NASTASI — Tripping, Riflery, Sailing

NETTO — Ceramics, Inspection, Printing, Woodworking
NICHOLS — Tripping, Inspection, Printing, Landsports, Archery, Tennis
NICOLL — Tripping
OTT — Tripping, Printing, Fishing

OTTLEY — Ceramics, Woodworking
PACKARD — Tripping, Printing, Tennis, Photography
PAINE — Ropes, Swimming, Woodworking
PARSONS, C. Tripping, Printing, Landsports, Campcraft, Tennis
PARSONS, W. — Tripping, Landsports, Ropes, Tennis
PETERSON, A. — Ropes, Printing, Fishing

PETERSON, E. — Printing, Ropes, Photography, Tennis
PEW — Ropes, Riflery, Tennis
PHILLIPS — Ceramics, Riflery, Landsports, Tennis
POTTER — Printing, Ceramics, Riflery, Inspection

PURINGTON — Printing, Photography, Archery
ROBB — Ceramics, Tripping, Printing, Landsports, Ropes, Tennis, Pho-

tography

ROBERTS — Tennis, Landsports, Inspection, Tripping
RONEY — Tripping, Landsports, Tennis, Fishing, Woodworking
ROSSMASSLER — Printing, Landsports, Ropes, Fishing, Nature
ROYAL, H. — Tripping, Inspection, Printing, Landsports, Riflery, Fish-

ing, Woodworking
ROYAL, T. — Inspection, Tripping, Archery, Photography, Nature
RUSSELL — Printing, Landsports, Campcraft
SAMANIEGO, E. — Landsports
SAMANIEGO, J.

— Fishing

SAMANIEGO, O. — Woodworking, Ceramics, Fishing

SAN ROMAN — Ceramics, Sailing, Landsports, Fishing

SCHMIDT — Tripping, Ropes, Landsports

SCHRODER — Ceramics, Landsports, Fishing, Swimming
SAVAGE — Printing, Ceramics, Tennis, Photography
SCHUSTER — Ropes, Printing, Photography
SEARLE, J.

— Landsports, Woodworking
SEARLE, R. — Ropes, Tripping, Riflery

SIBLEY — Landsports, Inspection

SIENKIEWICZ — Printing, Riflery, Landsports
SLAYTON — Printing, Riflery, Landsports
SPARKMAN — Ropes, Tripping, Archery, Sailing

STEBBINS — Ropes, Archery
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STEVENSON — Campcraft, Ropes, Sailing

STEWART — Ropes
STRANAHAN — Landsports, Printing

SWATON — Tennis, Landsports, Ceramics

TALBOT, C. — Fishing, Landsports

TALBOT, W. — Tripping, Sailing

TOBIN — Landsports, Photography, Tripping

TOTARO — Ropes, Woodworking
TOWELL — Riflery, Fishing

UFFELMAN — Printing, Landsports, Archery, Fishing

VAN ALEN — Printing, Archery
VAN PANHUYS, E. — Riflery, Archery, Ropes, Sailing

VAN PANHUYS, PA. — Tripping, Ropes
VAN PANHUYS, PH. — Tennis
VOGEL — Riflery, Tennis, Landsports, Tripping, Fishing

WALKER — Ropes, Woodworking, Landsports, Inspection

WALL — Photography, Tripping

WARDROP — Ropes, Fishing, Tennis
WEST — Woodworking, Riflery, Landsports

WHEELER — Ropes, Woodworking, Printing, Ceramics, Tennis, Land-
sports, Inspection

WHITMAN — Tennis, Landsports, Inspection

WICKENDEN — Tennis, Tripping, Sailing

WILLIAMS — Nature, Swimming, Inspection

WILLIS — Ceramics, Tennis
WOLF — Printing, Landsports, Tennis, Photography, Swimming, Fishing

WOODRUFF — Ropes, Landsports, Sailing
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